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KNITTING^/z^CROCHETING
Th e Wo r k and the Ya rns

NITTING was once every woman's duty.

Now it is her pleasure, her relaxation, her

nerve-soothing occupation for leisure mo-
ments in a busy life. With the growth
of the various arts and crafts movements,
knitting, like all handwork, has taken on a

new dignity ; and the increasing use of fine yarns gives it

new possibilities of beauty.

To the uninitiated, it may seem strange that the dif-

ference in quality of the yarns can make such an utter dif-

ference in the result. But the skilled knitter knows that no
yarns have yet been made to equal the Columbia Yarns
in loftiness of thread, flexibility, softness, and exquisite

coloring, and that these are the points that tell in the com-
pleted garment. A garment well-knitted of Columbia
Yarns is the ideal of beauty in its line.

The greatest care has been taken with the instructions

m this book. They are practical, clear and accurate ; and
novice and adept alike will find them useful and interesting.

For the beginner, every step of the way is made plain.

Her teacher is the book, always at hand, always willing to

repeat, ready with the next lesson as she progresses.

The skilled knitter finds all the time-honored stitches

and all the new ones; all the favorite articles, and the latest

ideas. It is a complete manual in the Art of Knitting and
Crocheting ; and any woman who carefully follows its di-

rections may be successful in these delightful occupations.
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Illustrations Showing Numbers and Actual Sizes of

Crochet Hooks, Knitting Needles and Knitting

Pins, Called for in this book

EONE AND RUBBER
CROCHET HOOKS

5, 8, 10, 12 and 14 inches

BONE AND RUBBER
KNITTING NEEDLES

8, 10, 12 and 14 inches

STEEL
KNITTING NEEDLES

7 and 8^4^ inches

WOOD CROCHET HOOKS
9 inches

WOOD KNITTING PINS
14 and 18 inches

No matter ivhat you ivant to knit or crochet , it is best made from Columbia Yarns
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First Stitches: Knitting
TO CAST ON STITCHES

Alake a looD in the yarn and put it on the Isft-hand needle. Slip the right-hand needle into the loop throw yarn around

he point of riShVhand needle, draw it through and slip that loop on the left-hand needle. Put the nght-hand needle into

lie loop just made, and repeat until you have the required number of stitches.

TO KNIT PLAIN

TO PURL OR SEAM

Bring the yarn in front of the right-hand needle, take up the stitch on theleft-hand needle by sUppin

into the front of stitch Throw yarn annind the back of needle as u pa-ses m the stitch, catth it in ana tai.e u oir.

He caret-;fali^yi to curry the yarn back of the needle after a purled .titch before knitting a plain stitch.

Columbia Yarns ivouUn't be so beautiful or ivear so lornr if they ivercn't made from the

finest ivool
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First Stitches: Knitting
TO SLIP A STITCH

Take the stitch from the left-hand to the rig:ht-hand needle without knitting it.

TO MAKE A STITCH

Bring the yarn in front of the needle (as in purhng) and knit plain.

TO MAKE A STITCH WHEN PURLING

The yarn being already in front of the needle, must also be passed around the needle.

An introduction to Columbia Yarns always leads to a delightful and lasting friendship
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First Stitches: Knitting
TO MAKE A TWIST STITCH

Like plain knitting, except that the needle niust be put in the back of the stitch. Then knit as usual.

TO SLIP AND BIND

Slip the stitch from the left-hand to the right-hand needle without knitting. Knit the next stitch, then pass the slipped
stitch over the knitted one.
Note—Sometimes the slipped stitch is passed over 2 and even over 3 stitches knitted tog-ether, where it is necessary to

decrease the number of stitches.

TO BIND OFF

Knit the first 2 stitches, pass the first stitch back over the second stitch, knit 1 stitch, pass the stitch on the right-
hand needle over it, and repeat, until but 1 stitch remains. Draw yarn through and break off.

There's one way to be sure of the best yarn—look for the Columbia rinj^ label
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First Stitches: Crocheting

CHAIN STITCH

Make a series of loops, drawing each loop through the preceding one.

SLIP STITCH

Skip first stitch of chain. Insert the hook in next stitch, throw yarn over hook and draw

through both loops on needle.

SINGLE CROCHET

Insert hook, draw yarn through, pass yarn around the hook, and draw it through both

loops on the hook.

The fine quality and brillicnt coloring of Columbia Yarns are an Jnspirr.fion to the knitter
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First Stitches: Crocheting

II

DOUBLE CROCHET

Pass the yarn around the hook, insert the hook, draw yarn throufjh
;
pass the yarn around

the hook and draw yarn through 2 loops and again through 2.

LONG CROCHET

Pass the yarn around the hook, insert hook, draw yarn through ; pass the yarn around the

hook and draw it through l loop, then through 2, then again through 2.

TREBLE CROCHET

Pass the yarn around the hook twice, insert the hook, draw yarn through; pass the yarn

around the hook, draw through 2 loops, again through 2 loops, and again through 2.

Knitting ivas once a ivoman's dutv—it is now her pleasure, (irul, liith Columbia Yarns, her art
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Explanation of Terms Used in Knitting and

Crocheting

In the preceding pages are found the first

stitches in knitting and crocheting, the more

complex stitches are made by various repeti-

tions and combinations of the simple ones al-

ready given. Therefore you will find refer-

ences continually to the first steps, and the

references are abbreviated. Thus, "work Sg.

C or D C" means "work a single crochet or a

double crochet"; the method of working these

has already been explained on pages lO and ii.

The following is a list of the abbreviations

used, with the explanation of them:

Ch.—Chain stitch. Explained on page lO.

SI. St.—Slip a stitch. Explained on page

lO (crocheting) or page 8 (knitting).

Sg. C—Single crochet. Explained on page

lo.

D C—Double crochet. Explained on page

1 1.

L C—Long crochet. Explained on page 1 1.

T. C. or Tr. C—Treble crochet. Ex-

plained on page li.

P—Picot.

C—Crochet.

Th. O—Throw over.

Stars, thus * *, mean that the work de-

scribed between them is to be repeated. They

save imnecessary description where a row is

the same as a preceding one.

Wrap—Means to throw yarn over needle.

'^
**"?»( REG. U.S.?^^-

Not only ivhat a yarn costs per hank, but also ivhat quality and quantity of icork it yields you,

determines the economy of buying it
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Infant's Crocheted Hood

MATERIAL— 3 Fold Coumbia Saxony
I hank

I Bone Crochet Hook No i

INSTRUCTIONS
Crown—Make a chain of 4 stitches, join

to a ring; in this make 6 Sg. C.

First Round—2 Sg. C in every stitch ( 12 in

all).

Second Round—* i Sg. C in the 1st, 2 Sg.

C in the 2d. Repeat from * around, taking

the stitch double. There will be six increasing

points.

Third Round—* i Sg. C in each of 2

stitches, 2 in the 3d. Repeat from * around.

Fourth Round—* i Sg. C in each of 3

stitches, 2 in the 4th. Repeat from * around.

Do this increasing every round until there are

15 stitches between each point; work 4 rounds

without increasing.

Hood—* i Sg. C in the ist 2 stitches, 3

Sg. C in the 3d, i Sg. C in the next 2 stitches;

skip I stitch. Repeat from * until there are ib

points, ending with 3 Sg. C in I Sg. C, and
I Sg. C in the next 2 stitches, chain I and turn.

Second Row—In the 2d stitch from hook

make * i Sg. C in each of 2 stitches, 3 Sg. C
in the 3d, i Sg. C in each of 2 stitches, skip

2 stitches. Repeat from * across, chain i and

turn.

Repeat 2d row for 20 rows more.

Work the two sides and back of hood, * i

Sg. C in each of 3 stitches, 3 in the 4th stitch.

Repeat from * across, chain i and turn, i Sg.

C in each of 2 stitches, 3 Sg. C in the 3d, i Sg.

C in each of 2 stitches, skip i. Repeat from
* across.

Now work across the front as follows: I

Sg. C in each of 2 stitches, 3 in the 3d, i

Sg. C in each of 6 stitches, 3 in the next.

Repeat from * across, work once more across

the front making 8 Sg. C before widening,

then work i row all round, widen in the

points. Finish the hood with a picot edge.

Loic price is not economy. Columbia Yarns are more economical than inferior yarns. Look

at their durability, your time, and thought and work
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Infant's Brioche Stitch Hood
FOR DETAIL SEE SINGLE BRIOCHE STITCH, PAGE 98

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

V2 hank White

;:; hank Blue

2 Bone Knitting Needles No. 2

2^/2 yards 2-inch Ribbon

INSTRUCTIONS

"Note—Over and back makes a row.
Turn Over—With blue yarn cast on 90

stitches.

First Row—K :, * yarn over needle, slip i

stitch, knit 2 together. Repeat from * to end
of row.

Second Row—K i, * slip i stitch, knit to-

gether the next stitch and the yarn which lies

over it. Repeat from * to end of row. Knit
16 rows of blue, then with white 34 rows.
Crown—Knit 54 stitches, yarn over needle,

slip I, knit 3 together, turn.

Second Crown Row—Knit 24 stitches,

yarn over needle, slip I, knit 3 together, turn.

Third Crown Row—Knit 24 stitches, j'arn

over needle, slip i, knit 4 together, turn.

Fourth Crown Row—Knit 24 stitches,

yarn over needle, knit 3 together, turn. Re-

peat third and fourth rows until all side

stitches have been worked up and the crown is

complete.

See that the brioche ribs down the center of

the crown are not disturbed. Then pick up
stitches on both ends, first on one side, turn,

knit them plain, also the crown stitches, then

pick up stitches on that side and knit them.

Next row make a row of holes for ribbon, yarn

over needle twice, then knit 2 stitches together.

Repeat across, then I row plain, knitting only i

of the stitches cast on. Repeat across. With
blue knit 12 rows of brioche stitch; bind of?.

What a waste of time and labor to knit with poor yarn! Use Columbia
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Infant's Knitted Hood

MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

1 hank Pinlc

lYz hanks Cream White

3 Steel Knitting Needles, medium size

{Note—Two rows make a ridge.)

INSTRUCTIONS

With white yarn cast on 24 stitches, knit 14

ridges, turn, knit 2, increase i stitch in next

stitch, knit within 3 stitches of the end, in-

crease I stitch, knit 2, turn, knit I row plain.

Repeat these two rows alternately until there

are 44 stitches on the needle or 24 ridges in

all, knit 20 ridges without increasing. De-

crease in the same way as you increased until

you have 22 stitches on the needle, knit 2

ridges without decreasing. Pick up 56 stitches

each side having 134 stitches in all. Knit plain

34 ridges. To shape the hood in front, begin

w^ith the 22 centre stitches, and knit back and

forth taking one stitch on each side until you

have 42 stitches on centre needle. Knit 2

ridges and bind off. For the border, pick up

90 stitches across the back on right side, knit

43 stitches, knit 2 together 3 times; knit 43,

having 89 stitches on needle; knit 16 ridges;

bind off. Pick up 158 stitches across the

front, including border, and knit 30 ridges.

Bind off.

Good knitting alone doesn't make good garments. Columbia Yarns, well knit, make hoods f)

be proud of
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Infant's Knitted Hood

MATERIAL—Columbia Angora Wool
lo balls

3 Steel Knitting Needles No. 12

(Note—A rib is over and back, or 2 rows.)

Cast on 3 stitches.

First Row—Increase I stitch in every stitch
;

there w^ll be 6 stitches on the needle.

Second Row—Knit plain.

Thi'rd Row—Increase i stitch in every

stitch; there wnll be 12 stitches on the needle.

Fourth Row—Knit plain.

'

Fifth Row—Knit i ,
* increase i stitch in the

2d stitch, knit i, repeat from * to end of row.

Sixth Row—Knit plain.

Seventh Row—Knit 2, * increase I stitch in

the 3d stitch, knit 2, repeat from * to end of

row.

Eighth Row—Knit plain.

Ninth Row—Knit 3, * increase i stitch in

the 4th stitch, knit 3, repeat from * to end
of row.

INSTRUCTIONS
Tenth Row—Knit plain.

Continue knitting this way, increasing every

other row, until there are 90 stitches on the

needle, then bind off 10 stitches each end of

needle. Now knitting back and forth on 70
stitches for 18 more ribs, bind off.

Sew up the back of the cap. Pick up stitches

around bottom of cap on right side of work.
Knit 6 ribsj bind off.

For the turn-over, pick up stitches at front

of cap, including border of back. Knit back
and forth for 8 or 10 ribs, bind off. Crochet a

picot edge with silk on it. The border on
front of cap turns back for i^ inches. Crochet
a picot edge at the botom of cap.

Larger or smaller-sized caps may be made
by increasing or diminishing the stitches in the
crown.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of yarn you buy
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Infant's Crocheted Hood

17

MATERIAL—Columbia Pompa-

dour Wool

i-Yz hanks

2 Fold Columbia Saxony

Yz hank

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 2

INSTRUCTIONS
Lining—With Saxony, make a chain of 4

stitches, join to a ring.

First Round—Chain 3, count this as i D C,

make 15 D C more in this ring and join.

Second Round—Chain 3, count this as i D
C, I D C close by, then 2 D C in every stitch

around (32), join.

Third Round—Chain 3, count this as i D
C, I D C close by, I D C in the 2d stitch,

2 D C in the 3d, * I D C in the next, 2 D C
in the 5th. Repeat from * around, join.

Fourth Round—Chain 3, count this as i D
C, I D C close by; * i D C in the next 2

stitches, 2 D C in the next stitch. Repeat

from * around, join.

Fifth Round—Chain 3, count this as i D
C, I D C close by ;

* I DC in next 3 stitches,

2 D C in the next stitch. Repeat from *

around, join.

Sixth Round—Chain 3, count this as I D
C, I D C close by ;

* i DC in next 4 stitches,

2 D C in the next stitch. Repeat from *

around, join.

Seventh Round—Chain 3, count this as i

D C, I D C in every stitch within 18 stitches

of the end of round, turn, chain 3, work back

and forth until there are 5 more rows of D C.

Break off yarn.

OuTSiDn—With Pompadour Wool, work

like the lining up to 6th round; this com-

pletes the crown.

First Row—Chain 2, 3 D C in the stitch

close by ;
* skip 3 stitches, I Sg. C in the next

stitch, chain 2, and 3 D C in the same stitch.

Repeat from * .".cross, there will be 20 crazy

shells, ending with i Sg. C, chain 3, and turn.

Second Row—3 D C in the last Sg. C of

previous row, i Sg. C in the loop formed by

the chain of 2 in previous row, * chain 2 and

3 D C in the same loop, i Sg. C in the next

loop of crazy shell, l^epcat from * across.

Repeat second row for rows more, then make

I row of * 2 D C in lower part of crazy shell,

chain i and i Sg. C in the top point of crazy

shell, chain i. Repeat from * across, next

work 2 rows of D C in every stitch, then i

row of D C all around.

Baste the outside of hood and the lining

carefully together, crochet the lining and rhrr

outside together with a crazy shell all around.

Knitting and crocheting are the most fascinating occupations for dainty ichite fingers
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Infant's Toque

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Saxony

154 hanks White

34 hank Pink

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 12

INSTRUCTIONS
I TO 2 YEARS SIZE

Cast on each of
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Infant's Crocheted Chest Protector

MATERIAL—Lady Jane Wool or 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

i^i hanks White

y2 hank Blue

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 2

3 yards Blue Ribbon

INSTRUCTIONS

Make a chain of 45 stitches, take up each

chain with a Sg. C stitch. 2d row—turn and

Sg. C stitch, taking up the back stitch to form

the rib or slipper stitch, crochet back and forth

in this, until you have 25 ribs, which forms the

back. Then take up 17 stitches, and crochet

back and forth on these until you have 25 ribs,

which forms the front.

Then count off lo stitches for the neck, tak-

ing up the remaining 17 stitches for the other

front, and make 25 ribs. Finish with a border

all around of Sg. C, taking up the whole stitch,

alternating the colors, I row Blue and I

White, until you have 4 Blue and 4 White;

finish the whole with a Blue picot.

Cut the ribbon into 12 pieces, sew 2 on each

side of the fronts to clo5e the protector, and 2 on

each of the outer edges tc form the armhole.

Especially in knitting for a chilli, consider the softness of your thread. Cheap yarns are harsh
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Infant's Golf Cape

MATERIAL— 2 or 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

1^2 hanks White

y^ hank Pink

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

INSTRUCTIONS
Chain 85 for neck, make i L C back into 5,

* skip I chain stitch, i L C into the next.

Repeat from * to end of row ; turn.

First Row—Fancy stitch, chain 3 (draw a'

loop either side of L C yarn over hook, draw

through the 3 loops on hook and i chain

stitch, * draw a loop through the same stitch

where the last loop was drawn, draw a loop

in the next space, yarn over hook, draw
through the three loops on hook and I chain

stitch. Repeat from * to end of row), break

of? yarn.

Second Row—Chain 3, make i fancy stitch

(draw a loop through ist space; draw a loop

through next space, yarn over hook and draw
through the three loops on hook and i chain

stitch. This brings the group directly above

the group of previous row), widen i, make

10, widen i, make i, widen i, make 7, widen

I, make l, widen "i, make 7, widen i, make i.

widen i, make lO, widen I, make I, and i E>

C. Break off yarn.

Third Row—Chain 3, make i, widen i,

make 12, widen i, make i, widen I, make 9,

widen i, make I, widen I, make 9, widen i,

make I, widen i, make 12, widen I, make i»

and I D C. Break off yarn.

Make 21 rows precisely like second ani

third rows.

Border—2 rows of D C in cluster of 3.

The shell consists of 2 L C with I chain stitch

in between and 3 corals with 2 L C on other

side. Corals are made by yarn over hook 9
times in succession, insert the hook through the

space in the preceding row intended for the

shell, yarn over hook and draw through the

length of coral, yarn over again and i chaia

stitch. Finish border with a chain of 3
stitches caught into each space on top of shell-

Star stitch or shell stitch can be used for cape.

Only the very best yarn is good enough to go into dainty articles which take so much of your

time
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Infant's Sweater

21

J^^l^UiSSUtfl

MATERIAL—Columbia 4 Fold Saxony

3^.-1 hanks White

14 hank Pink

2 Bone Knitting Needles No. i

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 12

Cast on bone needles 60 stitches.

Ejiit I, purl I for the whole garment

4 rows White

4 rows Pink

8 rows White

4 rows Pink

120 rows White

INSTRUCTIONS
I YEAR SIZE

Then knit and purl

4 rows Pink

8 rows \Vhite

4 rows Pink

4 rows White

Bind off

Sleeves—Commence at the cuff. Cast on

Shoulder—On each side of shoulder work with bone needle 45 stitches.

14 stitches for 5 rows, keep the intervening 4 rows White

stitches on a safety p'm. Cast on 32 stitches 4 rows Pink

between the 2 shoulder pieces, having 60 4 rows White

stitches on the needle. Knit and purl 120 4 rows Pink

rows. 15 rows White

"She layeth her hands to the spindle, and her hands hold the distaff."—Proverbs xxxi, IQ
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Infant's Sweater
(continued)

Now knit and purl for 15 stitches, increase

I stitch in the next 16 stitches, knit and purl

the last 14 stitches, having 61 stitches on the

needle, knit and purl for 85 rows, bind off.

Sew or crochet up sleeves and under-arm seam,

leaving an opening for the sleeve, and sew or

crochet sleeve in armhole.

Collar—^With steel needles and White

front and back, and 13 stitches of each side of

shoulder.

Knit and purl for 85 rows, then

4 rows Pink

4 rows White

4 rows Pink

4 rows White

yarn pick up 90 stitches, 32 stitches of each Bind off. Knit and purl collar loosely.

Infant's Sacque
KNIT

MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

3 hanks White

Yz hank Blue or Pink

3 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14

INSTRUCTIONS

Cast on 84 stitches with White yarn. Knit 27 stitches. Knit each of these shoulder pieces

plain back and forth until you have 72 ridges to a depth of 8 ridges. Knit i front after the

(2 rows of knitting makes a ridge), turn. Knit following directions, and the other to corre-

27 stitches, bind off 30 stitches. Knit the last spond. Cast on 13 stitches toward the front

The softest, prettiest yarns in the icorld should be used for infants' sacques. Get Columbia
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Infant's Sacque
(continued)

(making 40 stitches on needle). Knit 72 ridges pick up at the side b stitches, shaping the cor-

and bind off. Sew up the sacque under the ners like the sacque, knit 10 ridges, bind off,

arms for 40 ridges. Now with Blue or Pink sew carefully to 8 stitches at each front. Run

yarn pick up the stitches across the bottom and ribbon through the holes at the neck.

the 2 fronts, shaping the corners in this way Sleeve—With White yarn cast on 30

on right side of sacque, knit within i stitch stitches, increase i stitch every other row until

of corner, throw yarn over needle, knit the there are 70 stitches on needle ; this is done

corner stitch, throw yarn over needle, and only on one end of needle. Now knit 12 ridges

continue, turn. Knit l row without increas- without increasing, then at the same end of

ing. Increase corners every other row until needle where the increasing was done, decrease

there are 10 ridges, bind off. i stitch every other row until you have 30

Collar—With White yarn pick up 98 stitches left. Bind off loosely. Pick up 92

stitches around neck, including the border in stitches at the straight edge of sleeve for

front, knit i ridge. Make a row of holes in cuff.

the following manner: Knit 3, * throw yarn Cuff—Knit 12 stitches, knit 2 together 34

over needle twice, knit 2 together, knit 2. times, knit 12 (making 58 stitches on needle),

Repeat from * to end of needle, turn, bind off knit 15 ridges, knit the little turn-over cuff in

16 stitches, knit 66 stitches, bind off 16 stitches. Blue or Pink for 15 ridges, bind off. Sew up

knit 6 ridges more, then with Blue or Pink sleeve, sew sleeve in armhole, seam to seam.

^Qmm^

^/lAfDi

"In order to define what is fairest, you must delight in ivhai is fair."—RuSKiN : "Frondes

A forestes"
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Infant's Yoke Sacque

MATERIAL— 2 Fold Columbia Saxony for Body
2 hanks White

Columbia Pompadour Wool for Yoke
2j/2 hanks Pink or Blue

I Bone Crochet Hook No. i

INSTRUCTIONS

Yoke—With Pompadour Wool make a between the widenings, then 4, 6, 8, 10, 12,

chain of 64 stitches. and up to 26, always keep 30 stitches between

First Row—Plain afghan stitch. widening on the back, and 15 on each front.

Second Row—Take up 15 stitches for one After there are 26 stitches work i row of

front in purl afghan, this way (insert the hook Sg. C, this finishes the yoke.

in back of the stitch, draw a loop through, Jacket—The entire jacket is to be worked

on the wrong side. With Pompadour Wool

make a chain of 3 stitches, I D C and 2 chain

stitches in every stitch across, break off yarn.

Second Row—With Saxony fasten yarn

with a slip stitch in top of ist D C of previous:

row, chain 5, skip i space, and * i Sg. C in

top of the D C close by, skip i space, then a

shell of 7 D- C in the next space, skip i space,

I Sg. C on top of 2d D C, chain 5. Repeat

from * to end of row, break ofiE yarn.

this gives it the purl effect), increase i stitch

by taking yarn over needle and in going the

row back work it off as a stitch, then take up

2 stitches, increase i stitch, take up 30 stitches

for the back, increase i stitch, take up 2

stitches for the other shoulder, increase i stitch,

take up 15 stitches for the other front, then

work back as in plain afghan stitch.

Third Row—Like 2d row.

Widen on every row, having first 2 stitches

Only the finest grade of wool is used in Columbia Yarn—-notliing is too good for- Columbia
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Infant's Yoke Sacque
(continued)

Third Row—With Pompadour Wool fasten

with a slip stitch at beginning of shell row,

chain 5, I Sg. C in the 3d chain stitch of

previous row, * chain 5, i Sg. C between 2d

and 3d D C of shell, chain 5, i Sg. C between

5th and 6th D C of shell, chain 5, i Sg. C in

the 3d stitch of chain. Repeat from * to end

of row, break off yarn.

Fourth Row—With Saxony fasten yarn

with a slip stitch on ist Sg. C of previous row,

chain 5, l Sg. C in the 3d or middle stitch of

chain, * i shell of 7 D C in the next space

above the ist shell, i Sg. C in the 3d stitch of

chain, chain 5, i Sg. C in the next chain of 5.

Repeat from * to end of row.

Fifth Row—Like 3d row.

Sixth Row—Like 4th row.

Seventh Row—Like 3d row. Work over

4 shells, skip 7 shells, work across 8 shells of

back, skip 7 shells, and work over the last

4 shells, break off yarn.

Eighth Row—Like 4th row, making i more

shell under each armhole, having 18 altogether,

work for 10 rows more, or the entire jacket is

14 rows of shells deep.

Sleeve—With Pompadour Wool fasten

yarn on one side of the under-arm shell and

work sleeve like the jacket for 10 rows of

shells deep (having 8 shells around).

Border—With Saxony make 2 shells of 4
D C and I picot in between the shell, and fas-

ten with I Sg. C.

Finish with Pompadour, make a chain

of 3 stitches and i Sg. C in every other stitch.

Border for Jacket—At the neck and two

sides. Work with Saxony 2 shells of 4 D C
and I picot between each shell, and I Sg. C
in every other space, and at bottom, * 2 shells

of 6 D C and i picot between each (the

double shell above the shell of previous row),

fasten with i Sg. C, then 3 chain, and I Sg.

C in the next space. Repeat from * across the

bottom row and finish with Pompadour Wool
all around the entire garment, make a chain

of 3 stitches and i Sg. C in every other stitch.

Run i//>-inch ribbon through the holes at

yoke, neck and sleeves, and make a bow at each

shoulder.

^(X^M^U^,

Be sure that the Crjlumbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of yarn you buy
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Infant's Crocheted Sacque

MATERIAL— 2 Fold Columbia Saxony for Yoke and Body

2 hanks Cream White

Columbia Pompadour Wool for Yoke and Edge

iJ/S hanks Pink or Blue

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 2

INSTRUCTIONS

Yoke—With Saxony make a chain of 142

stitches.

First Row—Work 46 sea shells on the chain

this wai', draw a loop up through each of 8

successive stitches of the chain, yarn over hook,

and draw it through all the stitches on the

hook, close it with a slip stitch ( this forms an

eye), * 3 chain stitches, draw a loop through 3

successive stitches of the last chain just made,

I loop through the eye, I loop through the

back of the last loop of shell just made, a loop

through the same chain stitch where the last

loop was made, a loop through each of the next

3 chain stitches, yarn over hook and draw

through all lO stitches, close it with a slip

stitch. Repeat from * to end of row, break off

yarn.

Second Row—With Pompadour Wool

make 3 D C in every eye, and i Sg. C on top

of each shell.

Third Row—With Saxony make a row of

sea shells, work 10 sea shells for one front, in-

crease I, 6 sea shells over shoulder, increase I,

14 sea shells across the back, increase i, 6 sea

shells over shoulder, increase i, 10 sea shells

for the other front, break off yarn.

Fourth Row—With Pompadour Wool, like

2d row.

Fifth Row—Like 3d row, having 10 sea

shells on each front, 8 over each shoulder, and

14 across the back, break off yarn.

Sixth Row—With Pompadour Wool, like

2d row; this finishes the yoke, break off yarn.

"Colutnbia"—the very name brings up %'isions of beautiful erocheting to the experienced
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Infant's Crocheted Sacque
(continued)
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Jacket—First Row—With Saxony make a

chain of 3, then 1 D C in every stitch, and

break off yarn at the end of every row.

Second Row—Chain 3, * work 5 raised D
C on the 5 D C of previous row, this way

(yarn over hook, insert the hook in back of the

D C, draw a loop through, and then work the

D C as usual) ; around the 6th D C work 3

DC; the 5 D C on top of 5 successive stitches,

skip 2 D C, and repeat from * to end of row.

(There will be 28 groups of 8 raised D C, and

28 groups of 5 D C plain.)

Third Row—Chain 3, skip I D C, *
5

raised D C on 5 raised D C group of previous

row, 3 raised D C around the 6th one of

previous row, then 5 D C plain on top of 5

D C, skip 2 D C. Repeat from * to end of

row.

For each front work 5 groups of 8 raised

D C and 5 groups of 5 D C plain, skip 5

groups of 8 raised D C, and 5 groups of 5

D C plain (these are for each sleeve), across

the back are 8 groups of raised D C and 8

groups of 5 D C plain.

Fourth Row—Chain 3, skip i D C, *
5

raised D C around the 5 raised D C of pre-

vious row. 3 raised D C around the 6th D C
of previous row, then 5 D C plain on top of 5

D C, skip 2 D C. Repeat from * to end of

row.

Repeat 4th row for 12 rows more.

Border—With Pompadour Wool start at

left side, i D C in every other stitch up to the

corner; * 5 raised D C 3 around the 6th, 5

D C plain, skip 2. Repeat from * to the next

corner; work this side to correspond with the

other, break off yarn. At bottom work i row

of 3 chain stitches and i Sg. C in every other

stitch, break off yarn.

At neck with Saxony work i row of 2 D C
in every other stitch, and finish with Pompa-

dour Wool all around the sacque 2 rows of 3

chain stitches and i Sg. C, break off yarn.

Sleeves—AV^ith Saxony like body, begin in

the middle of the under arm, chain 3, * group

of 8 raised D C and 5 D C plain, skip 2

stitches, and repeat from * around, join with

a slip stitch (there are 5 groups of 8 raised

D C and 5 groups of 5 D C plain). Chain

3, skip I stitch, * work a group of 8 raised

D C and 5 D C plain, skip 2 stitches. Repeat

from * around; make sleeve 12 rows long,

break off yarn. With Pompadour work i row

of 8 raised D C and 5 D C plain, and finish

with 2 rows of 3 chain stitches, and i Sg. C.

Draw 3^^ -inch wide ribbon through the holes

at neck.

There is something discordant in clothing little children in garments of mean texture. If

you were never to use a fine yarn anyichere else, you ought to use it zvhen you knit for

a child
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Infant's Voke Sacque

MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony for Yoke and Edging
^2 hank Sunrise No. 310, or Blue No. 152

2 Fold Columbia Saxony for Body
25^ hanks Cream White 2^4 yards Ribbon

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

INSTRUCTIONS
Yoke—Make a chain of 100 stitches.

3 rows plain Sg. C, taking up back of stitch

to form rib.

Fourth Row—Widen on 25th and 28th

stitches, and have 44 stitches between, on back

of yoke.

Also widen on 25th and 28th stitches from

opposite front. Widen every row, having first

2 stitches between the widenings, then 4-6-8-

10- 1 2- 1 4 and up to 30. Always keep 44
stitches betwen widenings on the back, and

the first widenings 25th and 28th stitches from

fronts.

Jacket—Begin with a shell of 4 D C in

ever>' other stitch of yoke until you reach the

1st point of yoke, then make a chain of 28

stitches and carry on to other point of yoke,

with shell in every other stitch until you reach

the 3d point of yoke. Make a chain of 28

stitches and carrj' it to 4th point of yoke, join

with shell and make shell in every other stitch

across 2d front. Make a chain of 3 and turn

and put shell on shell until you reach the chain,

on which you put 7 shells; then shell on shell

across the back, 7 shells in 2d chain, and so on

across 2d front. Make jacket 23 shells deep.

Sleeve—Join in yarn under arm, and make

shell on shell on jacket, and shell in every other

stitch on yoke from ist row, 22 shells in all.

Then 18 rows, shell on shell.

Around bottom of jacket and sleeves, i row
of 5 DC. Around neck, row of holes for

ribbon, formed by i D C and 2 chain ; repeat

across neck and finish with row of 5 D C
shells.'

Start with the best yarn—Columbia; results will be easier and better
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Infant's Eton Jacket
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MATERIAL—Columbia Zephyr Floss

lYi hanks Pink or Blue I hank White
2 Wooden Knitting Needles, 14-inch, No. 5

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 12

33^ yards Ribbon No. 3

{Note—A rib is over and back, or two rows.)

INSTRUCTIONS
Cast on wooden needles 40 stitches, knit

plain for 12 ribs, then cast on for one sleeve

25 stitches, knit across, cast on 25 stitches for

the other sleeve. Knit back and forth over

these stitches (90) for 20 ribs (or 32 ribs from

beginning of work.)

Shoulder—Leave 34 stitches for each

shoulder, bind off 22 stitches in the centre, knit

back and forth for 3 ribs, cast on 20 stitches

towards the front, knit back and forth for 20
ribs, and bind ofF 25 stitches for sleeve. Knit

12 ribs to correspond with the under-arm seam
of back, knit to the under arm within 10

stitches, turn, knit to the front, turn, knit

within 14 stitches of under arm, turn. Do this

every time, leaving 4 stitches on the under arm
side, until 3 stitches are remaining at the front.

Knit across next row, bind off. Work the

other side to correspond with this, sew up

under-arm seams.

^Vith steel needles pick up the stitches along

the fronts, and with white yarn knit 2 ribs on

wooden needles, bind off loosely.

At bottom of jacket pick up all the stitches,

and with white yarn knit 2 ribs on wooden
needles, then with pink make heading as fol-

lows: Knit 2 stitches, * yarn over needle. 2

times, knit 2 stitches together. Repeat from
* across. Knit back, and knit the yarn over

needle as a stitch, transfer to steel needle, and

with white yarn knit 2 ribs, then knit 2 and

purl 2 for 5 rows, bind off loosely.

At neck pick up all stitches, and work like

bottom of jacket.

For cuff work like neck and bottom of

jacket, only knit 2 and purl 2 for 9 rows in-

stead of 5.

Sew up sleeve, draw ribbon through the

beading at neck, waist and cuffs.

Knitting is one of the most soothing occupations a icoman can indulge in
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Infant's Kimona

MATERIAL—Columbia Pompadour Wool
8 hanks White

ij/2 hanks Pink or Blue

or 2 Fold Columbia Saxony

4 hanks White

I hank Pink or Blue

I Bone Crochet Hook No. i

I Piece Ribbon No. 13^2

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR I TO 2 YEARS OLD

Yoke—With pink or blue Pompadour make

a chain of 125 stitches.

First Row—* 1 Sg. C in 3 successive

stitches, 3 Sg. C in the 4th, i Sg. C in 3 suc-

cessive stitches, skip 2. Repeat from * to end of

row, ending with i group of 3 Sg. C. (There

are 14 widening points, and the widening of

every row hereafter is done in the centre of

each widening point.) Turn.

Second Row—Chain i, skip i, * i Sg. C in

each of 3 stitches, 3 in centre stitch, i Sg. C

in each of 3 stitches, skip 2. Repeat from *

to end of row (taking up the whole stitch),

turn.

Third Row—With white, chain 3, skip i,

I D C in each of 3 stitches. 3 in the 4th, * i

in each of 8 stitches, then 3 in the centre. Re-

peat from * to end of row, turn.

Fourth and Fifth Rows—With pink like

2d row (having 4 Sg. C instead of 3 on

each side of widening points).

Sixth Row—With white, like 3d row (mak-

It's n pleasure to ivork ivith yarns ivhose soft, clear, brilliant colors please the eye and promise

a beautiful result
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ing 10 D C instead of 8 D C between each

point).

Continue back antl forth increasing only on

the white row, until there are 6 pink and 5

white stripes, this completes the yoke.

Jacket—With white work * i D C in each

of 7 stitches, 2 in the next, 3 in the centre, 2

in next to the centre stitch, i D C in next of

7 stitches, skip 2. Repeat from * to end of

row (the increasing will be done hereafter this

way in every third row), turn.

Second Row—Chain 3. skip i, * i D C in

each of g, 3 in the centre, i in each of g

stitches, skip 2. Repeat from * to end of row.

Third Row—Like 2d row.

Fourth Row—Like ist row.

Fifth Row—Work over 2 points, skip 3

points (these are for the sleeves), work over

4 points of back, skip 3 points, work over 2

points at the other front, turn, work back

and forth for 18 rows from yoke, break off

yarn.

Sleeve—Work over 3 points back and forth

like jacket for 14 rows from yoke.

Border—First Row—Start at bottom of

jacket, chain 3, 3 D C in the 4th stitch from

hook, * skip 3, I Sg. C in the next stitch, chain

3^ 3 D C in the same stitch with the Sg. C.

Repeat from * across, break off yarn.

Second Row—Fasten yarn with a slip stitch

on top of the first shell of previous row,

chain 3, 3 I) C in the same space, *
i Sg. C

in the next 3 chain stitches of shell, 3 chain and

3 D C in the same space. Repeat from *

across, break off yarn.

Start at r.eck fasten yarn with a slip stitcli

in the first point, * chain i, take a loop through

8 successive stitches, keep them on the needle,

yarn over hook, draw through all the 8 stitches,

chain 2 and i Sg. C in the point. Repeat from

* across, turn.

Chain 3, * 2 D C in the next stitch, chain I,

2 D C in the eye of the shell of previous row,

chain i. Repeat from * across, now work all

around a crazy shell and finish with pink,

make a chain of 2 stitches and i Sg. C in every

stitch.

For sleeves make a border like jacket.

Draw ribbon through the holes at neck, and

through the holes of 14 spaces between the

points. Join the sleeves together with ribbon

and a bow.

^o^VMs,

Fine, lon^-stdple icool gives to Columbia Yarria their softness, fullness and elasticity
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Infant's Knitted Bootees

Fifth Row— Purl.

Sixth Row—Knit plain.

Seventh Row—With pink knit plain 7, in-

crease I, knit I, increase i, knit 7.

Eijjhth and Tenth Rows—Knit plain.

Ninth Row— Purl.

Eleventh Row—With white knit 8, increase

I, knit I, increase I, knit 8.

Twelfth and Fourteenth Rows—Purl.

Thirteenth Row—Knit plain.

Continue working this way, increasinj^ only

in the centre at beginninj^ of each color, until

there are 35 stitches on the needles (6 pink

and 5 white stripes). On the last row of

pink knit 15, bind off 5, knit 15, slip the first

MATERIAL Columbia Zephyr 15 stitches on to a safety pin, work back and

forth on 15 stitches for 5 pink and (> white

for one side, on the other side 5 pink and 5

Floss

14 hank White

y^ hank Pink or Blue

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14

I Bone Crochet Hook No. i

INSTRUCTIONS
These little bfjotces are knit in two parts,

upper and soles.

With pink cast on I 5 stitches.

First and Third Rows—Knit plain.

Second Row—Purl.

Fourth Row—With white knit 6, increase knit i, knit 2 together, knit S> k'lit 8 ribs,

1 (insert the needle in the front of stitch, decrease 2 stitches in the centre, knit 8 ribs,

make a stitch, then in the back of same stitch decrease 2 stitches in centre. Knit 2 ribs, bind

make another one, then slip stitch off), knit off, sew soles on to the uppers on the wrong

I, increase i, knit b. side.

white, bind of^.

Top—With pink crochet i row of holes for

ribbon, i I) C and i chain in every color, then

with steel needle pick up all the stitches and

knit plain for 6 ribs, then 2 ribs with white

and 3 ribs more with pink, bind off. Sew up

carefully, and crochet a row of shells, * I Sg.

C, I cliain, 2 D C in same stitch, skip 2

stitches. Repeat from * around.

Soles—With white cast on 15 stitches, knit

plain 12 ribs, next row knit 5, knit 2 together.

// chilli's skin is easily irritated by a Bootee made from coarse, harsh, scratchy yarn
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Infant's Crocheted Bootees
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^^&iy|li!^.

MATERIAL—Columbia Zephyr Floss

y2 hank White

3-4 hank Pink or Blue

I Bone Crochet Hook No. i

INSTRUCTIONS

These h'ttle bootees are worked in plain af-

ghan stitch, both top and sole. With white

make a chain of lO stitches, increase i stitch at

beginning, and end of every row, until there

are 30 stitches, then work on one side on 15

stitches for 14 rows, then the other side of 15

stitches for 14 rows, join together.

Soles—With white make a chain of 1

1

stitches, in the iith and 12th rows decrease i

stitch in the centre, then again decrease i stitch

on 25th and 26th rows, make 2 more rows,

break off yarn.

With pink crochet sole and upper part on

the right side together. On top of bootees

work \\ ith pink 2 D C in every other stitch

around, then with white 2 I) C in one space.

I D C in the next space around, and finish

with pink 3 D C in the shell, and i Sg. C on

top of I I) C all around. Draw ribbon

through the first row of D C.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of yarn you buy
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Infant's Knitted Bootees

MATERIAL:— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

y2 hank White

j4 hank Pink or Blue

3 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14

1 Bone Crochet Hook No, i

INSTRUCTIONS

With white cast on 22 stitches.

First Row—Plain.

Second Row—Purl.

Third Row— Purl.

Fourth Row—Plain.

Fifth Row—Plain. Repeat from second

TOW until there are 7 plaits, then cast on 14

stitches for the instep. Knit and purl for 6

plaits, bind off 14 stitches for the instep. Knit

and purl for 7 plaits more, bind off loosely.

Top—Pick up all the stitches (45), and

with white knit 2 rows plain, then with pink

I row plain, and i row purl. Then make i

row beading for cord and tassel. Knit 2,
*

yarn over needle twice, knit 2 together, knit

I. Repeat from * across. Next row purl, then

with white work i ridge, with pink i ridge,

white 6 ridges, pink i ridge, white 2 ridges,

and bind off.

Soles—With white pick up all the stitches

(29) sides, (13) across instep, in all (7O1
work I ridge with pink, i row plain, next

row purl, I row plain, with white i row-

plain, I row purl. Then back and forth plain,

working in all 7 ridges, bind off loosely. Sew

up sole and bootee.

Finish top with pink, i row of picot, run

cord and tassel or ribbon through the hole.

The beauty of color in Columbia Yarns is such that manufacturers have even used them for

Bonaz embroidery instead of chenille or silk
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MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

34 hank White

34 hank Pink, or Blue

I Bone Crochet Hook No. I

INSTRUCTIONS
Make a chain of 38 stitches, join. stitch. Repeat from * around ; finish top with

First Row— I Sg. C in every stitch around pink, work on wrong side i chain, 3 D C in

(38). the same stitch, * i Sg. C in the next Sg. C
Second and Third Rows— i Sg. C in every of previous row, I chain and 3 D C in same

stitch (taking the stitch double).

Fourth Row— i D C in every stitch, then

3 rows of Sg. C like 2d and 3d rows; then 3

rows of I Sg. C, always taking the stitch

double, also having 38 stitches in the round.

Eighth and Ninth Rows— l D C in every

stitch. Repeat from * around, break off yarn.

Instep—With white pick up 10 stitches

across the front, work 10 rows of afghan stitch,

break of¥ yarn.

For the sole, with pink work 8 rows of Sg.

o^.v^u ,^-., -, i c n , r C in everv stitch around. Join on the wrong
stitch, agam 3 rows of bg. C, now i row of - ^

D C with pink, then with white i chain 3 D C '''
^'

in the same stitch, * skip 2 stitches, i Sg. C Finish bootees with a cord and tassel, or

in next stitch, i chain and 3 D C in same with ribbon.

The dyer must have fine yarn in order to give it a fine color. Poor wool "takes" dull, lifeless

shades
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Infant's Knitted Band

MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

I hank

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14

INSTRUCTIONS

This band is knit 2 and purl 2 in rounds.

Cast on each of 2 needles 47 stitches, and

46 on the third needle (140 stitches in all).

Knit 2 and purl 2 to a depth of 8 inches ; then

knit 8 stitches, bind off 30 stitches for back,

knit 8 stitches, bind off 20 stitches for under

arm, knit 8 stitcnes, bind off 38 stitches for

front, knit 8 stitches, bind off 20 stitches for

under arm.

For the shoulder straps knit each of the 8

stitches back and forth in plain knitting for 3

inches; bind off.

For the pinning piece at the lower edge of

the front, pick up 12 stitches, knit back and

forth in plain knitting for i inch ; then de-

crease I stitch at beginning of every needle

until 8 stitches are left, bind off.

Pin the shoulder straps together with a

safety pin.

Inferior yarns are dull and lifeless. Columbia Yarns brilliant
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Infant's Mittens

MATERIAL— 2 Fold Columbia Saxony

y. hank

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 15

INSTRUCTIONS
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Cast 42 stitches on 3 needles (14 stitches

on each needle). Knit 2 and purl i all

the way round. Make 24 rounds like the

above.

To begin the thumb, knit 3, purl i, knit 2,

purl I, knit plain, widening I stitch at each

side up to 14 stitches. Cast off on a string,

cast on 3 stitches on right-hand needle, narrow
in centre of 3 stitches for 3 rounds, knit 24
rounds and narrow off. Knit 4, narrow 3

rounds plain, knit 2, narrow 3 rounds plain

until you have 6 stitches and bind off.

To make thumb, take up stitches on 2

needles, knit round the gusset, take up 3

stitches at base, cast on stitches, also i stitch

on each side of these 3, knit round 11 rounds,

then narrow in the centre of each needle until

there are 6 stitches left and bind off.

Trim with a small bow of ribbon at the

cuff.

Infant's Mittens
CROCHETED

MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

y. hank

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

INSTRUCTIONS

^^i:i^-

Make a chain of 35 stitches and join, then

2 rows of slip stitches, then take the front

stitch of the work and make 1 1 rows.

Start thumb by putting 2 stitches in I, then

3 plain stitches, then i D C, plain row over

the previous row. Continue until you have 1

1

stitches in the thumb, then join the thumb to-

gether. Make 9 rows plain, then quarter the

mitts and at each quarter decrease i stitch.

Continue until you have 8 stitches left, then

turn the mitt inside out and knit together.

Finish the thumb by decreasing 2 stitches, 1

each side, until you have 2 stitches left, draw
together.

To make the cuff, make 17 bean stitches

round top, purl last row.

To sing ivhen you ivork and to knit ivhen you rest—both soothe and compose the mind
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Child's Crocheted Dutch Hood

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

2 hanks White

Yz hank Pink or Blue

3 yards 2 ^/j -inch Ribbon

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

INSTRUCTIONS
With white make a chain of 93 stitches.

First Row—go D C on the chain, chain 3
~ and turn.

Second Row— i D C in every stitch taking

the stitch from the back, work back and forth

for 12 rows, always having 90 D C in every

row and starting each row with 3 chain

stitches. At the end of the 12th row break off

yarn.

Crown—Work on 30 stitches back and

forth for 13 rows as usual, then crochet the

fronts to the crown. Make i row of Sg. C
at bottom of head, turn, chain 3, i D C and i

chain in every other stitch (these are the holes

for the ribbon), turn.

Cape—Chain 3, 2 D C in every stitch

across, next row chain 3, * 2 D C on top

of I D C of previous row, and only i D C in

the next. Repeat from * to end of row, work

I row more without increasing, break ofr yarn.

Front of Hood—With white yarn work

on 30 centre stitches, make 3 Sg. C, then 24

D C, and ending with 3 Sg. C, break off yarn.

Turnover—With blue work on 90 D C
for 5 rows, break off yarn ; turn 4 rows of blue

back for turnover, sew a big bow on top of

hood, and run ribbon through the holes.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-tnark is on the label around every skein of yarn you buy
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KNIT

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia

Germantown

2 hanks

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported

Germantown

2}^ hanks

3 Bone Knitting Needles, lo-inch, No. 3

INSTRUCTIONS

Cast on 51 stitches and knit across 2 plain

and 2 purl ; repeat same for 1 1 rows.

Twelfth Row—Plain (make a ridge of 2

rows of knitting) and repeat until j'ou have 4

ridges. Knit 17 stitches (slip them on another

needle), knit 17 stitches more—this will form

the knee—turn and knit back. Add i stitch

at the end of each needle until your 51 stitches

are complete, 1 7 ridges on the knee, knit plain

17 ridges on the leg part.

To make the fancy portion. *Knit 7, purl

3. Repeat from * across the needle, ending

with 4 purl.

Second Row—Knit 4, * purl 7, knit 3. Re-

peat from * across the needle ending with 7

purl.

Third Row—Like 1st row.

Fourth Row—Knit plain.

Fifth Row—Knit 2, * purl 3, knit 7. Re-

peat from * across needle, ending with 6 plain.

Sixth Row—Purl 6, * knit 3, purl 7. Re-

peat from * across the needle, ending with 2

purl.

Seventh Row—Like 5th row.

Eighth Row—Plain.

Repeat from ist row to 8th row, until you

have 12 blocks (as seen in the picture) nar-

rowing I stitch at the end of needle every 3d

row (there should be 38 stitches at the end

of fancy portion).

For the instep, knit 25 stitches and slip the

other 13 on another needle, knit back 12

stitches (of the 25) and leave the remaining

13 on the first needle. Knit the 12 stitches

back and forth until there are 9 ridges, knit

2 more ridges, narrowing every end one.

Now with the needle left at the right side

of the work, pick up stitches along edge of the

instep and knit across the toe. Repeat same

on the left side of the work, knit back and

forth until there are 3 ridges below the instep

portion.

Bind off and sew up each leg seam.

'Their garters of an indifferent knit."—"Taming of the Shrew," Act IV , Sc. I
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Child's Knitted Drawer Leggings

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown
3^ hanks

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
4 hanks

3 Bone Knitting Needles, lo-inch, No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 2 YEAR SIZE

Made in 2 sections, joined bj' a middle seam, except that you drop the yarn over needle after

you have made 1 stitch (this forms the holesknitting each section as follows:

Cast on 72 stitches for the top, knit 2, purl

2, and repeat across the needle. Knit 4 rows,

keeping the ribs in their regular order.

Fifth Row—Knit 2, purl 2, knit i, * yarn

for the cord and tassel).

Knit 2 and purl 2 for 8 more rows.

Now knit plain back and forth until there

are 40 ridges. Knit plain 1 1 more ridges, de-

over needle twice, knit 2 together, purl i, knit crease i stitch at beginning of every row,

2, purl 2, knit i. Repeat from * to end of there will be 50 stitches on the needle,

row. Fancy portions, basket stitch.

Next row work back in the regular order, First Row—Plain.

Don't iiastc your time trying to knit fine articles ironi inferior yarns
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Child's Knitted Drawer Leggings
(coxtixuhd)

Second Row—* 7 plain, 3 purl, repeat from

* ending with 3 purl.

Third Row—* 3 plain, 7 purl, repeat from

* ending with 7 purl.

Fourth Row—Like 2d.

Fifth Row—Plain.

Sixth Row—2 plain, * 3 purl, 7 plain. Re-

peat from * ending with 5 plain.

Seventh Row— 5 purl, *
3 plain, 7 purl, re-

peat from * ending with 2 purl.

Fighth Row—Like 6th row.

Ninth Row—Plain.

Repeat from 2d to gth row, until you have

5 hlocks. Knit plain across.

On the wrong side begin ; knit 4, purl 2,

knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2,

knit 2, purl 2, knit 6, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2,

knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2,

knit 4.

Next row knit 6, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2,

knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 10, purl 2,

knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2. knit 2, purl 2,

knit 0. Repeat these last 2 rows for 24 rows

more. Knit plain back and forth for 3 ridges.

For the instep knit 31 stitches, slip the re-

maining 19 on to another needle, knit back 12

stitches on the 31, and leave the remaining 19

on the 1st needle. Knit the 12 stitches now on

the centre needle, back and forth for 10 ridges.

Knit 2 more ridges and decrease i stitch at

beginning of every needle, leaving 8 stitches.

Foot—Pick up the stitches at the right side

of instep (12), knit them and across the toe.

Repeat same on the left side of instep. Knit

back and forth on these stitches (70) until

there are 6 ridges below the instep. Bind ofif

and sew up sole and each leg seam, join the

sections by a middle seam.

Crochet scallops around the top as follows:

Make 4 chain stitches, 3 D. C. drawn up

long and caught down flatly by a Sg. C. Re-

peat all round, run a cord through the holes

made for it, and tip off the ends with tassel.

(Ribbon or elastic can be used in place of the

cord if desired.)

cP^-^^^

Jf'hdt is more valuahle—the yarn or your hihor Haste not labor on mean materials
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Child's Shirt

MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

2 hanks

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS

Make 172 chain stitches, then make 10 rows rows are made. Join the 73 rows with 35

of Sg. C, taking up the back stitch, and work chain and break off.

lengthwise of the shirt. Work one side first. Work across for 10 row^s, beginning so that

making 60 Sg. C. Make 36 rows and fasten the rows will be uniform as before. Join the

sides together, leaving an opening 2^ inches

long at side last made for the armholes.

To finish sleeve make i D C into the 2d

stitch.

Commence 60 stitches from the other side

of the work, leaving 35 stitches for the arm-

hole. Make 36 rows.

Work the 37th row^ until 23 stitches from

the top, then make 23 chain for the opening

stitch, I D C into 1st stitch, forming a cross

stitch, then finish all around the sleeve by

making i Sg. C, 2 chain, 2 D C into the same

stitch. For the neck make i D C, i chain

in the front, working same as before, until 36 stitch over every rib, then finish as before.

// a yarn is cheap in itself^ it will not be any better when knitted or crocheted into a garment
You know Columbia Yarns by their fruits
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Child's Petticoat

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

2^2 hanks White

y2 hank Pink

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown

3I2 hanks White

I hank Pink

I Long Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

INSTRUCTIONS

Make a chain as long as desired and join.

This forms the top edge.

First Round— i Sg. C in each of the first 6

stitches, 3 in the 7th and 6 more in the fol-

lowing 6 stitches. Skip i stitch and repeat

all around the chain, joining the last Sg. C to

the 1st one with a slip stitch.

Second Round—Skip i stitch, then make

I Sg. C through each of the next 6 stitches

and 3 through the next one, make i through

the back half of each of the next 6 stitches,

skip 2 and repeat work around on same order

for the rest of the skirt, making it as long

as you may desire. Make 2 rows of colored

stripe and 2 rows of White, 2 rows of

colored, for the lower edge; make I D C in

a stitch, 5 chain, catch in the ist stitch of

chain, skip i stitch, and repeat all around the

skirt.

The waist can be made of muslin or of a

crocheted band of lO rows of Sg. C back

and forth.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of Yarn you buy
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Child's Norfolk Jacket

FOR DETAIL SEE BROKEN BLOCK PATTERN, PAGE II3

MATERIAL—Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

3 hanks

2 Bone Knitting Needles, 14-inch, No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS
8 YEAR SIZE

Cast on bone needle 151 stitches.

First Row—Knit i, purl 2, knit I, purl 2,

so on to end of needle, ending with purl 2,

knit I; turn.

Second Row—Knit 3, * purl i, knit 2, purl

I, knit 2, repeat from * across the row, ending

with knit 3, turn.

Third Row—Like ist.

Fourth Row—Like 2d.

Fifth Row—Knit plain.

Sixth Row—Purl plain.

Repeat from 1st to 6th row.

The garment is knit in this pattern, which

must be understood without further reference.

The best gift has the imprint of the giver. Pitt yourself into your gifts. Make them from Co-

lumbia Yarns
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Child's Norfolk Jacket
(continued)

Knit to a depth of 12^2 inches or iig rows;

on the 1 20th row knit plain 40 stitches, bind

off 2 stitches, knit plain 67 stitches, bind off

2 stitches, knit plain 40 stitches. This divides

the jacket in 3 sections. Now purl the 40

stitches, turn. Knit pattern for 10 rows; on

the loth row toward the front knit 2 together,

turn. Decrease i stitch every other row until

you have 18 stitches left and 52 rows. This

is the left side.

Work the back for 52 rows, bind off 18

stitches of the back with 18 stitches of the left

side, leave the remaining stitches on the

needle.

Work the right side to correspond with the

left, bind off 18 stitches of the right side with

18 stitches of the back, keep the remaining

stitches on the needle. Pick up the stitches

along each front, knit pattern each front for

5 rows ; on the 6th row knit the buttonholes

on the right side as follows: Knit 11, bind

off 4, knit II, bind off 4, so on to the point,

then pick up the stitches around the neck,

knit them, knit the left side, turn. Next row

purl back until you come to the buttonholes,

cast on 4 stitches over the bind-off on the

previous row, knit 4 rows more of pattern,

then I row purl, next row plain, i row purl.

Bind off loosely.

Sleeves—Cast on 20 stitches.

First Row—Purl 2, knit i, purl 2, knit i,

purl 2, knit i, purl 2, knit I, purl 2, knit i,

purl 2, knit i, purl 2, add 2 stitches, turn.

Second Row—Knit i, purl i, knit 2, purl i,

knit 2, purl i, knit 2, purl i, knit 2, purl i,

knit 2, purl i, knit 2, purl i, knit 2, add 2

stitches, turn.

Third Row—Knit 2, purl 2, knit i, purl 2,

knit I, purl 2, knit i, purl 2, knit i, purl 2,

knit I, purl 2, knit i, purl 2, knit i, purl i,

add 2 stitches, turn.

Fourth Row—Knit 3, purl i, knit 2, purl i,

knit 2, purl 1, knit 2, purl i, knit 2, purl i,

knit 2, purl i, knit 2, purl I, knit 2. purl i,

knit I, add 2 stitches, turn.

Fifth Row—Knit plain across, add 2 stitches

at the end of needle, turn.

Sixth Row—Purl plain across, add 2 stitches,

turn. Continue knitting pattern, and add 2

stitches at each end of needle until you have

gained 82 stitches. Knit pattern without add-

ing for 25 rows, decrease 1 stitch at each end

of needle every 5th row (for 8 times). This

will leave remaining 66 stitches. Knit pattern

until the sleeve is 15 inches long. Now knit

pattern on the wrong side for cuffs, 27 rows

long. Bind off loosely. Sew up cuff and

sleeves, sew into armhole, turn cuff over.

Belt—Cast on 12 stitches, knit pattern' like

garment for 25 inches, make a buttonhole,

knit 3 inches, make another buttonhole, knit

I pattern more, bind off, fasten belt at the

middle of back.

Face the jacket on both sides and around

the neck, work over buttonholes and sew but-

ton on the left side.

'She seeketh ivool and /lax, and ivorkctli ivi/liHgly ivith her hands."—Proverbs xxi, IJ
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Child's Russian Blouse Jacket
CROCHETED

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown
4 hanks of Dark Shade

^ hank of Lighter Shade

or Columbia Imported Germantown
5 hanks of Dark Shade

I hank of Lighter Shade

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS
5 TO 6 YEAR SIZE

The D C stitch in this garment is made by ^lake a chain of 127 stitches, work 126

wrapping the yarn over the needle and work- D C in this chain, chain i, turn.

ing off as 3 stitches. Next row Sg. C, taking the stitch from the

Be sure that the Colur/ibia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of Yarn you buy
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Child's Russian Blouse Jacket
CROCHETED (CONTINUED)

back, chain l, turn, work D C, taking the stitch collar, with light shade work 8 rows of Sg. C,

double. Repeat these 2 rows until there are taking the stitch double, and increase i stitch

4 rows of D C and 4 row^s of Sg. C. Then in the loth stitch at neck every row. Break

work back and forth on 63 stitches for 10 off yarn. Face with ribbon and close with

rows of D C and g rows of Sg. C ; this forms hooks and eyes,

the back. Sleeves—Make a chain of 47 stitches, work

On the 10 rows of D C make a chain of 64 8 stitches of Sg. C for cuff, then 38 stitches

stitches, work the other side like the first, 4 for sleeve, chain i, turn, increase I stitch in

rows of D C and 4 row^s of Sg. C, and join the 1st Sg. C, work Sg. C (till 8 stitches from

with a slip stitch of 40 stitches to the back. the end; they are for cuff), taking the stitch

Break off yarn. double, chain i, turn; 8 Sg. C for cuff, 39

Left Front—Work 60 stitches of D C; DC for sleeve; increase i stitch at the top at

commence at the bottom of jacket, and at the beginning of every row of Sg. C until there are

wrong side, make 3 rows of D C and 2 rows 9 rows of D C and 8 rows of Sg. C. Now
of Sg. C. Break off yarn. decrease i stitch at the top for g rows of D C
Right Front—Work 60 stitches of D C

;

and 8 rows of Sg. C, join together and crochet

commence at the shoulder and on the wrong sleeve into jacket.

side of work, make 8 rows of D C and 8 rows Belt—Make a chain of 10 stitches, 9

of Sg. C. Sg. C, taking the stitch double, point the belt

Collar—Start on the left side of jacket, on i end, also make a buttonhole at the same

make a chain of 9 stitches, turn, work 8 Sg. end, work belt for 22 inches and close with a

C, taking up body stitch, crochet collar into button, fastening the belt in the back of jacket,

the jacket. On the right front, also on the also on the sides.

CiO^^

'^
*"!»»( RES. l).S»^^

'Agriculture, the art of kings; weaving^ the art of queens."—RuSKiN: "Sesame and Lilies'
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Child's Boating Jacket

MATERIAL—Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

25^ hanks

1 Spool Silkateen

2 Bone Knitting Needles, lo-inch, No. 3

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14

(Note— I row means knit i needle off. A rib is over and back, or 2 rows.)

INSTRUCTIONS
3 TO 4 YEAR SIZE

Back of Jacket—Cast on bone needle 66 repeat ist and 2d rows for the whole garment,

stitches. Knit the back 12 inches long.

First Row—Knit 5, * purl 2, knit 4, repeat Shoulder—Knit 24 stitches, bind off 18

from * to *; the last 5 stitches are plain. stitches for neck (at centre of back), leaving

Second Row—Purl 5, * knit 2, purl 4, re- 24 stitches for the other shoulder. Knit

peat from * to *, the last 5 stitches purl; shoulder 13/2 inches long.

Columbia Yarns are noted for their bright, lively, beautiful shades, and their elasticity and

softness
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Child's Boating Jacket
(continued)
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Right Front—Knit from shoulder toward

the neck, casting on at neck 24 stitches, knit

pattern for 4 inches. Then add 18 stitches

for under-arm seam (which will make 66

stitches). Knit for 8/2 inches more. Bind

off. Sew jacket up under arm for 8j/4 inches.

Crochet i row of l D C and 2 chain for ribbon

holes at bottom of jacket.

Tabs—Make 9 tabs as follows, and sew on

at the bottom of jacket. Cast on bone needle

20 stitches, knit i row plain, turn, knit i,

knit 2 together, wrap, knit 14 stitches, wrap,

knit 2 together, knit i, turn, knit plain, repeat

these 2 rows until you have 6 ribs; now knit i,

knit 2 together, wrap, knit 2 together, wrap,

kqit 2 together, wrap, knit 2 together, wrap,

knit 2 together, wrap, knit 2 together, wrap,

knit 2 together, wrap, knit 2 together, wrap,

knit 2 together, knit i, turn. Next row plain,

repeat the last 2 rows again, knit plain 4 more

ribs. Bind off.

Pick up the stitches along the fronts, knit

plain, turn, next row knit buttonholes on the

right side, turn, knit 2 more ribs. Bind off.

Collar—Cast on steel needle 60 stitches,

knit plain for 5 ribs, knit 2 together at be-

ginning of each row, knit 5 ribs, decrease I

stitch each side, do this every 5 ribs until there

are 20 ribs, knit 15 stitches, bind off the inter-

vening stitches, slip the other 15 stitches on a

spare needle, knit on one of these needles of

15 stitches for 15 ribs, increase I stitch at neck

every other row for 6 ribs, and at the other end

decrease i stitch every other row for 6 ribs.

Bind oH. Sew carefully to the neck of jacket.

Sleeves—Cast on bone needles 70 stitches,

knit 5, * purl 2, knit 4, repeat from * to end

of row. Knit sleeves 1 1 inches long, slip

stitches on steel needle.

Cuffs—Knit i, purl i, knit 2 together,

purl I, so on until you have 48 stitches re-

maining. Knit the cufis for 10 rows. Bind

off. Sew up sleeves and sew sleeve in jacket.

Work I row Sg. C with Silkateen around

collar, and tabs, right side of front, and cuffs-

Finish with 2^ yards of ribbon y2-inch wide,

draw through the D C and 2 chain stitch

above the tabs.

,QVWWa/.

"All the talent a woman expends in her effort to equal man in the other arts is never worth

the spirit and conception ivrought out through a bit of stuff in her skillful hands."—
Camille Lemonnier
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Boy's Sweater
FOR DETAIL SEE SINGLE BRIOCHE STITCH, PAGE Il6

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown
9 hanks

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
12 hanks

2 Bone Knitting Needles, 14-inch, No. 2

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 15

For Border at
needles cast on 26 stitches (knit Brioche

stitch). Knit i plain, * wrap, slip I, knit 2

together, repeat from *, knitting last stitch

plain. Repeat for 80 rows ( l needle being a

row). You must always be certain to slip

the stitch that was knitted together in previous

row, and knit the wrap and i together so as

to have the same number of stitches all the

INSTRUCTIONS
14 TO 16 YEAR SIZE

Bottom—With steel time. The 80 rows should make it wide
enough for the half of the body of the sweater,

either back or front. Bind off.

With bone needles pick up on one side suffi-

cient stitches, knitting twice into some stitches,

until you have 112 stitches taken up. Knit

this in rib stitch of 2 plain and 2 purl until

you have 123 needles knitted, mark here for

armhole and continue until you have 52 more

Columbia Yarns make soft, fluffy sweaters
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Boy's Sweater
(continued)

needles knitted for armhole. It should meas-

ure 24 to 25 inches the entire length when
you commence shoulder, adding I stitch at

each end to have 114 stitches.

Use steel needles and knitting i plain row,

and always have i plain stitch at beginning

and end of needle.

Pattern for shoulder:

First Row—Knit 1st stitch plain, *
3 plain,

3 purl, * repeat from * to *.

Second Row— ist plain, purl i, *
3 plain,

3 purl, * repeat from * to *, purl 2, last stitch

plain.

Third Row— ist plain, i plain, * 3 purl,

3 plain, * repeat from * to *, last stitch plain.

Fourth Row— ist plain, * 3 purl, 3 plain,

* repeat from * to *, last stitch plain.

Fifth Row— 1st plain, 2 purl, * 3 plain,

3 purl, * repeat from * to *, i purl, last stitch

plain.

Sixth Row— 1st plain, 2 plain, * 3 purl,

3 plain, * repeat from * to *, 2 purl, last stitch

plain.

Seventh Row— ist plain, * 3 plain, 3 purl,

* repeat from * to *, last stitch plain.

Eighth Row— 1st plain, i purl, * 3 plain,

3 purl, * repeat from * to *, purl 2, last stitch

plain.

Ninth Row— 1st plain, i plain, * 3 purl,

3 plain. * repeat from * to *, 2 plain, last

stitch plain.

Tenth Row— ist plain, *
3 purl, 3 plain, *

repeat from * to *, last stitch plain.

Eleventh Row— ist plain, 2 purl, * 3 plain,

3 purl, * repeat from * to *, i purl, last stitch

plain.

Twelfth Row— 1st plain. 2 plain, * 3 purl,

3 plain, * repeat from * to *, last stitch plain.

Thirteenth Row—Knitted plain, binding

off 28 stitches on each end of the needle for

length of shoulder. Put the remaining 58
centre stitches on another steel needle for rib-

bing for neck. Knit the other half of the

sweater exactly as the first half. Then join

neck and divide on 3 steel needles the lib

stitches left, knitting tightly ribbed i purl,

I plain, until this ribbing measures 73/2 inches;

end with a border of 12 rows like pattern

of shoulder.

For sleeves, cast on bone needles lOO stitches,

ribbing 2 plain, 2 purl, alternately for 35
rows. At the beginning and end of the needle

knit I plain, narrow by knitting 2 together.

Repeat the narrowing at every 7th row until

you have 88 stitches left, then continue ribbing

until you have in the entire sleeve 140 needles

of ribbing and it measures in the centre 17

inches.

With steel needles knit I row plain, nar-

rowing here and there until you nave 80
stitches left, then knit 6 rows of th^shoulder

pattern, always knitting a plain vdw before

you begin the pattern, and aft^ pattern is

ended. Be sureJhat all the nimn rows are on

the same side, w1h>idi \olH5e the right side of

the sweater, join and put the 80 stitches on 3

needles.

Finish with wristlets of i plain, l purl,

alternately, as in the neck, 4 inches in length

;

do all 3'our binding off neatly and carefully.

Crochet together, sew up sweater from the

mark 123 needles down to the bottom, do the

same with the sleeves, placing the seam of

sleeve at the hollow of the armhole where

sweater is joined.

Read instructions carefully before com-
mencing sweater.

Brightness is the life of a siveater; Columbia Yarns have the gloicin^ colors of an old English

print: brightness iiithout vulgarity
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Child's Columbia Sweater

J

INSTRUCTIONS
6 YEAR SIZE

Cast on bone needles 69 stitches, knit across

plain.

Second Row—* knit i, purl i, knit i, purl

I, knit I, purl i, knit i, purl i, knit i, purl 2,

knit 2, purl 2, repeat from * across the row,

turn.

Third Row—* purl i, knit i, purl i, knit

I, purl I, knit 1, purl i, knit I, purl I, knit 2,

purl 2, knit 2, repeat from * across the row,

turn.

Fourth Row—Like 2d.

Fifth Row—Like 3d.

Continue knitting alternately in this way

until the back measures 14^^ inches long.

Knit 23 stitches of pattern for shoulder, bind

off 23 stitches for neck, slip the remaining 23

stitches on spare needle. Knit the first 23

stitches for 8 rows. Take up the 23 stitches

on spare needle and knit pattern for 8 rows

for other shoulder. Now join these 2 shoulder

pieces by casting on 46 stitches in the centre

tor the front. Knit pattern across the row.

Continue knitting in this way until the front

measures as long as the back. Bind off.

Sleeve—Cast on bone needles 75 stitches

and knit pattern until the sleeve is 15 inches

MATERIAL—Columbia Spanish j'o"?' ^"'t 2, purl 2, making rib of 2 and 2 for

33^2 inches. Bind off.

Knitting Yarn

33^2 hanks

2 Bone Kiiitting Needles, lO-inch. No. I

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14

Collar—Pick up on steel needles 100

stitches around the neck and knit 2, purl 2,

making rib of 2 and 2 for 4 inches. Bind off.

Sew up seams under the arms. Sew up sleeves

and sew into armhole.

What is the value of a "bought" sweater compared ivlth a siveater knit with your oivn hands

from Columbia Yarns

f
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Detail Stitches of Afghans
AFGHAN' AND SCROLL STITCH

^.

'"W^m,

V"

4r .i^'«te'

AFGHAN AND
For 2 scroll patterns make a chain of 30

stitches.

First Row—Draw a loop throu2;h even'

stitch of chain until all stitches are on the hook.

Second Row—Yarn over hook and draw
through one stitch, * 3'arn over and draw
through two stitches. Repeat from * until

there is one loop left on hook.

Third Row—Draw a loop through each of

the upright stitches, until all the stitches are

on the hook.

Fourth, Sixth, Eighth, and Tenth Rows

—

Like 2d row.

Fifth, Seventh, and Ninth Rows—Like 3d

row.

Eleventh Row—Draw a loop through the

2 upright stitches, * yarn over hook 3 times,

draw a loop through the upright stitch in pre-

ceding row, yarn over hook and through 2

loops, yarn over hook and through 2 loops,

yarn over hook and through 2 loops, then draw
a loop through the next 7 upright stitches,

yarn over hook 3 times, draw loop through

the upright stitch in preceding row, yarn over

hook and through 2 loops, yarn over and
through 2 loops, yarn over and through 2

loops, then draw a loop through the next 6

upright stitches. Repeat from * ending with

loops through the last 3 upright stitches.

SCROLL STITCH
l\velfth and Fourteenth Rows—-Like 2d

row.

Thirteenth Row—Like 3d row.

Fifteenth Row—Draw a loop through the

4 upright stitches. * yarn over hook 3 times,

draw a loop through upright stitch of preced-

ing row, yarn over hook and draw through 2

loops, yarn over hook and draw through 2

loops, yarn over hook and draw through 2

loops, draw a loop through the next 3 upright

stitches, yarn over hook 3 times,- draw a loop

through upright stitch of preceding row, yarn

over hook through 2 loops, yarn over through

2 loops, yarn over through 2 loops, then draw
a loop through the next 10 upright stitches.

Repeat from * ending with loops through the

last 5 upright stitches.

Sixteenth and Eighteenth Rows—Like 2d.

Seventeenth Row—Like 3d.

Nineteenth Row—Draw a loop through the

6 upright stitches, * yarn over hook 3 times,

draw a loop through upright stitch in preced-

ing row. yarn over hook and through 2 loops,

yarn over and tiirough 2 loops, yarn over and

through 2 loops, yarn over and through 2

loops, then draw a loop through the next

14 upright stitches. Repeat from * ending

with loops through the last 5 upright stitches.

Repeat from 9th to 19th row for all the

work.

Columbia Yarns irill give xvormth to the body, n'hich is their office, and zcarmth to the eye.

li'hich is their beauty
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Detail Stitches of Afehans
AFGHAN AND MALTESE STITCH

, * '
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MALTESE STITCH FOR BORDER
Have a foundation of plain afghan stitch Second Row—Chain i, yarn over hook,

stripe. and draw a loop through the eye of Maltese of

First Row—Fasten yarn with a i Sg. C first row, yarn over hook and in same space

on one corner of w^ork, chain I, yarn over draw a loop through all loops on hook, * chain

hook, draw a loop through the back of Sg. C, 4, yarn over hook and draw a loop through the

yarn over hook, draw another loop through eye of Maltese of first row, yarn over hook and

same space, draw a loop through all loops on in same space draw a loop through the loops

hook, * chain i, yarn over hook, and draw on hook. Repeat from * around the work.

a loop through the chain just made, yarn over Third Row—Make a Sg. C in eye of Mal-

hook and through the same space, yarn over tese, chain 3, make a Sg. C in same stitch,

hook, skip 2, and draw a loop through the * make a Sg. C in eye of next Maltese, and

back of third Sg. C, yarn over and through drawing the 4 chain stitches from preceding

same space, yarn over and draw a loop through row to the right side, chain 3, make a Sg. C
all loops on hook. Repeat from * around the in same place. Repeat from *. Work this;

work. picot around the work.

Colunih'ia Yarns get their remarkable elasticity , softness, and fluffiness frotn the finest grade

of icool
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Detail Stitches of Afghans
AFGHAN AND POPCORN STITCH

55
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AFGHAN AND POPCORN STITCH
For a block make a chain of 1 8 stitches,

work over and back in plain afghan stitch.

Second Row—Take up the stitches across

the row as in afghan stitch, in working back

make 2 plain afghan stitches, then * 4 chain

-stitches (these four chain stitches form the

popcorn), 2 plain afghan stitches. Repeat from
* across, there will be 8 popcorns in the row
with 2 plain stitches in between.

Third Row—Plain afghan stitch.

Fourth Row—Like 2d row, there will be

6 popcorns and 6 plain stitches in centre.

Fifth Row—Plain afghan stitch.

Sixth Row—Like 2d row, 4 popcorns and

10 plain stitches in centre.

Seventh Row—Plain afghan stitch.

Eighth Row—Like 2d, 2 popcorns and 14
plain stitches in centre.

Ninth Row—-Plain afghan stitch.

Tenth Row—Like 8th row.

Eleventh Row—Plain afghan stitch.

Twelfth Row—Like 6th row.

Thirteenth Row—Plain afghan stitch.

Fourteenth Row—Like 4th row.

Fifteenth Row—Plain afghan stitch.

Sixteenth Row—Like 2d row.

Seventeenth Row—Plain afghan stitch.

This completes one block.

The fine luool used in spinning Columbia yarn receives a color and retains the brilliancy of

it, zvhere an inferior thread dies into lifeless and displeasin<r shades
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Detail Stitches of Afghans
AFGHAN STITCH

ummtti

*imi
COFFEE BEAN STITCH

Make a chain the len}i;th required. * in

first chain draw a hiop throuj^h witliout vvrap-

pinji, then wrap i over the hook and stick in

the same stitch, then wrap a^ain and stick in

the same stitch, then draw all the stitches to

gether and chain i, skip i ciiain, and repeat

from * to end of row, turn.

Second Row—Draw loop throuj^h second

chain, * pass yarn over and draw through

same stitch; pass yarn over a second time, and
draw throiifih same stitch

;
pas-s yarn ove.

a third time, and draw all the stitches toj^jether

and chain i, skip i, chain and repeat from *

to end of row. Make last bean in the second

end stitches of precedinij; row, turn. Repeat
the last row for entire article.

AFGHAN STITCH
This stitch is to be worked with a long, even

hook. Make a chain the length required;

draw a loop through every stitch of chain,

leaving loops on the hook.

Second Row—When all stitches are taken

up, throw yarn over the hook and draw
through 1st stitch; throw yarn over and draw
through 2 stitches. Continue throwing yarn

over and drawing through 2 until a single

loop remains on the hook. The loops thus

drawn through look like upright stitches.

Third Row— Pick up each of these stitches,

and draw a loop through, leaving each on the

needle. When all are picked up repeat second

row. ( Repeat second and third rows alter-

nately.)

r(;lT'Kl': KKA.V STITCH

POPCORN STITCH POPCORN STITCH
Make a chain the length required.

I'irst Row— I plain crochet stitch in chain,

then take up next stitch on chain; keep the

stitch on needle and crochet 3 chains, the 4tll

stitch taken through both stitches. (This
forms the raised stitch or popcorn.) After the

l)opcorn stitch, make a Sg. C, then a popcorn,

so on to end of chain, lireak off yarn.

Second Row—Commence with 2 Sg. C
stitches, take the needle through both stitches

so that the popcorn stitch will come in between
those of the 1st row, and continue in a like

manner as in the ist row, putting i Sg. C
between each popcorn through the whole work.

The best yarn is hesl for everyone, hut particularly for hc^rinners ; for poor yarns bring dis-
couragement, and discouragement, failure
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TUFT STITCH
Make a chain the length desired.

First Row— i Sg. C in every stitch, turn.

Second Row—Chain i, i Sg. C in every

stitch, taking up the whole stitch, turn.

Third Row—2 Sg. C, * yarn over hook, in-

sert the hook in back of i Sg. C of first row.

yarn over hook and work this off as a double

crochet stitch, i Sg. C, taking up the whole

stitch, repeat from * to end of row, turn.

Fourth Row—Like second row, turn.

Fifth Row—Chain i, i Sg. C, i tuft stitch

before the first tuft stitch,* i Sg. C, then i tuft

stitch, this one must come in between the first

and second tuft stitch of first tuft row. Re-

peat from * to end of row. Repeat fourth and

iifth r()\\s for all the work.

POINTED OR SLIPPER STITCH

APPLE SEED STITCH
Make a cliain the length desired.

First Row— I Sg. C in every stitch, chain i,

and turn.

Second Row— i Sg. C in the back stitch,
'

next Sg. C in the front stitch, 3d Sg. C in

back stitch. Repeat from * to end of row.

Repeat second row for all the work.

TUFT STITCH

POINTED OR SLIPPER STITCH
Make a chain the length desired.

P'or two points and 12 Sg. C between each

point make a chain of 54 stitches.

First Row— I Sg. C in the 2d stitch of

chain, i Sg. C in each of 1 1 stitches, in the

13th chain stitch make 3 Sg. C, then * 12 Sg.

C (l Sg. C in every stitch), this forms a

point, skip 2 stitches of chain, make 12 Sg. C,

3 Sg. C in the next stitch. Repeat from *

to end of row, turn.

Second Row—Cliain i, skip i stitch, make
* 12 Sg. C (use tlie stitch or loop from the

back; this makes the rib), 3 Sg. C in the 13th

stitch; then 12 Sg. C; skip 2 stitches. Repeat

from * to end of row . Repeat second row for

all the work.
APPLE SEED STITCH

v^;-^

Poor yarns make poor garments—(or good results use Columbia
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Detail Stitches of Afghans

NEWPOK 1 STITCH
Make a chain the length desired.

First Row— I S^. C in each chain stitch,

break off jarn.

Second Row—Like 1st row, picking up

back stitch, lireak off yarn.

\l WI'ORT SUTCH

'lliird Rrjw— I Sg. C, then wrap twice for

a tr(l)Ie. Insert the •hook in the top stitch of

the first row of Sg. C, then 3 S;^. C. Always

pick up first the back stitch, then the treble,

then crochet and so on till end of row.

At end of each row !)reak off yarn.

P'ourth Row—2 Sf^. C, then the treble

—

this brings the treble back of the one in the

preceding row. Then 3 Sg. C i above the

treble, which must be drawn through the

stitch. I'"or the other two pick up back stitch

and cfjntinue this until you have 5 Sg. C
stitches at the beginning of row. Then com-

mence the pattern again. Work 4th row for

6 or 8 rows more, then reverse pattern. On
the next row put in the treble even with the

one in the preceding row. Work the treble of

this row in the treble of the last row, then let

the treble run the other way. This brings the

treble in front of the one in the preceding row.

'i hen 3 Sg. C. The one above the treble must

be taken through the treble stitch. For the

other 2 pick up back stitch and continue this

until you have 5 Sg. C stitches at the end of

row. Then commence the pattern again.

Work last row for 6 or 8 rows more, then

reverse the pattern again. First work the row

where the treble is even with the one in the

preceding row, then repeat from 4th row on

BASKET STITCH
Cast on any nui.iber of stitches divisible by

10 and 3 over.

First Row—Knit plain.

Second Row—* knit 7, purl 3, repeat from
* to end of row, ending with 3 plain.

Third Row—* purl 3, knit 3, purl 7, repeat

from * to end of row, ending with 7 purl.

Fourth Row—* knit 7, purl 3, repeat from
* to end of row.

Fifth Row—Knit plain.

liASKhT STITCH

Sixth Row—Knit 2, * purl 3, knit 7. repeat

from * to end of row.

Seventh Row—Knit I, * purl 7, knit 3, re-

peat from * to end of row.

Eighth Row—Like 6th row.

Repeat from 1st to 8th row for all the work.

Colurnhia Yarns are stamped by public opinion as best among yarns recognized as good
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Detail Stitches of Afghans

DOUBLE HOOK AFGHAN
STITCH

Wind the yarn into 2 b:;lls, as i ball is

used at each end oi the work. Make a chain

the desired Icnj^th, take up each stitch as in

afghan stitch, retaining the stitches on the

needle. 'lurn the work (fasten the other ball

of yarn tfj the other end of the work), take

the stitches off the needle u itli the other hook.

I'hird Row—With the same liofjk take the

stitches up again.

fourth Row—Turn the work, taking them

ofif with the other hook. Repeat 3d and 4th

rows alternately for all the work.

STAR STITCH
Make a chain the length desired. Draw a

loop up through each of 5 successive stitches

of the chain, throw the yarn over and draw it

through all the stitches on the hook, and i

chain stitch. * draw a loop through the eye

formed hv the chain stitch ju-.t made, draw a

loop through the back of the last loop of star

just made, draw a loop through the same chain

stitch where the last loop was made, draw a

loop through each of the next 2 chain stitches.

DOUBLE HOOK AFGHAN STITCH

pass yarn over and draw through all 6 stitches

on the hook, chain 1. Repeat from * to end of

chain, break off yarn.

Second Row—Insert the hook in the end

stitch of the ist star, made in 1st row of

work, pass yarn over and draw a loop through

and chain 3, draw a loop thrrjugh each of the

two first chain stitches made, draw a lofjp

through back part of next chain stitch, draw
the 5th loop through the chain stitch beyond

the 1st eye of the 1st star of preceding row,

the last or 6th loop through the eye of pre-

ceding row, pass yarn over and draw through

all 6 stitches on hook and chain i. * draw
a loop through the eye, draw a loop through

the back of last loop of preceding star; draw
a loop through the eye of preceding star of last

row; draw a loop through back of chain, draw
a loop through the eye of star of last row; pass

yarn over and draw through all 6 stitches on

the hofjk and chain i. Repeat from * to end of

row. Care must be taken to have the same
number of stars in each row; to do this draw
the 6 loops of the last star in each row through

the last stitch of the end star of preceding row.

This keeps the ends straight.

Be sure that the Coluinhia trcule-rnnrk is on the Irihel around every skein of yarn you buy.
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Detail Stitches of Afghans

SHELL WITH RAISED
DOUBLE CROCHET STITCH

Make a chain the length desired.

First Row— i D C in the 4th stitch of

chain ; i D C in each of next two stitches, skip

2 stitches. * I shell of 4 D C, skip 2 stitches,

I D C in each of next 4 stitches. Repeat from

* to end of row. At end of each row break off

yarn.

SHELL WITH RAISED D C STITCH

COUCH AFGHAN STITCH
Make a chain the length required.

First Row— I Sg. C in each stitch of chain.

Break off at end of each row.

Second Row—Like ist row, picking up back

stitch.
COUCH AFGHAN STITCH

Third Row— i Sg. C, then wrap yarn twice

over needle for treble, insert the hook in the

top stitch of the ist row of Sg. C. Then 3

Sg. C, taking up the back stitch, then make the

treble, and so on to end of row.

Fourth Row—2 Sg. C, then make treble.

This brings the treble in front of the one in the

preceding row, then 3 Sg. C. The one above the

treble must be taken through the treble stitch.

For the other two take up back stitch, always

having 3 stitches betw^een treble so that in each

row the treble will be i stitch back of the treble

in the preceding row.

Repeat 4th row for all the work.

PICOT EDGE

Second Row—Chain 3, 3 D C on the 3 D C

of previous row (insert the hook in back of the

DC),* I shell of 4 D C on shell of previous

row. The 4 D C repeat from * to end of row.

Repeat 2d row for all the work.

PICOT EDGE
Make a chain the length required, work

Sg. C or D C on this, then fasten yarn with

a Sg. C in the top of a stitch ; chain 3, insert

the hook through the top of the first chain

stitch, throw yarn over the hook and draw

through both loops ; fasten with a Sg. C in

top of next stitch, or skip one stitch and fasten

whichever way makes the picot lay flat.

Knit or crocheted articles in the store are either machine-made or very expensive. If you work

them yourself you may possess the beauty of the most costly for less than the price of the

commonest

•j*?H'

% -^
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Detail Stitches of Afghan

CRISSCROSS STITCH

"Hi^ 'ft^

^

- f -•

^JttTv

4 -^ B..

V^6?.

CRISSCROSS STITCH

Make a chain the length desired. stitch of Sg. C of ist row, i D C around the

First Row— I Sg. C in every stitch, turn. 3 D C caught in the last stitch of 3 D C of

Second Row—Chain 4, 3 D C in the 4th previous row. Repeat from * to end of rou-.

stitch, I D C around, 3 D C back into the Fourth Row—Chain 4, * 3 D C in the

3d Stitch, * 3 D C into the 4th stitch, and i centre stitch of 3 I) C of 2(1 row, i D C

D C around the 3 D C back in the 3d stitch. caught in the last stitch of 3 I) C of previous

Repeat from * to end of row. row. Repeat from * to end of row.

Third Row—Chain 4, * 3 D C in centre Repeat 4th row for all the work.

o^yi^^/.

''^
*<->»« REG. USf^^-^

There's ahrays less discouragement to beginners in knittin^r, if they use Colunihia > arns
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RIB STITCH

RIB STITCH

Make a chain the length desired. stitch (taking the stitch or loop from the

First Row— I Sg. C in every stitch, turn. back, this makes the rib).

Second Row—Chain i, i Sg. C in every Repeat 2d row for all the work.

^oms/^

There is a species of (dishonesty in cheap materials when they are meant to he made into articles

that imitate the best in appearance, but are not the best in fact
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WAFFLE STITCH

WAFFLE STITCH

Make a chain the length desired.

First Row— I Sg. C in every stitch, turn.

Second Row—Chain i, yarn over hook,

draw a loop through the 3d space under-

neath the Sg. C, yarn over hook through 2

loops, yarn over hook through 2 loops, skip

1 Sg. C, make 2 Sg. C, * yarn over hook,

draw a loop through the same space where last

loop was drawn, yarn over hook through 2

loops, yarn over hook, draw a loop through

the 3d space underneath the 3d Sg. C, yarn

over hook, draw a loop through 2, yarn over

hook, draw a loop through 2, yarn over hook,

dr^iw a loop through 2, skip i Sg. C and make
2 Sg. C. Repeat from * to end of row, turn.

Third Row—Chain i, i Sg. C in every

stitch, taking up the whole stitch, turn.

Fourth Row—Chain i, 2 Sg. C, yarn over

hook, draw a loop underneath the joining

douhle crochets, yarn over hook, draw a loop

through 2, yarn over hook, draw a loop under-

neath the joining of next D C, yarn over

hook, draw a loop through 2, yarn over hook,

draw a loop through 2, yarn over hook, draw

a loop through 2, skip i Sg. C, make 2 Sg. C,
* yarn over hook, draw a loop underneath the

same joining of D C where last one was
drawn, yarn over hook, draw a loop through

2, yarn over hook, draw a loop underneath

next joining of D C, yarn over hook, draw a

loop through 2, yarn over hook, draw a loop

through 2, yarn over hook, draw a loop

through 2, skip i Sg. C, make 2 Sg. C. Repeat

from * to end of row.

Fifth and Seventh Rows—Like 3d row.

Sixth Row—Chain i, yarn over hook, draw
a loop underneath the joining of D C, yarn

over hook, draw a loop through 2. yarn over

hook, draw a loop through 2, skip i Sg. C,

make 2 Sg. C, * yarn over hook, draw a loop

underneath the same joining of D C where
last one was drawn, yarn over hook, draw a

loop through 2, yarn over hook, draw a loop

underneath the next joining of D C, yarn

over hook, draw a loop through 2, yarn over

hook, draw a loop through 2, skip i Sg. C,
make 2 Sg. C. Repeat from * to end of row.

Repeat from 4th to 7th rows for all the

work.

Let someone else experiment—the best is none too good. Use Columbia
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Infant's Embroidered Rose Afghan
FOR DETAILS SEE AFGHAN AND MALTESE STITCHES, PAGE 54

|>|^^«|f l!S^K|r«J|f|!«*l t % j8jl|f.|tj^-7?'« ttxjLjL^tl- ."^

S-\.' »»_*:* *»'jR>J« r„>L^>''j^>Xjfr> «>.>^*'^> *J^iP^'« / jS Kf^p

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

7 hanks White

>2 hank Lily White No. 5

>2 hank Lily White No. i

yy hank Salmon No. i

and Columbia Zephyr Floss

2 hanks Sunrise No. i

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown

g hanks White

I hank Lily White No. 5

I hank Lily White No. i

I hank Salmon No. i

I Hone Crochet Hook, lo-inch. No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS
This afghan is made of three stripes in are worked with a Maltese stitch with the

afghan stitch. With white Germantown make floss, and joined with a Se. C or crisscross

a chain of 30 stitches in afghan stitch for the joining.

3 stripes, 123 rows, or i yard long. The sides For the side have the floss in two balls, as

The fluffiness. softness and icnrmth of Columbia } arns make them ideal yarns for handmade
garments
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Infant's Embroidered Rose Afghan
(continued)

it is used double. Hold the left side of the

afghan stripe towards you, make one Sg. C,

yarn over hook and draw a loop through the

Sg. C just made, yarn over hook and draw

a loop through the same space, yarn over hook

and draw through the five loops on hook,

skip two stitches, yarn over hook, ccnuit down

four stitches on the right side of stripe and

dra\\ a loop through 4th stitch, yarn over

hook and draw another loop through same

stitch, yarn over and draw through all loops

on hook, one Sg. C in the 3d stitch on top

of stripe.

* Yarn o\er hook and draw a loop through

the Sg. C just made, yarn over and draw an-

other loop through same space, yarn over and

draw through all loops on hook, skip two

stitches, yarn over hook and count down four

stitches on right side of work, draw a loop

through the .jth stitch, yarn over and through

the same stitch, yarn over and through all

loops on hook, i Sg. C in third stitch, *. Re-

peat from * to * and break off yarn.

Second Row—To be made of white Ger-

mantown and crochet on riglit side of stripe

;

work a row of D C on the edge of stripe,

being careful to have all stitches, work to end

of row and break ofi yarn.

Third Row—With the floss double, make

2 Siz. C, working from the left side, yarn over

hook and draw a loop through the Sg. C of

the eye of Alaltese of first row. yarn o\er hook

and through the same space, skip I stitch,

* make 2 Sg. C, yarn over hook and through

the Sg. C, or eye of Maltese of the first row,

yarn over and through same space, and draw
3'arn through all loops on hook, *. Repeat

from * to * to end of row.

Crochet other side to correspond, finish top

and bottom of afghan with a Sg. C of floss

double.

Border—First Row—With white Ger-

mantown chain i, yarn over hook, draw a

loop through the back of Sg. C, yarn over

hook, draw another loop through same space,

draw a loop through all loops on hook, * chain

1, \arn over hook, and draw a loop through

the chain just made, yarn over hook and

through the same space, yarn over hook, skip

2, and draw a loop through the back of 3d

Sg. C, _\arn over and through same space,

yarn over and draw a loop through all loops

on hook, *. Repeat from * to * around the

afghan.

Second Rcnv—White Germantown. Chain

I, yarn over hook and draw a loop through

the eye of Maltese of ist row, yarn over

hook and in same space draw a loop through

all loops on hook. * Chain 4, yarn over

hook and draw a loop through the eye of Mal-
tese 1st row, yarn over hook and in same space

draw a loop through the loops on hook, *.

Repeat from * to * all around afghan.

lliird Row—With floss double, make a

Sg. C in eye of Maltese, chain 3, make a

Sg. C in same stitch, * make a Sg. C in eye

of next Maltese, and drawing the 4 chains

from the preceding row to the right side,

chain 3, make a Sg. C in same place, *. \Vork

this picot around the whole afghan.

Be sure that the Cohuuhid trade-mark is on the label around every skein of Yarn \ou buy
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Popcorn Afghan for Infants
FOR DETAIL SEE POPCORN STITCH. PACE 56

MATERIAL— 8 Fold Columbia Germantown
hanks Sunrise No. 2

hanks Cream White
I hank Old Rose No. ihank Salmon No. o

hanks Lily White No. 3

or 8 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
hanks Sunrise No. 2 13/, hanks Salmon No. o ly. hanks Old Rose No.
hanks Cream White 2>< hanks Lily White No. 3

I Wood Crochet Hook, g-inch, No. 1

1

This afghan when complete measures 30 x 32 inches

INSTRUCTIONS
Make a chain of 75 stitches.

First Row— I plain crochet stitch in chain,
then take up next stitch on chain. Keep i

stitch on needle and crochet 3 chain stitches,

the 4th stitch taken through both stitches.

(This forms the raised stitch or popcorn.)
After the popcorn stitch, make a Sg. C, then
a popcorn, and continue in like manner to the
end of chain, making 37 popcorns in the length
of afghan.

Second Row—Commence with 2 Sg. C
stitches, take needle through both stitches so

that the popcorn will come in between those
of the 1st row, and continue in a like manner

as m the ist row, putting i Sg. C between

each popcorn through the whole afghan.

You must make popcorn come in between

those of the row you have just finished.

Finish the afghan with 2 rows of star stitch

around the entire article, and a row or pop-

corn stitch between them, and edge with

chain of Pink and White. Take up stitch

in centre of star and crochet 5 stitches w^ith

White, then take up centre of next star and
crochet 5 stitches of Pink (this makes it neces-

sary to have both colors going at the same
time). In taking up the centre of the 3d star,

cross the White over the Pink, and continue in

like manner all around the afghan.

The rich, delicate coloring of Columbia Yarns would be impossible if the yarn itself weren't
the best quality
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Popcorn Afghan for Infants
(continued)

The colors are to be used in the following

order

:

1st—3 rows Cream White
2d— I row Lily White No. 3

3d — I row Old Rose No. i

4th—3 rows Sunrise No. 2

5th— I row Cream White
6th— I row Lily White No. 3

7th— I row Cream White
8th— I row Salmon No. o

9th—3 rows Sunrise No. 2

lOth— I row Lily White No. 3
nth—8 rows Cream White

When finished the afghan will contain 3

rows of fancy colored stripes, and 2 rows of

solid White stripes.

Note—This afghan is very pretty when
made of Columbia Eiderdown in the following

colors: Pink and White or Blue and White.
Material : Columbia Eiderdown, 6 balls of

color and 6 balls of White, i Wood Crochet

Hook, g-inch. No. 13.

Infant's Eiderdown Afghan
FOR DETAIL SEE STAR STITCH, PAGE 59

MATERIAL— Columbia Eiderdown
Pink, 8 balls White, 8 balls

I Long Bone Crochet Hook No. 9

INSTRUCTIONS
Make a chain of 65 stitches.

First Row—Make 30 stars on this chain;

continue in this manner, 22 rows, alternating

colors as follows

:

3 rows Pink

2 rows White
I row Pink

I row White
1 row Pink

2 rows White

You can detect breeding not so much in the use of ornament and adornment as in a scrupulous

care for the best in quality. Elegance begins ziitli the raic material

2 rows Pink

2 rows White

I row Pink

I row White
1 row Pink

2 rows White

3 rows Pink

Border with a shell of 6 double crochet,

with picot edge.
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Infant's Afghan
FOR DETAIL SEE BASKET STITCH, PAGE 58

Mvi>*-

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown
3 hanks Cream White 3 hanks Sunrise No. i

3 hanks Gas Blue No. 2 i hank Salmon No. i

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
4 hanks Cream White 4 hanks Sunrise No. I

4 hanks Gas Blue No. 2 i3^ hanks Salmon No, i

2 Rubber Knitting Needles, 1 2-inch, No. 3

INSTRUCTIONS
This afghan is made in plain knitting of

Roman colors and block stitch of Pink, Blue

and White.

Cast on 177 stitches.

First Row—Plain.

Second Row—* 7 plain, 3 purl, repeat from
* to end of row.

Third Row—* 7 purl, 3 plain, repeat from
* to end of row.

Fourth Row—* 7 plain, 3 purl, repeat from
* to end of row.

Fifth Row—Plain.

Sixth Row—2 plain, *
3 purl, 7 plain, re-

peat from * to end of row, ending the row
with 2 plain.

Seventh Row—2 purl, 3 plain, 7 purl, re-

peat from * ending the row with 2 purl.

Eighth Row—Same as sixth row.

Ninth Row—Plain.

Repeat from second row until you have 5

blocks. Repeat 3 times from first row of Blue,

and end with 9 rows of Blue.

Finish the afghan with a binding of wide
satin ribbon (Pink or Blue), or a large White
shell of 9 stitches, tipped with Blue.

Colors to be used in the following order:

9
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Infant's Afghan
FOR DETAIL SEE DOUBLE-HOOK AFGHAN STITCH, PAGE 59

69

MATERIAL—8 Fold Columbia Germantown
73.^ hanks White 4H hanks Blue

or 8 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
10 hanks White 6 hanks Blue

I Wooden Double-End Crochet Hook, 20-inch, No. 13

INSTRUCTIONS
Wind the yarn, both Blue and White,

into equal parts, as the two balls of the same

color are used at the same time.

Begin with lOO chains, take up each stitch

as in afghan stitch, retaining the stitches on

the needle. Turn the work (fasten the other

ball of yarn to the other end of the work) and

take the stitches off the needle with the other

hook. With the same hook take the stitches

up again, then turn the work, taking them off

with the other hook. Two rows like this form

a ridge. Then make
2 ridges White 2 ridges White
I ridge Blue i ridge Blue

alternating them until you have 15 ridges of

AVhite and 14 ridges of Blue. Finish with a

large shell of Blue, 7 stitches in shell ; put 3

single stitches between each shell and edge

with White picot.

The same stitch makes a pretty afghan of:

4 fold Columbia Germantown
5 hanks White and 4 hanks Blue

I Wooden Double-End Crochet Hook,

20-inch, No. 9
Begin with 155 chains.

Make 2 ridges of White. Then make

I ridge Blue i ridge White

I ridge White i ridge Blue

4 ridges Blue 4 ridges White

Repeat from 1st row of Blue until you have

5 strips of Blue and 4 White, ending with 2

ridges of White.

Finish with large shell of White, 9 stitches

in shell, and edge with Blue picot.

Columbia Yarns are "dyed in the ivool"—permanent, brilliant
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Infant's Embroidered Afghan
FOR DFTATL SEE AFGHAN AND SCROLL STITCH PAGE 53

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown
10 hanks White
2 hanks Blue

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
12 hanks White
3 hanks Blue

I Bone Crochet Hook, 12-inch, No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS
This afghan is made in afghan stitch with

the scrolls worked at the same time.

Make a chain of 120 stitches, draw a loop

through every stitch of chain until all stitches

are on hook.

Second Row—Yarn over hook and draw

through I stitch, * yarn over and draw

through 2 stitches. Repeat from * until there

is one loop left on hook.

Third Row—Draw a loop through each

of the upright stitches until all the stitches

are on hook.

Fourth Row—Same as 2d.

Fifth Row—Same as 3d.

Sixth Row—Same as 2d.

Seventh Row—Same as 3d.

Eighth Row—Same as 2d.

Ninth Row—Same as 3d.

Tenth Row—Same as 2d.

Eleventh Row—Draw a loop through the

2 upright stitches, * then yarn over hook 3

times, draw a loop through the upright stitch

in preceding row, yarn over hook and through

2 loops, yarn over hook and through 2 loops,

yarn over hook and through 2 loops, then draw

a loop through the next 7 upright stitches,

yarn over hook 3 times, draw a loop through

the upright stitch in preceding row, yarn over

Articles you can crochet from Columbia Yarns are more handsome and durable than those you

buy
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Infant's Embroidered Afghan
^CONTINUIiD)

hook and through 2 loops, yarn over and

through 2 loops, yarn over and through 2

loops, then draw a loop through the next 6

upright stitches. Repeat from * to end of

row.

Twelfth Row—Same as 2d.

Thirteenth Row—Same as 3d.

Fourteenth Row—Same as 2d.

Fifteenth Row—Draw a loop through the

4 upright stitches, * yarn over hook 3 times,

draw a loop through upright stitch of pre-

ceding row, yarn over hook and draw through

2 loops, yarn over hook and draw through

2 loops, yarn over hook and draw through 2

loops, draw a loop through the next 3 up-

right stitches, yarn over hook 3 times, draw a

loop through upright stitch of preceding row,

yarn over hook through 2 loops, yarn over

through 2 loops, yarn over through 2 loops,

then draw a loop through the next 10 upright

stitches. Repeat from * to end of row.

Sixteenth Row—Same as 2d.

Seventeenth Row—Same as 3d.

Eighteenth Row—Same as 2d.

Nineteenth Row—Draw a loop through the

6 upright stitches, * yarn over hook 3 times,

draw a loop through upright stitch in preced-

ing row, yarn over hook and draw through

2 loops, yarn over and through 2 loops, yarn

over and through 2 loops, yarn over and

through 2 loops, then draw a loop through

the next 14 upright stitches. Repeat from

* to end of row.

Repeat from 9th to 19th row, or until

afghan is 17 scroll patterns or I yard long.

Border—First Row—Make 2 D C in the

nth stitch from corner; make 2 D C in the

9th stitch from corner, working around the

2 D C just made; * in the 5th stitch make 2

D C ; make 2 D C in the 3d stitch, working

around D C. Repeat from * all around

afghan, being careful to allow enough ful-

ness for corner.

Second Row—Make 2 D C between the

4 D C of preceding row, yarn over hook 3

times, and draw a loop through the stitch on

the edge of afghan, yarn over through 2 loops,

yarn over through 2 loops, yarn over through

2 loops, yarn over through 2 loops, chain

3 and fasten with a slip stitch on top of treble

crochet just made, make 2 D C between the

4 D C, working around the D C, but slip

hook underneath of long treble crochet, *.

Make 2 D C between the next 4 D C, yarn

over hook 3 times, and draw a loop through

the stitch on the edge of afghan, yarn over

hook and draw through 2 loops, yarn over

and through 2, yarn over and' through 2, yarn

over- and through 2 loops, chain 3 and fasten

with a slip stitch on top of treble crochet just

made, make 2 D C in the same space where

the 1st D C of last group was made.

To do the embroidery, take the yarn double

or yarn and silk, insert needle in stitch from

left to the back, bringing it through right on

top of scroll, and catching it through the

centre of scroll in the row below, make a

cross stitch of pink between the scrolls run-

ning all up the afghan.

AnythitifT that is worth knitting is icorth making from Coltimhia Yarns
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Infant's Blanket
FOR DETAIL SEE SHELL WITH RAISED D C STITCH, PAGE 6o
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MATERIAL—Columbia Floss

8 hanks White 2 hanks Pink

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS
Alake a chain of 135 stitches.

First Row— I D C in the 4th stitch of chain, i D C in each of next 2 stitches, skip

2 stitches, * I shell of 4 D C, skip 2 stitches, i D C in each of next 4 stitches. Repeat
from * to end of row, break off yarn.

Second Row—Chain 3, 3 D C on the 3 D C of previous row (insert the hook in back
of the D C), * I shell of 4 D C on shell of previous row, then 4 D C. Repeat from *

to end of row.

The colors are to be used in following order:

3 rows White 2 rows White 2 rows Pink
1 row Pink 3 rows Pink 2 rows White
2 rows White 42 rows White i row Pink
2 rows Pink 3 rows Pink

'

3 rows White
2 rows White

Finish with large shell of white, 9 stitches in shell, and edge with pink picot, or with
3 chain stitches in every stitch.

With Columbia Yarns you can get exactly the shade you want—the variety is large and ex-

tremely well chosen
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Infant's Embroidered Afghan
FOR DETAIL SEE APPLE SEED STITCH, PAGE 57

"i"»r»5«: V ' T -Y-

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown
6 hanks White
5 hanks Blue

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
8 hanks White
7 hanks Blue

I Bone Crochet Hook, lo-inch. No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS
This afghan is crocheted in five stripes, 2

stripes in afghan stitch with Roman design in

blue crochet silk. The centre stripe and 2 side

stripes are done in blocks, blue and white

alternately ; there are 7 blocks in a row, and arc

done in apple seed stitch ; make a chain of 29
stitches. Work 28 apple seed stitches back

and forth for 22 row^s. The afghan stitch

stripes are white; make a chain of 23 stitches,

work 23 afghan stitches back and forth, for

130 rows, join the stripes together with a cord

in white and blue, making a chain of 3 stitches

of each shade, and crossing to form the cord.

Around the afghan with white, work a row
of crazy stitch, then with blue i D C in the

lower point of crazy shell, chain 2, and I

Sg. C in top point of crazy shell ; repeat all

round, and with white make a shell of 7 D
C, and edge with blue picot.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of yarn you buy
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Infant's Rosebud Embroidered Afghan
FOR DETAIL SEE AFGHAN AND POPCORN STITCH, PAGE 55

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown
10 hanks White
I hank Pink

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
12 hanks White
2 hanks Pink

I Bone Crochet Hook, lo-inch, No. 4

This afghan is made in stripes of blocks,

8 blocks to a stripe
; 7 stripes are used for this

afghan, and in Qvery other block is a rose-

bud embroidered. Use lily white No. i, and
No. 3, and pink, for the rosebud. The
blocks are crocheted in afghan and popcorn
stitches.

Make a chain of 18 stitches, work back and
forth in afghan and popcorn stitches for seven-

teen rows, this completes one block.

Make i row of plain afghan stitch then

start another block. The stripes are joined

together on the wrong side.

Border—With pink make a row of crazy

shell all around and also one with white, with

pink work i D C in lower point of crazy shell,

chain i and r Sg. C in the top point of crazy

shell.

Finish with shell of white; 6 D C in each

shell, and with pink make a chain of 2 stitches

and a slip stitch in every stitch around shell.

Columbia yarns are noted for their brilliancy and durability of colors
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Coffee Bean Afghan
FOR DETAIL SEE COFFEE BEAN STITCH, PAGE 56
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II

3

MATERIAL—8 Fold Columbia Germantown
hanks Olive Green No. 6 5 hanks Salmon No. o b hanks Copper No. I

hanks Olive Green No. 5 11 hanks Copper No. 2 3 hanks Copper No. o

Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
6 7 hanks Salmon No. o 8 hanks Copper No. i

5 15 hanks Copper No. 2 4 hanks Copper No. O
I Wooden Crochet Hook No. 1

1

INSTRUCTIONS

or

15 hanks Olive Green No
4 hanks Olive Green No

Commence with a chain of 164 stitches, 82
beans in length of afghan, i stitch between
each bean.

To make the bean, stick the needle through

the 2d chain stitch without wrapping, then

wrap I over needle and stick in the same stitch,

then wrap again and stick in the same stitch,

then draw all the stitches together and fasten

with a slip stitch.

Bean afghan is alike on both sides. You
crochet back and forth without breaking the

yarn, except to add a different shade.

6 rows Olive Green No. 6

I row Olive Green No. 5

I row Salmon No. o
1 row Copper No. o
2 rows Copper No. i

5 rows Copper No. 2 i row Copper No. o
2 rows Copper No. i l row Salmon No. o

I row Olive Green No. 5

3 rows Olive Green No. 6

I row Olive Green No. 5
I row Salmon No. o 2 rows Copper No. i

I row Copper No. o 7 rows Copper No. 2

This is the centre of afghan. Make the

other side in corresponding manner.
Border—Use Salmon No. o. making i D

C, 3 chain, then i D C (crossing the ist i D
C), sticking back in the 3d stitch from ist D
C. Skip 3 stitches and continue in like man-
ner. For large shell use Olive Green No. 6,

7 D C stitches in shell. Over the shell make
I row of Copper No. i. Finish with picots,

using Copper No. 2.

Another very attractive combination of

colors for this afghan is: Lily White Nos.

3, 5 and 7; Old Rose No. 2; Sunrise No. i ;

Salmon No. o and Cream White.

No matter fioiv stylish an afghan may be in design, it lacks beauty and fineness when made from
inferior yarns
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Newport Afghan
FOR DETAIL SEE NEWPORT STITCH, PAGE 58

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

hanks Lily White No. 7 2 hanks Lily White No. 2 3^ hanks Scarlet No. 2

l>2 hanks Lily White No. i

43^ hanks Scarlet No. 9

6 hanks Scarlet No. 7

4 hanks Scarlet No, 5

hanks Lily White No. 6

hanks Lily White No. 5

hanks Lily White No. 3

hanks Scarlet No. ly,

hanks Scarlet No. i

2V2 hanks Scarlet No. o

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown

4 hanks Lily White No. 7

5 hanks Lily White No. 6

4 hanks Lily White No. 5

23:^2 hanks Lily White No. 3

23/

2

6

hanks Lily White No. 2

hanks Lily White No. i

hanks Scarlet No. 9

hanks Scarlet No. 7

5 hanks Scarlet No. 5

J Long Bone Crochet Hook No. 4

The emergencies that demand an afghan are countless

5
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Newport Afghan
(continued)

INSTRUCTIONS

The afghan consists of 5 stripes: 3 Scarlet,

2 Lily White—7 shades of Scarlet, 6 of Lily

White.

Commence with a chain of 291 stitches.

First Row— I Sg. C in each chain stitch.

Second Row—Same stitch, picking up back

stitch.

Third Row— i Sg. C, then wrap twice for

a treble, sticking in the 1st row of the Sg. C,

then 3 Sg. C. Always pick up first the back

stitch, then the treble, then crochet, and so on

till end of row. At end of each row break off

yarn.

Fourth Row—2 Sg. C, then the treble

—

this brings the treble back of the one in the

preceding row. Then 3 Sg. C, I above the

treble, which must be drawn through the

stitch. For the other 2 pick up back stitch

and continue thus until you have 5 Sg. C
stitches at the beginning of row. Then com-

mence the pattern again.

Make

4 rows of Darkest Red

4 rows of next

4 rows of next

3 rows of next

3 rows of next

3 rows of next

2 rows of Lightest Red, with treble

put in same as before.

On the next row put in the treble even with

the one in the preceding row, putting the

treble of this row in the treble of the last row.

Then reverse the pattern and let the treble

run the other way, making i more row the

lightest shade (making 4 rows in all of the

Lightest Red) ; then make the same number

of rows for the other side of stripe.

For Lily White Stripe

—

4 rows of Darkest

4 rows of next

4 rows of next

3 rows of next

3 rows of next

2 rows of Lightest

Then reverse same as in Red, join the stripes

with the Red and the Lily White next to the

darkest shade in each color, making a chain of

3 stitches of each shade, and crossing to form

the cord. For shell use the same shade of Red

as for cord, making 9 D C for each shell, 3

Sg. C between. For the picot use the same

shade of Lilv White as for cord.

Softness, fineness, evenness and elasticity all help to make Columbia Yarns the best and most

economical
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Pointed Couch Afghan
FOR DETAIL SEE POINTED OR SLIPPER STITCH, PAGE 57

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

1/2
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Pointed Couch Afghan
(continued)

Colors to be used in following order 1 rib Lily White No. 3

I rib Scarlet No. 10 i rib Lily White No. 2

I rib Scarlet No. 8 I rib Lily White No. 3

I rib Scarlet No. 6
I rib Lily White No. 4

I rib Scarlet No. 5 j rib Lily White No. 5

I rib Scarlet No. 3 ^ ^ib Ljiy ^1,;^^ jsj^, 5

I rib Scarlet No. 2
, rib Lily White No. 7

I rib Scarlet No. ij^
^ ^-^ j^,.^^,,^

I rib Scarlet No. 2

I rib Scarlet No. 3
^''^'^^ 4 more stripes of scarlet, and 3 more

I rib Scarlet No. 5
stripes of lily white—also before beginning

I rib Scarlet No. 6 "^^ '^'"'P'^ '"''^'^•^
' ''^ "^ ^^'^'"^

I rib Scarlet No. 8 Border—With black work i row of Sg.

I rib Scarlet No. 10 C all around the afghan. At both ends with

I nb Black the darkest shade of lily white make 5 shells

then with Lily White of 6 D C between each point and finish each

I rib Lily White No. 7
shell with a picot between third and fourth

I rib Lily White No. 6 D C of shell. At both sides with the darkest

I rib Lily White No. 5 shade of scarlet make a large shell of 10 D C

I rib Lily White No. 4 and finish each shell with a picot edge.

QOtMM£f4^

To be as good as Columbia it must be Columbui
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Embroidered Couch Afghan

FOR DETAIL SEE AFGHAN AND TUFT STITCHES, PAGES 56 AND 57

MATERIAL—4 Fold Colum-

bia Germantown

12 hanks Old Rose No. I

5 hanks Old Rose No. 2

5 hanks Old Rose No. 3

5 hanks Old Rose No. 4

5 hanks Old Rose No. 5

6 hanks Old Rose No. 6

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported

Germantown

14 hanks Old Rose No. i

6 hanks Old Rose No. 2

6 hanks Old Rose No. 3

6 hanks Old Rose No. 4

6 hanks Old Rose No. 5

7 hanks Old Rose No. 6

I Bone Crochet Hook, lo-inch, No. 4

Garments made from Columbia yarns are noted for their softness and durability
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Embroidered Couch Afghan
( continued)

INSTRUCTIONS

This afghan consists of 5 stripes; 2 stripes

of old rose No. i, in afghan stitch; 3 stripes

in 6 shades of old rose in tuft stitch.

With old rose No. i make a chain of 49

stitches in afghan stitch, and work the 2 stripes

for 225 rows long. Embroider the stripes in

old rose No. 5, and with double string of silk,

in light shade, work in cross stitch according

to design. Work on length of the afghan

stripes in tuft stitch as follows:

2 tuft rows Old Rose No. 6

2 tuft rows Old Rose No. 5

2 tuft rows Old Rose No, 4

2 tuft rows Old Rose No. 3

2 tuft rows Old Rose No. 2

2 tuft rows Old Rose No. i

2 tuft rows Old Rose No. 2

2 tuft rows Old Rose No. 3

2 tuft rows Old Rose No, 4

2 tuft rows Old Rose No. 5

2 tuft rows Old Rose No. 6

Join to the other afghan stripes on the

wrong side, this finishes the centre stripe;

work the 2 other sides of the afghan stripe

in like manner, beginning with the darkest

shade and ending with the darkest shade.

Border—Make 2 rows of crazy stitch all

around, i row of old rose No. 2, and i row

of old rose No. 3, and 1 row in same shade

as follows : i D C in the lower part of crazy

shell, chain i, and i Sg. C in the point of

the crazy shell. For shell use old rose

No. 5, 7 D C stitches in each shell* for picot

or chain stitches around shell, use old rose

No. 6.

^om^4^

The coarse unelastic thread of common yarn will not reach as far as a yarn of fine texture.

Thus you eventually get more quantity for your money in Columbias—not to speak of

the priceless satisfaction in the quality
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Couch Afghan
FOR DETAIL SEE COUCH AFGHAN STITCH, PAGE 6o

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia or 4 Fold Columbia Imported

Germantown Germantown

43^ hanks Sunrise No. i

5>4 hanks Old Rose No. i

35^ hanks Salmon No. o

25^ hanks Cream White

4 hanks Lily White No. 3

5 hanks Lily White No. 4

5 hanks Lily White No. 5

6 hanks Lily White No. 7

6 hanks Sunrise No. i

7 hanks Old Rose No. I

5 hanks Salmon No. o

3 hanks Cream White

5 hanks Lily White No. 3

6 hanks Lily White No. 4

6 hanks Lily White No. 5

7J< hanks Lily White No. 7

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 6

Knitting and crocheting is a social art, keeping the fingers pleasantly occupied and leaving the

Tnind free for conversation
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Couch Afghan
(continued)

INSTRUCTIONS
Commence with a chain of 291 stitches.

First Row— I Sg. C in each stitch of chain.

Break off at end of each row.

Second Row—Sg. C stitch, picking up back

stitch.

Third Row— i Sg. C stitch, then wrap yarn

twice over needle for treble, sticking needle

in the top stitch of the ist row of Sg. C, then

3 Sg. C, picking up the back stitch, then make

treble, and so on until end of row.

Fourth Row—2 Sg. C, then make treble.

This brings the treble in front of the one in

the preceding row, then 3 Sg. C ; the one above

the treble must be taken through the treble

stitch. For the other two take up back stitch,

always having 3 stitches between treble so that

in each row the treble will be i stitch back of

the treble in the preceding row.

Colors to be used in the following order:

2 rows Lily White No. 5

2 rows Lily White No. 4

2 rows Old Rose No. i

2 rows Sunrise No. I

2 rows Salmon No. o

2 rows Lily White No. 3

2 rows Cream White

2 rows Lily White No. 3

2 rows Salmon No. o

2 rows Sunrise No. i

2 rows Old Rose No. i

2 rows Lily White No. 4

2 rows Lily White No. 5

8 rows Lily White No. 7

2 rows Lily White No. 5

2 rows Lily White No. 4

Start with Old Rose and continue as before,

making 4 light and 3 dark stripes.

Border—Use Old Rose, making 2 D C, 3

chain, and 2 D C (crossing the 1st 2 D C),

sticking back in the 3d stitch from ist D C,

skip 4 stitches, and continue in same manner.

For shell use Lily White No. 4. g D C stitches

in each shell. For picot around shell, use No.

7 Lily White.

.alMHA

^lyAms
'^*Dk REG.US''^^

Knitting and crocheting to a ivoman, like a pipe to a man, occupies the restless energies of

the body , and leaves the mind free and content
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Roman Couch Afghan
FOR DETAIL SEE AFGHAN AND STAR STITCHES, PAGES 56 AND 59

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

2

13

hanks Olive Green No. 4
hanks Olive Green No. 6

3 hanks Gas Blue No. 3

3J/2 hanks Sunrise No. 3
I hank Yellow No. i

lYz hanks Cream White
3 hanks Black

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown

25^ hanks Olive Green No. 4
17 hanks Olive Green No. 6

hanks Gas Blue No. 3 2

hanks Sunrise No. 3 4
hank Yellow No. i

hanks Cream White
hanks Black

I Long Bone Crochet Hook Mo. 8 I Medium Bone Crochet Hook No, 6

INSTRUCTIONS
This afghan consists of 5 strips—

3

Roman Strips, Afghan Stitch.

Make a chain of 44 stitches with

Colors to be used in the followin

2 rows Black

15 rows Gas Blue No. 3

2 rows Black

I row Sunrise No. 3

I row^ Olive Green No.
I row Yellow No. i

1 row Gas Blue No. 3

2 rows Cream White
I row Sunrise No. 3

Green and 2 Roman.

the long bone crochet hook.

g order:

row Olive Green No. 4
row Yellow No. i

row Gas Blue No. 3
row Cream White
rows Black

row^s Sunrise No. 3
rows Black

row Cream White
row Gas Blue No. 3

row Yellow No. i

I row Olive Green No.
1 row Sunrise No. 3

2 rows Cream White
I row Gas Blue No. 3
I row Yellow No. i

I row Olive Green No.
1 row Sunrise No. 3

15 rows Gas Blue No. 3

2 rows Black

Knittmg and crocheting is a pleasure when you use the fine, even, elastic Columbia Yarns
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Roman Couch Afghan
(continued)
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Continue in this manner, reversing colors,

until the strip measures 2 yards in length.

Make 2 rows of Sg. C on each side of the

strip with Gas Blue No. 3, and i row of Sg.

C of Yellow No. I.

Plain Strips, Star Stitch.

Make a chain of 48 stitches with Olive

Green No. 6 with medium bone crochet hook.

iVIake I row of star stitches, 22 stars to the

row, turn.

Make i row of Sg. C, turn.

Make i row of star stitch. Continue in

this manner, being careful to have 22 stars in

a row, until the strip measures 2 yards in

length.

Make 2 rows of Sg. C on each side of strip

with Sunrise No. 3, and i row of Cream
White.

Join the strips with i row of Sg. C of

Black. Make 2 rows of Sg. C around the

entire afghan with Sunrise No. 3, and I row

of Cream White and i row of Black.

Border—With a shell of g Tr. C, with

Olive Green No. 4.

Finish with picot edge of Olive Green

No. b.

^<^m9j^^

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on (he label around every skein of Yarn you buy
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Columbia Shaded Afghan
FOR DETAIL SEE CRISSCROSS STITCH, PAGE bl

m^^m^^i^9'mmm^mtm$

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

2 hanks Scarlet No. 2 3 hanks Gray No.

2^2 hanks Scarlet No. 3 3 hanks Gray No.

4 hanks Scarlet No. 4 3 hanks Gray No.

4 hanks Scarlet No. 5 3

5 hanks Scarlet No. 6 3

hanks Gray No.

hanks Gray No.

hanks Scarlet No. 7 7 hanks Gray No.

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS
This afghan consists of 5 stripes, 2 of Gray

and 3 of Scarlet.

Make a chain of 249 stitches.

First Row— i Sg. C in every stitch to end

of row.

Second Row—Chain 4, make 3 D C in

the 4th stitch, l D C around 3 D C back into

the 3d stitch, * 3 D C into the 4th stitch and

I D C around the 3 D C back in the 3d

stitch. Repeat from * to end of row.

Third Row—Chain 4, make 3 D C in cen-

tre stitch of Sg. C of 1st row, i D C around

Don't attempt the impossible. You can't get the best results by using "cheap" yarns
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Columbia Shaded Afghan
(continued)
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the 3 D C caught in the last stitch of the

3 D C of previous row, * 3 D C in centre

stitch of Sg. C of 1st row, i D C around

the 3 D C of previous row. Repeat from
* to end of row.

Fourth Row—Chain 4, make 3 D C in

the centre stitch of 3 D C of 2d row, i D C
caught in the last stitch of 3 D C of previous

row, * 3 D C in centre of stitch of 3 D C
of 2d row, I D C caught in last stitch of

3 D C of previous row. Repeat from * to

end of row.

Repeat the 3d and 4th rows throughout the

afghan, and finish last row of afghan in Sg. C.

Colors to be used in following order:

4 rows Scarlet No. 7

2 rows Scarlet No. 6

2 rows Scarlet No. 5

2 rows Scarlet No. 4
I row Scarlet No. 3

I row Scarlet No. 2

1 row Scarlet No. 3

2 rows Scarlet No. 4
2 rows Scarlet No. 5

2 rows Scarlet No. 6

4 rows Scarlet No. 7

4 rows Gray No. 6

2 rows Gray No. 5

2 rows Gray No. 4
2 rows Gray No. 3

I row Gray No. 2

I row Gray No. i

1 row Gray No. 2

2 rows Gray No. 3

2 rows Gray No. 4
2 rows Gray No. 5

4 rows Gray No. 6

Border—First Row—With Gray, make 2

D C in the 9th stitch from edge, 2 D C
around these 2 D C and into 6th stitch from

edge, * 2 D C into 3d stitch and 2 D C
around 2 D C and back into space where 1st

D C were made, *.

Second Row—With Scarlet No. 6 2 D C
in the centre of 4 D C of preceding row,

2 D C around the 2 D C, and in the centre

of 4 D C of preceding 4 D C, * 2 D C in

centre of 4 D C of preceding row, 2 D C
around the 2 D C, and in the same space back

where ist D C were made, *.

Third Row—With Scarlet No. 7 i Sg. C
in centre of 4 D C of preceding row, chain

6, and in 4th stitch of chain make a slip stitch

to form a picot, and 3 D C in the centre of

4 D C of preceding row.

^pVkUMa

The great brilliancy of Columbia Yarns doesn't just happen. They are made of the finest,

silkiest wool, carefully colored with the best dyes
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Columbia Automobile Robe
FOR DETAIL SEE RIB STITCH, PAGE 62

MATERIAL— 8 Fold Columbia Germantown
34 hanks Brown No. 2 6 hanks Brown No. 5

4 hanks Brown No. 3 6 hanks Brown No. 6

5 hanks Brown No. 4 4 hanks Brown No. 7

and 4 Fold Columbia Germantown for Lining
28 hanks Brown No. 6

or 8 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
40 hanks Brown No. 2 8 hanks Brown No. 5

6 hanks Brown No. 3 8 hanks Brown No. 6

7 hanks Brown No. 4 6 hanks Brown No. 7

In these days of handcraft, many women find a comfortable revenue in crocheting beautiful

garments out of Columbia Yarns
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Columbia Automobile Robe
(continued)

and 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown for Lining

34 hanks Brown No. 6

2 Bone Crochet Hooks Nos. 3 and 5

INSTRUCTIONS
This afghan consists of 3 and 2 half stripes,

2 stripes of Brown No. 2; I and 2 half

stripes in 6 shades of Brown.

With Brown No. 2 make a chain of 43

stitches, work back 42 Sg. C, turn.

Second Row—Chain i, i Sg. C in every

stitch, taking up the full stitch, and work the

2 stripes for 2^ yards long.

Embroider the 2 stripes in Brown No. 6 4

fold Germantown, in long stitch according to

design.

For centre stripe work on 2 lengths of the

2 afghan stripes in rib stitch as follows:

2 rows or i rib Brown No. 7

2 rows or i rib Brown No. 6

2 rows or i rib Brown No. 5

2 rows or i rib Brown No. 4

2 rows or 1 rib Brown No. 3

2 rows or i rib Brown No. 2

2 rows or i rib Brown No. 3

2 rows or I rib Brow-n No. 4

2 rows or i rib Brown No, 5

2 rows or 1 rib Brown No. 6

2 rows or i rib Brown No. 7

Join together with Brown No. 7 on the

right side, work the other 2 sides of the stripe

as follows:

2 rows or i rib Brown No. 7

2 rows or i rib Brown No. 6

2 rows or i rib Brown No. 5

2 rows or i rib Brown No. 4

2 rows or i rib Brown No. 3

2 rows or i rib Brown No. 2

Lining—With Brown No. 6 4 fold Ger-

mantown, make a chain of 209 stitches, work

208 Sg. C on this chain, chain 3 and turn,

next row work a row of D C across, then a

row of Sg. C and so on alternately for 2-)4

yards long. Crochet the lining and the afghan

together.

For shell around afghan, use Brown No.

5, 7 D C in shell, and 3 Sg. C between each

shell. For picot around shell use Brown

No. 6.

.omuA

Always take the line of least resistance. You may knit nith fair success and use mediocre

materials; you icill knit U'ith better success and less iiorry if you use the best
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Waffle Stitch Afghan
FOR DlilAIL SEE WAFFLE STITCH, PAGE 63

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown
5 hanks Lily White No. 3 6 hanks Lily White No. 6

5 hanks Lily White No. 4 7 hanks Lily White No. 7

83^ hanks Lily White No. 5 9 hanks Lily White No. 8

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
6 hanks Lily White No. 3 7 hanks Lily White No. 6

6 hanks Lily White No. 4 8 hanks Lily White No. 7

10 hanks Lily White No. 5 10 hanks Lily White No. 8

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 4

Make a chain of 249 stitches.

First Row—Single crochets.

Second Row—Chain i, yarn over hook,

draw a loop through the 3d space underneath

INSTRUCTIONS
the Sg. C, yarn over hook through 2 loops,

yarn over hook and through 2 loops, skip i

Sg. C, make 2 Sg. C, * yarn over hook, draw

a loop through the same space where last loop

The fine wool used in spinning Columbia Yarn receives a color and retains the brilliancy

of it, irhere an inferior thread dies into lifeless and displeasing shades
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Waffle Stitch Afghan
(continued)

was drawn, yarn over hook through 2 loops,

yarn over hook, draw a loop through the 3d

space underneath the 3d single Sg. C, yarn

over hook, draw a loop through 2, yarn over

hook, draw a loop through 2, yarn over hook,

draw a loop through 2, yarn over hook, draw
a loop through 2, skip i Sg. C and make 2

Sg. C. Repeat from * to end of row, chain

1, turn.

Third Row—Sg. C in every stitch, taking

up the whole stitch, chain i, turn.

Fourth Row—2 Sg. C, yarn over hook,

draw a loop underneath the joining double

crochets, yarn over hook, draw a loop through

2, j'^arn over hook, draw a loop underneath the

joining of next D C, yarn over hook, draw
a loop through 2, yarn over hook, draw a loop

through 2, yarn over hook, draw a loop

through 2, skip i Sg. C, make 2 Sg. C, *

yarn over hook, draw a loop underneath the

same joining of D C where last one was
drawn, yarn over hook, draw a loop through

2, yarn over hook, draw a loop underneath

next joining of D C, yarn over hook, draw a

loop through 2, yarn over hook, draw a loop

through 2, yarn over hook, draw a loop

through 2, skip i Sg. C, make 2 Sg. C. Re-

peat from * to end of row, chain i, turn.

Fifth Row—Like 3d row.

Sixth Row—Chain I, yarn over hook, draw
a loop underneath the joining of D C, yarn

over hook, draw a loop through 2, yarn over

hook, draw a loop through 2, skip i Sg. C,
* yarn over hook, draw a loop underneath

the same joining of D C where last one was
drawn, yarn over hook, draw a loop through

2, yarn over hook, draw a loop underneath

the next joining of D C, yarn over hook, draw
a loop through 2, yarn over hook, draw a loop

through 2, skip i Sg. C, make 2 Sg. C. Re-

peat from * to end of row, chain I, turn.

Seventh row—Like 3d row.

Work 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th rows through-

out the afghan, and finish shading always with

the 7th row of Sg. C.

Colors to be used in the following order:

b rows No. 8 4 rows No. 4 4 rows No. 6

4 rows No. 7 4 rows No. 3 4 rows No. 7

4 rows No. 6 4 rows No. 4 6 rows No. 8

4 rows No. 5 4 rows No. 5 6 rows No. 8

4 rows No. 4 4 rows No. 6 4 rows No; 7

4 rows No. 3 4 rows No. 7 4 rows No. 6

4 rows No. 4 6 rows No. 8 4 rows No. 5

4 rows No. 5 6 rows No. 8 4 rows No. 4
4 rows No. 6 4 rows No. 7 4 rows No. 3

4 rows No. 7 4 rows No. 6 4 rows No. 4
6 rows No. 8 4 rows No. 5 4 rows No. 5
6 rows No. 8 4 rows No. 4 4 rows No. 6

4 rows No. 7 4 rows No. 3 4 rows No. 7

4 rows No. 6 4 rows No. 4 6 rows No. 8

4 rows No. 5 4 rows No. 5

With Lily White No. 3 make a Sg. C
around the entire afghan.

Use Lily White No. 3 for border.

First Row—Chain i, yarn over hook, draw
a loop through the Sg. C, yarn over hook,

draw a loop through same Sg. C, yarn over

hook through same Sg. C, yarn over hook,

draw a loop through all loops on hook, *

chain I, yarn over hook, draw a loop through

chain just made, yarn over hook, draw a loop

through chain, yarn over hook, draw a loop

through chain, yarn over hook, draw a loop

through 3d Sg. C, yarn over hook, draw a

loop through the Sg. C, yarn over hook, draw

a loop through the Sg. C, yarn over hook,

draw a loop through all loops on hook. Re-

peat from * around.

Second Row—* Chain i, yarn over hook

draw a loop in the space or eye of preceding

row, yarn over hook, draw a loop through

same space, yarn over hook, draw a loop

through same space, yarn over hook, draw a

loop through all loops on hook. Repeat

from * around.

Third Row—With Lily White No. 5, like

1st row, onlv working in the spaces instead-

of Sg. C.

Fourth Row—Like 2d row.

For shell use Lily White No. 7, 9 D C in

each shell.

For picot around shell use Lilv White

No. 8.

The painter's palette has no finer choice of colors than a full assortment of Columbia Yarns
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Fascinator
FOR DETAIL SEE SHELL STITCH, PAGE 98

MATERIAL—Columbia Floss

^Yz hanks

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS
Make chain of 3 stitches and join. Chain

4 stitches and make shell of 6 loose D C in

the ring.

Turn, Ch. 4, and make shell of 6 D C in

1st stitch of 1st shell, fasten with Sg. C into

middle of shell, and make shell of 6 D C in

last stitch of ist shell.

Turn, Ch. 4, make shell in ist stitch of ist

shell, fasten with Sg. C in centre of 1st shell,

make shell of 6 D C in space between 2 shells,

fasten with Sg. C in centre of next shell, make

shell of 6 D C in last stitch of last shell.

Turn, Ch. 4, and repeat shells till 7 rows

are completed ; the last row having 7 shells.

At end of 7th row make chain of 81 stitches,

make 2 D C in each of the 4th, 5th and 6th

stitches from end of chain, fasten with Sg. C

in gth stitch. Make 9 shells in this way.

Make nth shell in ist stitch of last shell of

7th row and fasten in middle of shell ; continue

across 7th row as at first, then make chain of

81 stitches and proceed as above, thus making

the 8th row.

Turn, Ch. 4 and repeat, widening at each

end in same waj' as at point at beginning, and

continue till 15 rows are completed.

Finish with a fringe 3 inches deep by mak-

ing Ch. of 15 loose stitches and fasten in each

stitch of edge.

The colors in Columbia Yarns are bright, beautiful and lasting
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Fascinator

MATERIAL—Columbia Floss

2 hanks

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. I2

2 Wooden Knitting Needles, 14-inch, No. 9

I Long Bone Crochet Hook No. 8

INSTRUCTIONS
Cast on steel needles 10 stitches. Knit plain Knit 5 rows plain, increasing i stitch every

II rows, increasing 1 stitch every row at row (this is the centre or half of the fascin-

right-hand side. (A row means knit across

and back.) Now transfer your work to the

wooden needles, and knit plain for 11 rows,

increasing as with steel needles. Continue

knitting in this way, transferring work from

wood to steel needles every 1 1 rows until you

have transferred to the steel needles 5 times.

ator). Now knit 5 rows plain, decreasing

I stitch every row on the right-hand side,

transfer the work to the wooden needles, and

continue same as ist half, decreasing i stitch

every row. Bind off, crochet a border of

double row of 7 chain and i Sg. C.

If you are as particular in knitting as ire are in making Columbia Yarns, your garment icill be

handsome indeed
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Ladies' Automobile Hood

MATERIAL—4 Fold

Columbia Germantown
2 hanks

or 4 Fold Columbia

Imported Germantown
3 hanks

or Columbia Angora Wool
25 balls

3 Bone Knitting Needles No. 4
2 yards ribbon 3 inches wide

Cast on 30 stitches.

First Row—Knit plain.

Second Row—Purl.

Third and Fourth
Fifth Row—Purl.

Sixth and Seventh

Eighth Row—Purl.

Rows—Knit plain.

Rows—Knit plain.

Continue knitting and purling, count 5

plaits from starting, now at beginning of the

plain plait knit 2 stitches, increase i stitch

in the third, 'this way, insert needle in the

front stitch, make a stitch, then in the back

of same stitch make another stitch, then slip

stitch off; knit across within 3 stitches of end,

increase again. Continue this, increasing every

2d row, until there are 42 stitches on the

needle. Work back and forth making plaits

without increasing until

you have 3 plaits, decrease

now every 2d row by

knitting 2 stitches, then 2

stitches together, until

there are 30 remaining,

and 12 plaits complete.

Pick up the stitches

each side (94 in all),

work back and forth mak-
ing plaits until there are

9 plaits, counting from

the side.

To shape the hood in

front begin with the 34
centre stitches, knit back

and forth taking one

stitch on each side until

you have 44 stitches on

centre needle ; knit i more
plait, bind off.

For the cape pick up stitches across the

bottom of hood, work i plait, then work a

row of holes for ribbon, * yarn over needle

twice, then knit 2 stitches together. Repeat

from * across.

Next row purl, and purling only i of the

stitches cast on ; work one more plait, then

I row plain, and increase i in every 3d stitch

all the way across, turn. * Knit 3, purl I,

repeat from * to end of row, turn, knit

plain across. Repeat these 2 rows for 2

inches, bind off, and finish the whole hood

v.-ith a picot edge.

Knitting is more restful than idleness, for it keeps one from "ftdcreting"—and there's some-

thing to shoiv for the time spent
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Ladies' Crocheted Hood

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown
3 hanks

3 yards 2 j/. -inch Ribbon
I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

Make a chain of 103 stitches.

First Row— 100 D C on the chain, turn.

Second Row—Chain 3, i D C in every
stitch taking the stitch from the back, work
back and forth for 14 rows, having always
100 D C in every row and starting each row
with 3 chain stitches. At the end of the

14th row break ofi yarn.

Crown—Work on 30 centre stitches back
and forth for 16 rows as usual, then crochet

the fronts to the crown. Make i row of Sg.

C at bottom of hood, turn, chain 3, i D C
and I chain in every other stitch (these are the

holes for the ribbon), turn.

INSTRUCTIONS
Cape—Chain 3, 2 D C in every stitch

across, next row chain 3, * 2 D C on top of

I D C of previous row, and i D C in next

4 stitches. Repeat from * to end of row,

work 3 rows more without increasing, break

off yarn.

At front of hood work on 40 centre stitches

this way, make 4 Sg. C, 32 D C, and ending

with 3 Sg. C, break off yarn.

Turnover—On 100 stitches work 4 rows

back and forth like hood, break off yarn. Turn
4 rows back for turnover, sew a big bow on

top of hood, and run ribbon through the holes.

Ei'eri beginners' ivork looks better for having the beauty of Columbia Yarns to help it out
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Columbia La Belle Cape with Yoke

INSTRUCTIONS

MATERIAL—Columbia Floss

3 hanks White

6 hanks Pink or Blue

1 Bone Crochet Hook No. 2

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 5

Yoke—With Hook No. 2 and White Floss

make a chain of 120 stitches.

First Row—Make 1 D C in 4th chain

stitch, I chain, then skip i chain and make
1 D C in next chain, forming a hole, repeat

until end, making 58 holes in all.

Second Row—Chain 3, make i D C in D C
of 1st row, chain i, make i D C in hole, in-

crease I in 5th hole and lOth hole, continue

until lOth hole from end, increase i, make 5

holes, increase i to correspond with beginning.

Make 4 rows the same, increasing 4 holes

on each row.

Sixth Row—Make 9 holes, increase i, 9

holes, increase i, lO holes, increase I, the same

at end. Continue this way until you have 14

rows in all. Then with Pink Floss start at

bottom and make 58 holes on top of 58 holes;

that will be the first row of top of yoke.

Continue with Pink Floss same as with

White, increasing at same places. After 14

rows of Pink are finished, sew sides and bottom

of Pink and White together evenly. This

completes yoke.

With White Floss and Hook No. 5 start

bottom of shawl, Pink side up.

First Row—Chain 5, make 4 long D C
in 2d hole, then D C in next 3d hole, continue

to end of row.

Second Row—Chain 5, make 4 D C in

centre of the 4 D C on ist row, continue

until you have 1 1 rows. This completes

bottom of cape.

To Make Ruffles. Commence at yoke

with Pink Floss.

First Row^—Make 5 chains, then 5 long

D C in centre hole between clusters with

picot edge on every D C.

Second Row—Chain 5, make s D C along-

side of White chain, then 5 D C in centre of

the 4 D C on ist White row. Continue this

way with picot edge on every D C until you

have 1 1 Pink rows.

What is your time worth? Hoiu much do you ivaste by using poor yarns?
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Columbia Opera Cape
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MATERIAL—Columbia Floss

4 lianks

Columbia Shetland Wool
2 hanks

1 Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

i^ yards (i inch wide) Ribbon to tie at

neck.

2 yards (3 inches wide) Ribbon for stoles

INSTRUCTIONS
Make a chain of 98 stitches with Floss.

First Row—Make i D C in fourth chain

stitch, then in every chain stitch to the end

(there will be 95 D C in all) and counting

the first 3 chain stitches as i D C will make
it 96,

Second Row—3 chain stitches, * 9 D C on

top of D C in previous row, 2 D C on top of

the loth DC,* and repeat from * to * to end

of row.

Third Row—Same as 2d row.

Fourth Row—5 D C, then 2 D C in everv

6th D C.

Fifth Row—3 D C, then 2 D C in everv

4th D C.

Sixth Row—Increase i stitch four times at

different points in this row.

Seventh Row—Increase i stitch three times

at different points in this row.

Eighth Row—Increase i stitch 5 times at

different points in this row.

Ninth Row—Same as 8th row.

Tenth Row—Same as 7th row.

Eleventh Row—Increase I stitch 6 times at

different points in this row.

Twelfth Row—Same as 8th row.

Thirteenth Row— Increase i stitch seven

times at different points in this row.

Fourteenth Row—Same as 13th row.

This completes the body of Cape.

To Make Ruffles—Commence at bottom
of body just completed and *. Make a chain

of 5 stitches with Floss, skip 4 D C. then

Repeat from * to * to end of row. At the

end make 3 chain stitches and turn, work 7

D C in every chain of 5 stitches, break off

yarn, and repeat the above in every alternate

row of body. There will be 8 rows of ruffles

in all. Now with Shetland Wool work over

every ruffle and in every stitch a picot edge;

woric at neck one or two rows with Shetland

Wool a picot edge. Draw the i-inch ribbon

through at the first row at neck. Finish

with stoles of 3-inch-wide ribbon i yard long

for each side. Sew on at neck.fasten with a slip stitch in the fifth stitch,
^

The finer the article, the greater the need of Columbia Yarn
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Detail Stitches of Shawls
SINGLE BRIOCHE STITCH

SINGLE BRIOCHE STITCH
Cast on uneven number of stitches.

First Row—Knit i, * pass yarn over the

needle, slip i, narrow. Repeat from * to end

of row, knitting last stitch.

Second Row—Knit i, * pass yarn over, slip

I, narrow. Repeat from * to end of row, knit-

ting last stitch.

Repeat these 2 rows for all the work.

CRAZY STITCH
CRAZY STITCH

Make a chain the length required.

Make 3 D C in the 3d stitch from the hook,

and I Sg. C in the 3d stitch from the D C
to fasten the shell in place.

Make a chain of 3 stitches, then 3 D C
in the same stitch with the Sg. C and fasten

the shell as before with a Sg. C in the 3d stitch

from the shell. So continue to end of chain.

Turn the work, make a * chain of 3, make

3 D C in the last Sg. C made in the ist row;

fasten this shell by a Sg. C in the loop formed

by the chain of 3 in the preceding row. Re-

peat from * to end of row.

Turn and repeat for all the work.

SHELL STITCH

SHELL STITCH
Make a chain the length required.

First Row—Make 6 D C in the 4th chain

stitch from the hook, skip 2 chain stitches,

make i Sg. C in the 3d, skip 2 chain stitches

and make 6 D C. Repeat across the row, turn.

Second Row—Make 3 chain, 5 D C In the

last stitch of preceding row, i Sg. C in the

centre of the shell of 6 D C, then 6 D C in

the centre of the Sg. C of preceding row.

Repeat across the row.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of yarn you buy
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Detail Stitches of Shawls
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DOUBLE SHELL STITCH

Make a chain the length required.

First Row—In the 4th stitch of the chain

make 9 D C, drawing the yarn through

loosely. Skip 3 stitches, and take up the 4th

stitch of chain with a Sg. C to form the shell

;

DOUBLE SHELL SITICH

skip again 3 stitches and make 9 D C in the

4th stitch from the last Sg. C, fasten this shell

the same as the 1st one and in the next 4th

stitch, continue to end of row. Break off yarn.

Second Row—Fasten the yarn in the 1st

stitch of the first shell in previous row. Throw
the yarn over the hook, put the hook through

the stitch where yarn is fastened, and draw a

loop through loosely; throw yarn over and

draw loop through same stitch and all the

stitches on the hook so as to leave i loop on

hook; throw the yarn over before you take up

the 2d stitch, then after taking up the 2d

stitch throw the yarn over again and draw

through 2 loops. Take up the following

stitches in the same way, until there are 5

loops on the hook ; throw yarn over and draw
through all 5 loops on the hook; close the.loop

with a slip stitch, thus forming an eye; chain

4 and fasten it to the middle of the 1st shell

in the ist row by a Sg. C; throw the yarn

over and make 10 stitches like the group of 5

just completed, closing the group in the same
way. Make a chain of 4 and fasten it by a

Sg. C in the middle of the 2d shell of the ist

row; put the yarn over and take up the stitch

next to the Sg. C; throw the yarn over and
draw through 2 loops; repeat until 10 stitches

are agam on the hook. Close the group as

before, and continue in the same way across

the row, ending with a cluster of 5 to keep the

edge even. Break off even.

Third Row—Fasten yarn in the eye of the

1st half group of stitches in the 2d row.

Make 4 chain and 4 D C in this same eye

and fasten the last one by a Sg. C to the ist

Sg. C in the 2d row. Make 9 D C in the

next eye of the 2d row, fastening the last D
C by a Sg. C in the next Sg. C of the 2d
row (this brings the centres of the shells to-

gether in I eye), and repeat to end of row,
making 5 D C in the last eye. Break off yarn.

Fourth Row—Fasten yarn in the top of the

chain of 4 at the beginning of the 3d row; then

following the direction given for 2d row, take

up the stitches of the shell in groups of 10.

Finish with a chain of 4 fastened at the edge.

Break off yarn.

Fifth Row—Fasten the yarn in end of shell

of preceding row; make 9 D C in the 1st eye

of the 4th row, and fasten the last one in the

Sg. C of the same row. Repeat across the

row. Break off yarn.

Sixth Row—Like 2d.

Seventh Row—Like 3d, and so on, taking

care alwavs to have side edges everi.

Finest wool and best dye—that's Columbia Yarn

LOf a
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Columbia Eight-Pointed Shawl

MATERIAL—Columbia Shetland Wool
8 hanks

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

INSTRUCTIONS
Make a chain of 8 and join.

First Row—Chain 3, yarn over hook and

draw a loop through hole, yarn over hook and

draw a loop through hole again ; do this 4

times in all
;
yarn over hook and draw through

all and fasten with a chain. Count this as

one stitch, make i5 of these and join.

Second Row—Chain 3, and in the 2d space

yarn over hook and draw loop through, repeat,

then yarn over hook and draw loop through

first space, repeat, yarn over hook and draw

through all and fasten with a chain ; this

makes a twisted pineapple stitch. Yarn over

hook, draw a loop through space, repeat 3

times, yarn over hook, draw through and

fasten, repeat once, then yarn over hook, draw

loop through next space, repeat once, then

yarn over hook, draw loop through space he-

hind, repeat, yarn over hook, draw through

all and fasten v.'ith chain. This will be one

of the points ; in the next space, yarn over

hook, draw loop through, repeat 3 times.

Repeat this 7 times more, making 8 points,

always putting 2 stitches in centre of

two stitches to increase each row ; continue

this way, making 30 rows, then finish with a

shell with picot edge.

In doubling shawl, one point must lay be-

tween two points, so as to show the 8 points.

// the yarn bears the Columbia label, the garment you knit ivill bear the closest inspection
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Circular Shawl
FOR DETAIL SEE SHELL STITCH, PAGE 98

lOI

* * » /

MATERIAL—Columbia Floss

5 hanks

I Bone Crochet Hook, 8-inch, No. 8.

INSTRUCTIONS

Make a chain of 5 and join, chain 3, count Eighth Row—Chain 3, make a shell of 4 D
this as I D C. Make 17 D C and join. C in the ist space, skip 2 stitches and make I

Second Row—Chain 3, count this as i D C, j^ (3 j,^ (-i-,^ pg^^j- space. Continue in this way

and I D C close to this, 2 D C in each space

jom.

Third Row—Chain 3, count this as I D C,
. ^ t-^ r^

T^ ^ •
I T-> /- • u ^ of 6 D C

2 D C m I space, and I D C m the next space.

until you have 68 shells in a row.

Make 3 rows of 4 D C and 5 rows of shells

Continue in this way for 5 rows. This com-

pletes the yoke.

Border—With shell of 8 D C with picot

edges.

Columbia Yarns are north every cent of their cost. They do the most and best
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Shetland Shawl

MATERIAL— Columbia Shetland Wool
4 hanks

I Bone Crochet Hook, No. 6

INSTRUCTIONS
Make a chain of 4 and join with a slip the chain, chain 3 fasten in 3d chain. Repeat

stitch. around shawl, widening at the corners by

First Row—Alake 5 chain in each of the 4 chaining 3, making the ring and fastening in

chains. same stitch.

Second Row—Chain 5 fasten in 3d chain. Next Row—Chain 3, make ring, chain 3

chain 5 fasten in same. Repeat around row, so fasten in centre of next ring. Repeat around

as to have 8 of the 5 chains. shawl. Make 3 rows with rings.

Third Row—Chain 5 fasten in 3d chain, Next Row—Chain 5 fasten in centre of

chain 5 fasten in 3d chain, chain 5 fasten in ring. Repeat around shawl, widening at

same. Repeat around row, increasing one at corner by chaining 5 and fastening in same,

each corner. Continue this way until you Make 5 rows of the chains, then 3 rows with
have 41 rows. rings, then 3 rows with chains, finish with
Border—Chain 3, wind around finger 8 fringe made of 20 chains in every ist and 3d

times, make a slip stitch fastening the ring to chain.

Tw'o classes of things are those ivhich have ostentation u'ithout quality, and those zvhich have
quality ivithout ostentation. There are two classes of people: those that select the one, and
those that love the other.
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Ladies' Shawl With Yoke

MATERIAL—Columbia Floss

6 hanks

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS

First Row—Make a chain of 4 and join. Continue in this way until you have 21

Second Row—Chain 3 ; count this as i D rows, 19 D C between each double D C.

C, make 9 D C and join. Border—First Row—Chain 3 ; i treble

Third Row—Chain 3 ; count this as i D C

;

close to this, 2 treble in every space, join.

I D C close to this, 2 D C in each space; join. Second Row—Chain 3; 3 treble close to

Fourth Row—Chain 3 ; count this as i D this, 4 treble in every other space. Repeat sec-

C ; I D C close to this, i D C in next space, 2 ond row, make 4 treble in 4 treble for 8 rows

D C in 2 D C, I D C in next space, 2 D C in and finish with a chain of 10 stitches and a Sg.

next 2 D C and so on. C in ever}' space.

Columbia Yarns are the cheapest in the end. They are so fine, even and elastic that they go

farthest
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Columbia Knitted Shawl

MATERIAL—Columbia Floss

lO hanks

2 Bone Knitting Needles No. 5

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

INSTRUCTIONS
Cast on 176 stitches.

First Row—Plain.

Second Row—Knit 3 plain, yarn forward,

wrap and knit 2 together purl fashion, knit

3 plain, wrap and knit 2 together purl fashion

as before, knit 3 plain, * wrap and slip I purl

fashion, knit 2 together *. Continue from * to

* until there are 12 stitches on the needle; knit

3 plain, yarn forward, wrap and knit 2 to-

gether, 3 plain, wrap and knit 2 together purl

fashion as before, knit 2 plain.

Third Row—Knit 3 plain, yarn forward,

wrap and knit 2 together (these 2 will be the

wrapped stitch of the last row done in purl

fashion), knit 3 plain, yarn forward, wrap
and knit 2 together purl fashion, knit 2 plain

;

* wrap and slip I purl fashion, knit 2 together

*. Continue from * to * until you have 13

stitches on needle. Knit 4 plain, wrap and
knit 2 together purl fashion, knit 3 plain, wrap
and knit 2 together purl fashion, knit 2 plain.

Fourth Row—Same as 2d up to the first *,

then knit the entire row plain, always knitting

the 2 stitches plain before the long or wrapped
stitch, then the last 12 stitches are to be knitted

as the last 12 stitches of the 2d row.

The beauty, shape and wear of knit articles depends on the yarn
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Columbia Knitted Shawl

(continued)

Fifth Row—Like 3d row.

Sixth Row—Like 2d row.

Seventh Row—Like 4th row.

These 3 rows form the pattern. The 12

and 13 stitches at the sides form a herring-bone

border. For two sides make the shawl a square.

For the bottom borders you can cast on 12

stitches and knit as the first 12 stitches of the

side borders when you have as many rows knit-

ted as there are ridges on the side borders, then

crochet them to the top and bottom of the

centre of shawl. Crochet loops of 2 chain for

each corner so it makes a perfect corner.

To crochet the fluted border, make 6 D C
in the first stitch of side border nearest the

corner, slip 2 or 3 ridges, * wrap, take up i

stitch on the needle, wrap, take up another

stitch, wrap, take up another stitch, wrap, take

up another stitch (in all 4 times in the same

stitch), making 9 stitches on the needle; draw

loop through the 9 stitches on needle, then i

chain stitch to lock it (these stitches should

be drawn up at least ^ inch long). Repeat

this in the same stitch, which will make tw^o

puffs in I stitch ; skip 2 or 3 ridges, make a

shell of 6 D C, skip 2 or 3 ridges, and repeat

from * all around the 4 sides and join.

Second Row—* i D C between the ist and

2d stitch of shell, 4 D C in the centre of

shell, I D C between the 5th and 6th stitch

of shell, one puff of 9 stitches between the

two puffs of last row, then make the 2d puff

in the same place, so that each row will have

two puffs of 9 stitches each between the two

of previous row, so as to equally divide the

puffs; repeat from * all around.

Third, Fourth and Fifth Rows—Like 2d

row.

Sixth Row—The shells are i D C between

1st and 2d stitches, i D C between 2d and

3d stitches, 2 D C in centre, i D C between

4th and 5th stitches, i D C between 5th and

6th stitches.

Seventh Row— i Sg. C between each puff,

2 chain and i D C between the ist and 2d

stitches, I chain, i D C between 2d and 3d

stitches, I chain (3 D C in the centre, with

one chain between each stitch) ; i chain then

I D C between 4th and 5th stitches, i chain,

I D C between 5th and 6th stitches, 2 chain

then I Sg. C between the puffs.

^at.uw«^

Moral education is largely a matter of living icith persons and things of high quality
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Rainbow Shawl

MATERIAL—Columbia Shetland Wool

3 hanks White

1 hank Light Pink

I hank Light Blue

I hank Light Yellow

2 Bone Knitting Needles, 14-inch, No. 5 or 6

INSTRUCTIONS
Cast 200 stitches.

12 row^s White

2 rows Yellow

12 rows Pink

2 rows Yellow

6 rows White

2 rows Yellow

8 rows Blue

2 rows Yellow

12 rows Pink

2 rows Yellow

32 rows White

2 rows Yellow

7 rows Blue

Crochet edge around.

2 rows

32 rows

2 rows

7 rows

2 row^s

32 rows

2 rows

7 rows

2 rows

32 row^s

2 rows

12 rows

Yellow

White

Yellow

Pink

Yellow

White

Yellow

Blue

Yellow

White

Yellow

Pink

2
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Roman Shoulder Shawl
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MATERIAL—Columbia Floss

4 hanks White

Columbia Shetland Wool

I hank Light Blue

I hank Light Pink

I hank Light Yellow

I hank White

2 Wooden Knitting Needles No. 17

The illustration was made from a photo-

graph of the shawl folded in half. When
opened out the shawl measures about 40 x 72

inches.

INSTRUCTIONS
Use the yarn double, i thread Shetland

Wool and i thread Columbia Floss. Cast on

100 stitches White Wool and White Floss.

6 rows White Wool and White Floss
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Sea Shell Shawl

FOR DETAIL SEE DOUBLE SHELL STITCH, PAGE 99

MATERIAL—Columbia Floss

5 hanks

I Long Bone Crochet Hook No. 5

INSTRUCTIONS

Make a chain of 136 stitches.

First Rovv^—Make a shell of 7 stitches, skip

3 of the chain stitches, make another shell and

continue until you have 17 shells, then end the

row with Sg. C and turn.

Second Row—Make Sg. C, 3 chain stitches,

take up 4 stitches, hold on needle (do not work

them off the needle), draw together. Then

make 3 chain stitches and Sg. C in the 5th

stitch of shell. Chain 3 again, take up 7

stitches, draw together, chain 3 again, Sg. C

middle of shell. Continue until row ends, and

turn.

Third Row—Sg. C, make a shell of 7 and

continue until row is finished, making 58 rows,

then make the border.

Border—3 rows of shells, 9 stitches in each.

For the tassels, 17 chain stitches in a loop, 5

loops to each bunch, and i bunch to each shell

in the border.

Even if in the long run Columbia Yarns were not almost as inexpensive as others, you still ought

to buy them; for beauty and perfected excellence in the things around you are qualities

beyond price, and doing without them is starving your own nature
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Columbia Knitted Shawl
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MATERIAL—Columbia Floss

43/i hanks White

or Columbia Spanish

5 hanks White, to be used in place of Floss

Columbia Shetland Wool

2j _> hanks Pink

2 Wooden Knitting Needles No. 1

1

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 4

Note—A prettier effect is produced in this

way: Wind the Shetland Wool in one ball and

the Columbia Floss in another, but in working

use the two together.

INSTRUCTIONS

Cast on 100 stitches and knit plain 1 1/. yards and I double crochet stitch on top of the single

in length. crochet stitch.

Border—First Row—Chain 3, shell of ^hird Row—Chain 3. shell of 8 stitches and

. •. u ] 1 u - ^-4- u u ..
I single crochet stitch on top of the double one,

stitches and single crochet stitch between. ^

and finish with a chain of 3 stitches and fasten

Second Row—Chain 3, shell of 6 stitches in each stitch of shell.

To master the art of knitting thoroughly, it is necessary to use the best yarn—Columbia
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Columbia Germantown Shawl

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

6^/2 hanks

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown

8 hanks

2 Wooden Knittine Needles No. 1

1

INSTRUCTIONS

Cast on lOO stitches. Knit plain the length finish with knotted fringe 8 inches long, corn-

desired. Crochet a picot edge around and posed of 4 strands of yarn each.

Neither skill of the hand, nor dexterity of the needle, avails to make a shawl soft if the yarn is

coarse, nor pleasant to the eye if the yarn is crude and raw in color
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Columbia Long Shoulder Shawl

FOR DETAIL SEE SINGLE BRIOCHE STITCH, PAGE lj8

III

MATERIAL—Columbia Floss

8 hanks White

I hank Pink

I hank Yellow

I hank Green

I hank Lavender

2 Wooden Knitting Needles No. II

INSTRUCTIONS

Note—Over and back completes a rov.-.

The shawl is done in brioche stitch. Use the

yarn double and for the border one thread

white with the color. Cast on 133 stitches.

10 rov.'s White i row Yellow

5 rows Blue

5 rows White

5 rows Pink

5 rows White

5 rows Green

5 rows White

I row Yellow

I row Yellow

I row \ ellow

I row Yellow

I row bellow

I row \'elIow

5 rows Lavender i row Yellow

Knit 1st row plain

Alfttair

Second Row—Knit I, * yarn over needle,

slip I, knit 2 together. Repeat from * to end

of row. Repeat 2d row for all the work.

Make the centre of the shawl white, 40 inches

long. Repeat the border, and finish with

fringe 7 inches long, both white and colors

on each end.

The makers of Columbia Yarns keep close natch on the needs of knitters
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Detail Stitches of Sweaters

RAISED SHELL STITCH

Make a chain the length required.

First Row—Make a shell of 6 D C in the

4th chain stitch from hook. * skip 2 stitches,

I slip stitch in the next, skip 2, a shell of 6 D C
in the next stitch. Repeat from * to end of

chain, turn.

Second Row—Chain 3, i slip stitch in the

centre of last shell of previous row, * a shell

of 6 D C in the slip stitch next to the shell,

insert the hook in the outside loop of slip

stitch, work the 6 D C in that loop, i slip

stitch in centre of next shell. Repeat from *

to end of row. Repeat 2d row for all the

w^ork.
ENGLISH VEST STITCH

RAISKl) SHELL STITCH

CRAZY RIB STITCH

Cast on uneven number of stitches.

First Row—* knit 3, purl i. Repeat from

* to end of row.

Second Row—* purl i, knit 3. Repeat from

* to end of row.

Repeat ist and 2d rows alternately for all

the work.

ENGLISH VEST STITCH
Cast on uneven number of stitches.

First Row—* knit 3, purl 3. Repeat from
* to end of row, turn.

Second Row—Purl 3, knit 3. Repeat from
* to end of row, turn.

Third Row—Like 1st row.

Fourth Row—* knit 3, purl 3. Repeat from

* to end of row, turn. Repeat from 1st to

4th row for all the work.
CRA/A' RIB STITCH

Inferior yarn means inferior work and breeds discouragement
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Detail Stitches of Sweaters
BLOCK PATTERN

BLOCK PATTERN
Cast on even number of stitches.

First Row—* knit 2, purl 2. Repeat from

* to end of row, ending wnth 2 purl.

Second Row—Like ist row.

Third Row—* purl 2, knit 2. Repeat from

* to end of row, ending with 2 plain. Re-

peat from the ist to 4th row for all the work.

BROKEN BLOCK PATTERN

BROKEN BLOCK PAT i LRN

Cast on uneven number of stitches.

First Row—* knit i, purl 2. Repeat from

to end of row, turn.

Second Row—* purl i, knit 2. Repeat from

to end of row, turn.

Third Row—Like 1st row.

Fourth Row—Like 2d row.

Fifth Row—Knit plain across.

Sixth Row—Purl across.

Repeat from ist to bth row for all the work.

CABLE STITCH PATTERN

3..,'^=^.

•.M^^^S^m

Inferior yarns are apt to be poorly dyed. Maker, don't waste ,ood dye on bad yarns

CABLE STITCH PATTERN
Cast on even number of stitches, for one

cable twist cast on 20 stitches.

First Row—Purl 2, knit 2, purl 2. knit 8.

purl 2, knit 2, purl 2.

Second Row—Knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl »,

knit 2, purl 2, knit 2.

These 2 rows are repeated 5 times, or 10

rows in all.

Eleventh Row—* purl 2, knit 2, purl 2,

slip 4 stitches on a spare needle and knit next

4 stitches. Push the 4 stitches forward that

are on the spare needle and knit them. Re-

peat from * across row.

Twelfth Row—Like 2d row.

Repeat from ist to 12th row for all the

work.
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Detail Stitches of Sweaters

ZIG-ZAG PAT

V

**-'^.* ^'
.'./'^Vs'

^--S.^_x»Lt1.'^!;,sijb-:̂̂
<2S:

FANCY KNIT PATTERN
Cast on uneven number of stitches.

First Row—* knit i, purl 3. Repeat from

* to end of row, turn.

Second Row—* purl i, knit 3. Repeat from

* to end of row, turn.

Third and Fifth Rows—Like ist row.

Fourth and Sixth Rows—Like 2d row.

Seventh Row—Purl 2,* knit i, purl 3. Re-

peat from * to end of row, turn.

Eighth Row—Knit 2,* purl i, knit 3. Re-

peat from * to end of row, turn.

Ninth and Eleventh Rows—Like 7th row.

Tenth and Twelfth Rows—Like 8th row.

Repeat from ist to 12th row for all the

work.

ZIG-ZAG PATTERN
Cast on uneven number of stitches. For 2

points of Zig-Zag cast on 25 stitches.

First Row—* knit 5, purl 5. Repeat from
* to end of row, turn.

Second Row—Knit 1, * purl 5, knit 5. Re-

peat from * to end of row, turn.

Third Row—Knit 3, * purl 5, knit 5. Re-

peat from * to end of row, turn.

Fourth Row—Knit 3,* purl 5, knit 5. Re-

peat from * to end of row, turn.

Fifth Row—Knit l, * purl 5, knit 5. Re-

peat from * to end of row, turn.

Sixth Row—Knit 4, * purl 5, knit 5. Re-

peat from * to end of row, turn.

Seventh Row—knit 2, * purl 5, knit 5. Re-

peat from * to end of row, turn.

Eighth Row— Knit 2, * purl 5, knit 5. Re-

peat from * to end of row, turn.

Ninth Row—Knit 4, * purl 5, knit 5. Re-

peat from * to end of row, turn.

Tenth Row—* purl 5, knit 5. Repeat from
* to end of row, turn.

Eleventh Row—Like ist row.

Repeat from ist to nth row for all the

w^ork.

FANCY KNIT PATTERN

Columbia Yarns are soft, fine, even, elastic, durable, brilliantly colored, economical
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Detail Stitches of Sweaters
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NEW ENGLISH V'EST STITCH

NEW ENGLISH VEST STITCH

Cast on uneven number of stitches (27).

First Row—* Knit 3, purl 3. Repeat from

* to end of row, turn.

Second Row—* Purl 3, knit 3. Repeat

from * to end of row, turn.

Third Row—Like ist row.

Fourth Row—* Knit 3, purl 3. Repeat

from * to end of row, turn.

Fifth Row—* Purl 3, knit 3. Repeat

from * to end of row, turn.

Sixth Row—Like 4th row. Repeat from

jst to 6th row for all the work.

FANCY KNIT PATTERN

FANCY KNIT PATTERN

Cast on any number of stitches divisible

by 3 (30).

First Row—* Knit 3, purl 3. Repeat from

* to end of row, turn.

Second Row—Plain.

Repeat these two rows until you have 1

1

rows.

Twelfth Row—* Purl 3, knit 3. Repeat

from * to end of row, turn. (This row is

the riirht side of work, an;l finishes one pat-

tern.) Repeat from ist to 12th row for all

the work.

Poor qualify in the yarns can't he hidden, no matter hou- good the icork is
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Detail Stitches of Sweaters

REVERSED RIB PATTERN

'A' •

% ,'

SINGLE BRIOCHE STITCH

Cast on uneven number of stitches.

First Row—Knit i, * pass yarn over the

needle, slip i, narrow. Repeat from * to end

of row, knitting last stitch.

Second Row—Knit I. * pass yarn over, slip

I, narrow. Repeat from * to end of row,

knitting last stitch.

Repeat these 2 rows for all the work.

DOUBLE BRIOCHE STITCH

REVERSED RIB PATTERN
Cast on any number of stitches divisible

by 2 (30).

First Row—* Knit 2, purl 2. Repeat from
* to end of row.

Second Row—* Furl 2, knit 2. Repeat from
* to end of row.

I'hird, Fifth, Seventh, Ninth, and Eleventh

Rows—Like 1st row.

Fourth, Sixth, Eighth and Tenth Rows

—

Like 2d row.

"Fwelfth Row—* Knit 2, purl 2. Repeat

from * to end of row.

Thirteenth Row—* Purl 2, knit 2. Re-

peat from * to end of row.

P^jurteenth, Sixteenth, Eighteenth, Twen-
tieth and Twenty-second Rows—Like 12th

row.

Fifteenth, Seventeenth, Nineteenth and

Iwenty-first Rows.—Like 13th row.

These 22 rows form the first 2 patterns.

Repeat from 1st to 22d row for all the work.

SIXGLE HRIOCHC STITCH

DOUBLE BRIOCHE STITCH
Cast on a number of stitches divisable by 4.

First Row—Knit 2 stitches plain, throw

yarn in front of needle, slip i stitch as if purl-

ing, and with yarn still in front knit 2 stitches.

Repeat from * to end of row.

Second Row—In return always * knit the

stitch and the yarn laid over it together, then

throw the yarn forward and slip the next

stitch as if purling, knit i stitch. Repeat from
* to end of row.

These 2 rows make the pattern.

the Columbia irade-tnark is on the label around every skein of yarn you buy
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Columbia Sweater
FOR DETAII- Sill' ZIG-ZAG PATTERN, PAGE II4

MATERIAL—Columbia Worsted
Knitting Yarn

6 hanks

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14

2 Bone Knitting Needles, lo-inch, No. 4

This sweater buttons down the front to

avoid pulling over the head. Appropriate and

attractive colors—Hunter's Green No. 8,

Cardinal, White or Black.

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 36-IXCH BUST

Cast on steel needles 72 stitches, purl 2,

knit 2, making rib of 2 and 2 for 15 rows.

Now take bone needle and knit body of zig-

zag stitch.

First Row—Knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5,

knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5,

knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 2, turn.

Second Row—Knit 6, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5,

knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5,

knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 6, turn.

Third Row—Purl 2, knit 5, purl 5. knit 5,

purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl s. knit 5,

purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, turn.

Fourth Row—Knit 4, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5,

knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5,

knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 3, turn.

Fifth Row—Purl 4, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5,

purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5,

purl 5, knit 5. purl 5, knit 5, purl 3, turn.

Sixth Row—Knit 3, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5,

knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5,

knit 5, purl 5. knit 5, purl 5, knit 4, turn.

Sweaters you knit yourself have a value that can't be measured in money
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Columbia Sweater
(continued)

Seventh Row—Purl 3, knit 5, purl 5, knit Seventeenth Row—Purl 3, knit 5, purl 5,

5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5,

purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 4, turn. knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 4,

Eighth Row—Knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, turn. This forms the zig-zag pattern (or lYz

knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, points).

knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 2, turn. Continue knitting the pattern, increasing i

Ninth Row—Purl i, knit 5, purl 5, knit stitch at each side of needle, every third row,

5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, until you have 90 stitches on needle, 8 zig-zags

purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit i, in width and 7 points in length. Now decrease

turn. I stitch at each side of needle for 6 rows (this

Tenth Row—Purl 2, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, is done by knitting 2 stitches together). Con-

purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, tinue knitting this pattern until you have II

purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, turn. points in length.

Eleventh Row—Knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl To allow for neck, knit 22 stitches of pat-

5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, tern, bind off 34 stitches, slip remaining 22

knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 2, turn. stitches on spare needle. Knit the first 22

Twelfth Row—Purl i, knit 5, purl 5, knit stitches of pattern for shoulder for 1^/2 points.

5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, Cast on 56 stitches for the front, continue

purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit l, knitting pattern until you have 5 points in

turn.
"

length, now cast on 20 stitches on the right-

Thirteenth Row—Purl 2, knit 5, purl 5, hand side, and knit pattern for 7 more points,

knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, To form the pouch, slip lO stitches on spare

knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, needle, on the right-hand side of w^ork ; knit

turn. the remaining stitches of pattern, turn, knit

Fourteenth Row—Knit 4, purl 5, knit 5, across to the right side, slip 2 stitches on spare

purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, needle; knit the remaining stitches of pattern,

purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 3, turn. Continue in this way until you have

turn, slipped 2 stitches on spare needle 5 times, on

Fifteenth Row—Purl 4, knit 5, purl 5, knit the right-hand side. Now slip 4 stitches on

5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, spare needle, continue this way until you have

purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 3, turn. slipped 4 stitches on spare needle 5 times.

Sixteenth Row—Knit 3, purl 5, knit 5, purl Now slip 6 stitches on spare needle, continue

5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, this way until you have slipped 6 stitches on

knit 5, purl 5, knit 5, purl 5, knit 4, turn. spare needle 3 times. Knit plain across the

Get the most out of your labor by using the best yarns—Columbia
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Columbia Sweater
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(continued)

row, also stitches on spare needle, gather the Ninth Row—Purl 3, * knit 5, purl 5, re-

pouch by knitting 3 and 4 stitches together, peat from * to end of row, cast on 3 stitches,

until you have 54 stitches remaining for the Tenth Row—Purl 5,
* knit 5, purl 5, repeat

waistband. Purl 2, knit 2, making a rib of 2 from * to end of row, cast on 3 stitches,

and 2 for 15 rows, bind off; this finishes the Eleventh Row—Purl 5, * knit 5, purl 5,

right front. Take up the 22 stitches on spare repeat from * to end of row, cast on 3 stitches,

needle and knit shoulder of pattern for i^A Twelfth Row—Knit 2, * purl 5, knit 5, re-

points, cast on 56 stitches for the left front, peat from * to end of row, cast on 3 stitches,

and knit pattern to correspond. Continue knitting pattern and increase 3

Sleeves—With bone needles cast on 30 stitches until there are 128 stitches on the

stitches. needle. Knit pattern for 2 inches, decrease

First Row—Knit 5,
* purl 5, knit 5, repeat "ow i stitch each side of needle every 5th row

from * to end of row, cast on 3 stitches. ""til there are 90 stitches. Continue knitting

Second Row—Purl 2, * knit 5, purl 5, re- pattern until the sleeve is 14 inches long on

peat from * to end of row, cast on 3 stitches. inside edge; then narrow off 18 stitches in

Third Row—Purl 5,
* knit 5, purl 5, repeat centre. Transfer to steel needle and begin

from * to end of row, cast on 3 stitches. cuff. Knit 2 and purl 2 for 3 inches and then

Fourth Row—Purl 3, * knit 5, purl 5, re- narrow on each end of needle until there are

peat from * to end of row, cast on 3 stitches. 60 stitches remaining. Finish the cuff, make

Fifth Row—Knit 5,
* purl 5, knit 5, repeat it 8>1 inches deep, bind off and sew up.

from * to end of row, cast on 3 stitches. Collar—Cast on steel needle 120 stitches.

Sixth Row—Purl 5,
* knit 5, purl 5, repeat purl 2, knit 2, making rib of 2 and 2 for 57

from * to end of row, cast on 3 stitches. rows, bind off.

Seventh Row—Purl 2, * knit 5, purl 5, Sew up under the arm seams. Sew sleeves

repeat from * to end of row, cast on 3 stitches. into armhole. Sew collar into jacket. Face

Eighth Row—Knit 5,
* purl 5, knit 5, re- the front with ribbon, close with button and

peat from * to end of row, cast on 3 stitches. buttonholes.

CQV^^W^^^

What use is a harsh and scratchy sweuter that ought to be soft and fluifyf
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Misses' Outing Sweater
FOR DETAII, SEE CRAZY RIB STITCH, PAGE 112

MATERIAL—Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

5 hanks

2 Bone Knitting Needles, lo-inch, No. 2

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 15

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 28-INCH BUST

Cast on bone needles 64 stitches. knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl I, knit 3, purl I,

First Row—Knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl I,

knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl i, knit 4, turn.

knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl i, Second Row—Knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl I,

Careful knitting and Columbia Yarns are a combination that always bring good results
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Misses' Outing Sweater
(continued)

knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl i,

knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl 1, knit 3, purl i,

knit 3, purl I, knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl i,

knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl l, knit 3, purl I,

knit 3, purl i, knit 4, turn.

This makes the pattern and must be carried

on throughout the garment. Repeat ist and

2d rows for 12 inches. Leave 20 stitches each

end for shoulders ; keep the intervening stitches

on an extra needle.

Make one side after the following rule, and

the other to correspond. Knit the shoulders

to a depth of 3/2 inch or 5 rows, increase i

stitch every row at the neck for 8 rows, and

then cast on toward the front 2^ stitches.

Knit to a depth of 43/2 inches from the point

of last casting on. Increase i stitch every row

at the armhole, until 10 stitches are added,

then cast on 16 stitches for under-arm seam.

Knit 63^ inches from this point. This brings

the sweater to the point where the long front

is made. From the front knit to within 20

stitches of the under-arm seam, turn, knit

back, turn, knit to within 24 stitches of the

under-arm seam, turn, knit back. Continue,

leaving each time 4 more stitches on the under-

arm needle, until there are 14 stitches left at

the front. Knit back, slip all these stitches

on a steel needle. From the front knit 3, then

knit 5 together 5 times, knit 3 together 8 times,

knit the last 14 stitches on needle.

Pick up 62 stitches across the back. Now
take the stitches from the 2 fronts and the

back, on I or 2 needles. Knit the pattern for

1 3^ inches ; bind off loosely.

To make the tab, pick up the stitches just

bound off, increase i in every stitch ; next row,

knit pattern as for garment for 2 or 3 inches

long ; bind off loosely.

Collar—Pick up each front 28 stitches,

then with the 24 stitches left from the back
you will have 80 stitches. Knit pattern to the

depth desired.

Sleeves—Cast on 20 stitches, knit 3, purl

I, knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl

I, knit 3, purl i, cast on 3 stitches, turn,

knit 2, purl i, knit 3, purl i, knit 3, purl i,

knit 3, purl i, knit 3, f)url i, knit 3, purl I,

cast on 3 stitches, turn. Continue knitting

pattern in this way until you have 116 stitches.

Knit pattern for 2 inches. Decrease now I

stitch at each side of needle every 4th row
until there are 80 stitches remaining. Con-
tinue knitting pattern until the sleeve is 12

inches long on inside edge; then narrow off

-!0 stitches in centre and begin cuff. Trans-

fer to steel needles and knit 2 and purl 2 for

Si 2 inches deep. Bind off and sew up. Sew
up body and sew in sleeves.

Face the garment on both sides with ribbon

and close with button and buttonhole.

Note—For 30-inch bust knit 8 stitches more

in the back and 4 stitches more each side of

front where directions call for 24, and 8

stitches more for sleeves, and 8 stitches more

for collar.

Using the same directions for 32-inch bust,

knit 12 stitches more in the back, and 6

stitches more each side of front, and 12 stitches

more for sleeve, 16 stitches more for collar.

The same directions will answer for 34-

inch bust—knit 8 stitches more each side and

16 more in the back; and for 32 and 34-inch

bust must be 14 inches in the back, and where

it says 43/2 inches must be 5 inches, and 7

inches under arm.

If the manufacturer of yarns is too short-sighted to buy the best ivool, his own subsequent labor

of spinning, dyeing, and finishing, and all your labor of knitting, is robbed of at least a part

of its effect
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Cable-Stitch Sweater
FOR DETAIL SEE CABLE-STITCH PATTERN^ PAGE II3

MATERIAL—Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

5 hanks

2 Bone Knitting Needles, 12 inch, No. 4

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 15

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 36 AND 38-INCH BUST

Second Row—* knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl

8, repeat from * to end of row. Repeat these

2 rows 5 times or 10 rows in all.

Eleventh Row—* purl 2, knit 2, purl 2,

slip 4 stitches on a spare needle and knit next

4 stitches. Push the 4 stitches forward that

have been slipped on spare needle and knit

them. Repeat from * to end of row.

Twelfth Row—Like second row.

The entire garment is knitted in this pattern,

which must be understood without further

reference.

Back—Cast on bone needle 90 stitches and

knit the cable-stitch pattern to a depth of 73/2

inches. Decrease i stitch each end of needle

every 2d row, until 5 stitches are taken oiiE

each end. Knit back and forth without de-

creasing until the back is 14^ inches long.

Shoulder—Leave 25 stitches each end for

shoulders and bind off the intervening stitches.

Knit the shoulder pieces to a depth of i inch.

Make I front after the following directions,

and the other to correspond

:

Front—Increase i stitch every row at the

First Row—Cable-stitch pattern. * purl 2, neck for 4 rows to shape the neck. Then cast

knit 2, purl 2, knit 8, repeat from * to end of on 22 stitches more toward the front, knit 8

row. rows. Begin now and increase I stitch every

Learn to knit. There's more pleasurej more beauty, more value in sweaters made from

Columbia Yarns
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Cable-Stitch Sweater

(continued)

other row at the armhole until 19 stitches are end increase 2 stitches, turn. Continue in-

added, then cast on 23 stitches for under-arm creasing 2 stitches each end of needle until

seam. Knit 7>^ inches, from this point. Knit there are 172 stitches. Now decrease i stitch

pattern from the front towards the under-arm at each end of needle every other row, until

seam until within 40 stitches of the end. Turn there are 86 stitches left. Knit sleeve without

and knit back. Turn and knit toward the decreasing to the length required, less 3>4

under-arm seam until within 44 stitches; turn inches.

and knit back. Repeat this, leaving each time Cuffs—Slip on steel needles, knit 2 and

4 more stitches on the under-arm seam, until purl 2, 20 stitches, knit and purl 2 together

there are 28 stitches left at the front. Slip 22 times, knit 2 and purl 2, 22 stitches. Now

all these stitches on steel needles. Begin now knit 2 and purl 2 for 3>4 inches, bind oflE

at under-arm seam, knit i, purl i, 14 stitches, loosely, sew up the sleeve, under-arm seam,

knit and purl 2 stitches together 20 times, 3 and sew in sleeves,

together for the rest of the stitches. Collar—With steel needles pick up 120

Belt—Pick up the stitches of the back on stitches around the neck and rib 2 and 2 the

steel needles. Knit and purl 2 stitches to- depth required, bind off loosely,

gether all the way across. Now take the Face the garment on both sides with silk and

stitches from the 2 fronts and the back on i or fasten with hooks and eyes.

2 steel needles, knit 2 and purl 2 for 15 rows, Using these directions for 34-inch bust, knit

or to a depth of i>^ inches, bind off loosely. 14 stitches less each side in front where direc-

Sleeves—Cast on bone needles 64 stitches. tions call for 23 stitches.

First Row—Knit i,
* purl 2, knit 2. purl 2, For 40 and 42-inch bust, knit 14 stitches

knit 8, repeat from * to end of row, at the end more in width of back, or cast on 104 stitches

increase 2 stitches, turn. instead of 90 and 14 stitches more each side

Second Row—Purl 3,
* knit 2, purl 2, knit of front and 14 stitches more in top of sleeve.

2, purl 8, repeat from * to end of row, at the

"The spinsters and the knitters in the sun

And the free maids that weave their threads with bones—
"Twelfth Night," Act II, Sc. 4
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Ladies' Sweater
FOR DETAIL SEE NEW ENGLISH VEST STITCH, PAGE II5

MATERIAL—Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn
5 hanks

2 Bone or Rubber Needles, lO-inch, No. 4

3 Steel Knitting Needles No. 12

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 36 AND 38 BUST

First Row—* Knit 3, purl 3, repeat from Third Row * Knit 3, purl 3, repeat from
* to end of row. * to end of row.

Second Row—* Purl 3, knit 3, repeat from Fourth Row—* Knit 3, purl 3, repeat from
* to end of row. * to end of row.

"Knitting Needs" are the constant study of the makers of Columbia Yarns
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Ladies' Sweater
(coxtinued)

Fifth Row—* Purl 3, knit 3, repeat from Begin at under-arm seam and knit 2 and

* to end of row. purl 2, 14 stitche's, knit 2 too;ether 20 times, 3

Sixth Row—* Knit 3, purl 3, repeat from together for the rest of the stitches. Knit and

* to end of row.

Repeat from ist to 5th row. The entire

garment is knit in this pattern, which must be

understood without further reference.

Back—Cast on bone needle 81 stitches,

work pattern to a depth of 7^2 inches. De-

crease I stitch each end of needle every 2d

row, until 5 stitches are taken oH each einl.

Continue without further decreasing until

the back is 14^^ inches long. Leave 27 stitches

each end for shoulders, and bind off interven-

ing stitches.

Knit the shoulder pieces to a depth of i inch.

Make one front after the following direc-

tions, and the other to correspond.

Front—Increase i stitch everj^ row at the

neck for 4 rows to shape the neck; then

cast on 21 stitches more toward the front.

Knit 12 rows. Begin now and increase i

stitch every other row at the armhole until

15 stitches are added, and then cast on 17

stitches for under-arm seam. Knit 7)2 inches

from this point.

Long FROXT^Commence at the front and

knit toward tlie under-arm seam within 20

stitches of the end, turn, kiu't hack to front,

turn, knit toward under-arm seam within 24

stitches, turn and knit to the front, repeat

this, leaving 4 more stitches each time on the

purl the band to a depth of ij/z inches.

Pick up the stitches of the back on steel

needles and knit 2 together all the way across.

Make this band also 1J2 inches deep. Bind

off all bands loosely.

Sleeves—Begin at the top and cast on bone

needles 30 inches, make pattern and increase

3 stitches at beginning of every row until you

have 117 stitches on the needle. Knit pattern

\\ithout increasing for 2 inches. Decrease

now I stitch at each side of needle, every 4th

row, until there are 85 stitches. Continue

knitting pattern until the sleeve is 14 inches

long on inside edge ; then narrow off 20 stitches

in centre and begin cuff.

Transfer to steel needle, and knit 2, and

purl 2 for 3 inches ; narrow on each end of

needle every 3d row, until there are 60

stitches. Finish the cuff, make it 8j 2 inches

deep, bind off and sew up. Sew up body and

sew in sleeves.

Collar—With Steel needles pick up 120

stitches around the neck, and knit 2 and purl

2 to depth desired.

Face the garment on both sides with ribbon,

and close with buttonholes.

Using these directions, for 34 bust cast 6

stitches less in width of back (75) and 6

under-arm needle, then slip all these stitches stitches less each side in front where direc-

on steel needles, and knit the belt this way. tions call for 21 stitches.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of yarn yon buy
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Ladies' Outing Coat
FOR DETAIL SEE REVERSED RIB PATTERN, PAGE Il6

r

\ ^\

MATERIAL—Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn
6 hanks

2 Bone or Rubber Knitting Needles No, 2
I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 36 AND 38 BUST

Back—Cast on bone needles 100 stitches. Third, Fifth, Seventh, Ninth, and Eleventh
First Row—* Knit 2, purl 2, repeat from Rows—Like ist row.
to end or row.

Second Row—* Purl 2, knit 2, repeat from Fourth, Sixth, Eighth, and Tenth Rows

—

* to end of row. Like 2d row.

You may knit for rest, for recreation or for profit, and still have your mind free for con-

versation
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Ladies' Outing Coat
(continued)

Twelfth Row—* Knit 2, purl 2, repeat

from * to end of row.

Thirteenth Row—* Purl 2, knit 2, repeat

from * to end of row.

Fourteenth, Sixteenth, Eighteenth, Twen-
tieth and Twenty-second Rows—Like 12th

row.

Fifteenth, Seventeenth, Nineteenth and

Twenty-first Rows—Like 13th row.

These 22 rows form the first two patterns

throughout the garment. On the 12th row,

and each succeeding 1 2th row, decrease 2

stitches on each end of needle until there are

84 stitches. Continue until back measures 14

inches to under arm, then decrease i stitch

at beginning of every row, or until 3^ou have

78 stitches on needle. Knit without decreas-

ing until back is 203^ inches long, ending with

the finished pattern. Slip the first 30 stitches

on a knitting needle, bind off intervening

stitches, and on the other 30 stitches knit one

front after the following directions, and the

other to correspond.

To shape the reck knit 1 1 rows, then in-

crease I stitch every other row towards neck

until 7 stitches are added. Now" cast on 50
stitches, there must be 87 stitches for the

front. Knit without further increasing for 2

inches, then increase i stitch every other row
towards the armhole, until you have added 15

stitches; now cast on 28 stitches for under arm.

You now have 130 stitches on needle.

Now shape the side seam exactly like the

side seam in the back. When you have same

length on both side seams knit from front to-

wards side seam, and leave 18 stitches on needle,

turn and knit back ; leave 4 stitches more on

under-arm needle each time until you have 98
stitches left, this makes the garment a trifle

longer in the front. Bind off loosely. Now
take up stitches from knitting needle and knit

the other front, care being taken to increase

on neck and armhole on proper sides of work.

Sew up under-arm seams.

Along the two fronts and bottom of coat

crochet 2 rows of i Sg. C as follows : With
yarn double, work ist row very tight, and

on 2d row start from revers down with Sg.

C, at the corner work 2 Sg. C, * chain 2, skip

2 stitches, make 10 Sg. C. Repeat from * to

end of front (these are the buttonholes),

work the other front to correspond, work i

row more of Sg. C all around, three rows in

all ; the crocheted edge should be perfectly

flat when finished.

Sleeve—Cast on 50 stitches, increase 2

stitches each end of every other row until j'ou

have 100 stitches on needle, then cast on 10

stitches on each end of needle, care being taken

to follow out pattern properly on stitches that

are added. Knit 3 patterns or 33 rows with-

out decreasing, then decrease 2 stitches at each

1 2th row at each end of needle until you have

80 stitches on needle. Knit without further

decreasing until it is 18 inches long on inside

edge. Bind off rather tight, crochet edge same
as around garment. Sew up sleeve and sew
in armhole.

Collar—Cast on 112 stitches, and knit

pattern for 28 rows, bind ofif and crochet

edge around same as around garment, sew
collar carefully to garment, and sew the edge

of the collar to rever, and finish with a band

of satin ribbon to hold collar in place.

Pockets—Cast on 30 stitches, and knit 22

rows or 2 patterns, finish with a crochet edge

and one buttonhole in centre, sew in place on

coat.

For each size above 38 cast on 6 stitches

additional for back, both fronts, and sleeves;

and for smaller size, 6 stitches less for back,

both fronts, and sleeves.

Look to your yarn as a painter to his color. The beauty and delicacy of color in Columbia
Yarns make them truly fit for the artist in needleicork
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Ladies' Newport Coat
FOR DETAIL SEE ENGLISH VEST STITCH, PAGE 112

MATERIAL—Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn
5 hanks

I pair Rubber or Bone Knitting Needles No. 3

I pair Steel Knitting Needles No. 12

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 38 AND 40-IXCH BUST

Back—Cast on bone needle 87 stitches. Third Row—* Knit 3. purl 3, repeat from

First Row—* Knit 3, purl 3, repeat from * to end of row.

* to end of row. Fourth Row—* Knit 3, purl 3, repeat from

Second Row"—* Purl 3, knit 3, repeat from * to end of row.

* to end of row. Repeat from ist row to last row. The

The finest requisite of fine knitting is fine yarn—that's Columbia
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Ladies' Newport Coat
(continued)

entire garment is knit in this pattern, w hich

must be understood, without further reference.

Continue pattern for 5 inches, change to steel

needles. Knit i and purl i for 4 inches,

narrowing three stitches in centre of back in

1st row^- this forms the girdle. Then change

to bone needles. Begin pattern as at first,

widening 3 stitches in centre of back in first

row, and knit pattern for 7 inches more.

Then narrow i stitch each end of every other

row until 5 stitches are off each end ( 77 ) , then

knit pattern for 6 inches more. Then take

28 stitches for each shoulder, bind off inter-

vening stitches (21), put 28 stitches on extra

needle.

]\Iake one front after the following direc-

tion, and the other to correspond.

Front—Knit towards neck, increase i

stitch at neck, knit back. Repeat this, increas-

ing I stitch at neck until 28 stitches (56) have

been added. Begin now and increase i stitch

at the armhole until 10 stitches have been added

on that end, and 5 stitches more at the front

( 71 ) , then cast 13 stitches at the armhole, knit

7 inches more. We are then ready to shape th?

garment for the long front. Commence at

the front and knit toward the under-arm seam

until within 20 stitches of end, turn, knit

back, turn, knit toward under-arm seam within

6 stitches of the first 20. Repeat this five

times more, leaving off 6 stitches each time,

then knit across to front. Change to steel

needles, K;nit I and purl i for 4 inches to

correspond with back, narrowing to 70 stitches

in first row. Change to bone needles. Knit

pattern as at first, increase 14 stitches in ist

row, knit for 5 inches to correspond with

the back, then leave 15 stitches on under-

arm needle, turn, knit back to front, turn,

knit back, leaving 15 stitches more on under-

arm needle. Repeat this until 24 stitches re-

main toward front, bind off loosely.

With yarn double work 3 rows of single

crochet up each front and around the neck of

garment. On the second row work on the

right front buttonholes as follows: Start at

bottom of garment, 3 Sg. C, 2 chain, skip 2

stitches, 10 Sg. C, 2 chain, skip 2 stitches, 10

Sg. C, over the girdle, have 5 Sg. C between

each buttonhole.

Sleeves—Cast on bone needle 30 stitches,

knit pattern, increasing 2 stitches at beginning

of each needle until there are 96 stitches, knit

2 inches without increasing, decrease nbw
every 4th row until 80 stitches are left. Knit

sleeve 1 5 inches long inside seam, knit 23

stitches, knit 2 together 17 times, knit 23

stitches, transfer to steel needle, knit I, purl I,

for 5 inches for cuff, bind off, and sew up.

Sew un bodv and sew in sleeves.

.o^VM^,

Learn to knit. There's restfulness, interest and profit in each hour spent xvith the needles

and the yarn
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Ladies' Knitted Automobile Jacket
FOR DETAIL SEE FANCY KNTT PATTERN, PAGE 1 15

MATERIAL -4 Fold Columbia Germantown
14 hanks

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
16 hanks

2 Bone Knitting Needles, 14-inch. No. 5

2 Steel Knitting Needles, 9-inch, No. 12

I dozen Pearl Buttons

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 38 AND 40-INCH BUST

Pattern—Cast on any number of stitches Repeat these two rows until you have 11

divisible by 3. rows.

T7- , T3 * r- •
1 T» f

Twelfth Row—* Purl 3, knit 3. Repeat
first Row—* Knit ^, purl 3. Repeat from c^ .% ^ , . ,, r^u- -.u

^
J' >- J K from * to end of needle. ( 1 his row is the

to end of row.
j.jght side of work, and finishes one pattern.)

Second Row—Knit plain. • Repeat frcm 1st to 12th row for all the work.

The gift you make ivith your oivn hands is akvays prized, particularly if it is made of Colum-
bia Yarns
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Ladies' Knitted Automobile Jacket
(continued)

Back—Cast on bone needles 75 stitches.

Knit pattern for 15 inches (or 11 patterns),

decrease i stitch at beginning of every row for

four times (this is done by knitting 2 stitches

together), which will leave 67 stitches; then

knit until the entire back measures 2ij/ inches

long, or 153^ patterns.

Right Front—Leave 20 stitches at each

end for shoulder; slip the middle stitches (27)

on a safety pin. Increase i stitch at beginning

of every row towards the front only, until

you have 35 stitches on the needle (23/2 pat-

terns). Now increase i stitch at the other end

also until you have 71 stitches altogether (53^

patterns), then cast on 10 stitches for under

arm, and knit pattern for 15 inches (or 1 1 pat-

terns). Also work at every other pattern a

buttonhole this way: Knit first 5^ pattern,

knit within the last 6 stitches of front, bind off

three stitches, knit the last two stitches, and

in return row cast on 3 stitches over the bind-

off stitches.

Work the left front to correspond with the

right.

Neck—With bone needles pick up all the

stitches on each side, also the 27 stitches from

safety pin. Knit plain and increase i stitch

in every 6th stitch ; Knit 9 rows more without

increasing, next row purl, then bind off

loosely.

Bottom of Jacket—With bone needles

take up all the stitches around the bottom,

knit plain, increase I stitch in every 12th,

knit 13 rows more without incieasing, next

row purl, and bind off loosely.

Sleeves—Cast on bone needles 36 stitches,

knit your pattern, and increase i stitch at each

beginning of needle until there are 83 stitches.

Knit 3 patterns, then decrease i stitch at each

end of needle every 6th row, until you have

73 stitches remaining, then knit until the

entire length of sleeves are 22 inches long (or

14 patterns), transfer to steel needles. Knit

14 stitches, the 44 stitches knit 2 together,

knit the 13 stitches, then knit plain back and

forth for 14 rows. Bind off, and sew up

sleeve.

Cuffs.—Cast on steel needles fee stitches.

First, Third and Fifth Rows—Purl.

Second, Fourth and Sixth Rows—Plain.

Now knit plain for 29 rows or 15 ribs.

Next row (this is the wrong side) knit i,

* yarn over needle 2 times, knit together. Re-

peat from * to end of row ; turn, knit across

and drop that which is cast over needle for i

row. Knit 6 more rows and bind off loosely.

Sew cuff half way up, and sew on sleeve (let

the opening come outside), sew sleeve into

jacket.

Bust Pocket—Cast on bone needles 17

stitches, work 2 patterns, then purl i row, knit

I row, purl I row, bind of^.

Lower Pocket—Cast on bone needles 23

stitches, work like bust pocket. Sew pocket

carefully to jacket.

Finish jacket with 6 buttons on each side.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of yarn you buy
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Ladies' Outing Jacket
FOR DETAIL SEE BLOCK PATTERN, PAGE II3

MATERIAL—Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn
8 hanks

Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn
Yz hank

2 Bone Knitting Needles, lo inch, No. 6

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 12

First Row—Knit 3, * purl 2, knit 2, repeat

from * to end of row.

Second Row—Knit 3, * purl 2, knit

peat from * to end of row.

Third Row—Knit i, * purl 2, knit

peat from * ending with 3 plain.

P'ourth Row—Knit i, * purl 2, knit

peat from * ending with 3 plain.

Fifth Row^—Like ist row.

Sixth Row—Like 2d row.

Seventh Row—Knit I, increase I stitch,
*

purl 2, knit 2, repeat from * ending with 3

plain.

Eighth Row-
purl 2, knit 2,

plain.

Ninth Row—Knit i, purl i, * knit 2, purl

2, repeat from * ending with 2 plain.

Tenth Row—Like 9th row.

Eleventh Row—Knit l, increase

knit I, * purl 2, knit 2, repeat from
with 2 purl.

Twelfth Row—Like nth row.

Continue increasing i stitch every 4th row
at each end of needle, until there are 66
stitches; now decrease at each end of needle

1 stitch for 6 rows (this is done by knitting

2 stitches together). Continue knitting pat-

tern for 4 inches more.

Shoulder—Knit pattern as before and
leave 2 stitches at the end of every row (this is

done by leaving 2 stitches on the same needle

you w^ork with but don't knit them) until

there are 24 stitches left in centre, now bind all

stitches off loosely.

Front—Make i front after the following

directions and the other to correspond. Cast

on bone needle 46 stitches.

First Row—Knit 3, * purl 2, knit 2, repeat

from * ending with 3 purl.

—Knit I, increase I stitch,

repeat from * ending with

stitch,

ending

INSTRUCTIONS
for 34 AND 36-iNCfi bust

Wind the Spanish Knitting Yarn double as

the whole garment is worked with double
Yarn.

Back—Cast on bone needle 42 stitches.

Cheap yarns will make cheap jacket. Your work is costly
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Ladies' Outing Jacket
(continued)

Second Row—Knit 3, * purl 2, knit 2, re-

peat from * ending with 3 purl.

Third Row—Knit I, * purl 2, knit 2, re-

peat from * ending with 3 plain.

Fourth Row—Knit i, * purl 2, knit 2, re

peat from * ending with 3 plain.

Fifth and Sixth Rows—Like ist and 2d

rows.

Seventh and Eighth Rows—Like 3d and 4th

rows.

Ninth Row—Knit i, increase I stitch, * knit

2, purl 2, repeat from * to end of row.

Tenth Row—-Like bth row.

Continue knitting pattern and increase I

stitch at one side every 4th row, until there are

56 stitches on the needle, now decrease i stitch

on the same side where the increasing was done

6 times ( or 50 stitches remaining), this forms

the armhole. Knit pattern until the entire

length of front measures 13 inches, make i

buttonhole on the front and knit i block more,

now bind off loosely 18 stitches at the front and

continue knitting pattern, leaving every time at

the front i stitch, until 18 stitches are left for

the shoulder, bind them all off loosely.

Collar—With Worsted Knitting Yarn cast

on 30 stitches on steel needle, knit plain for 85

ribs, sew onto jacket, leaving 18 stitches on

each front free for revers.

Belt—With Spanish Knitting Yarn double,

cast on steel needle 12 stitches, knit plain for

135 ribs, make 2 buttonholes and knit 3 ribs

more, bind off and sew on jacket, gathering

the fullness in the front.

Cuffs—With Worsted Knitting Yarn cast

on steel needle 46 stitches, knit plain for 22

ribs, break off yarn.

Sleeves—Transfer to bone needle and with

Spanish Knitting Yarn double knit 1st row

plain, knit pattern for 43/^ inches, now increase

1 stitch every 4th row on each side of the needle

until there are 84 stitches, bind off 10 stitches,

knit pattern across, turn, bind olif lO stitches,

knit pattern across within the last stitch, leave

it on the needle, turn, leaving i stitch at the

end of every row for 15 times, then leave 2

stitches at the end of every row, until' 20

stitches are left in centre, knit them together

2 and 2, then bind them off, also all the other

stitches, sew or crochet up cuff and sleeve, also

into armholes. Sew on 3 buttons each side

and 2 at the belt.

o^'^T^^

'^^IK Hliui-f'^

If you would know the gracious and gentle charm of this craft of the needle, ivatch a group

of ladies as they sit and chat over their knitting on a shady porch in summer
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Columbia Knitted Blouse Jacket
FOR DETAIL SEE DOUBLE BRIOCHE STITCH, PAGE Il6

INSTRUCTIONS

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia

Germantown
ID hanks

or 4 Fold Imported Columbia

Germantown

13 hanks

2 Bone Knitting Needles No. 3

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

FOR 36 AND 38-INCH BUST

Note—The jacket is knit in the double

Brioche stitch and is worked as follows:

Knit 2 stitches plain, * throw yarn in front

of needle, slip I stitch as if purling and with

yarn still in front, knit 2 stitches, repeat from

* to end of row. In return row always * knit

the stitch and the yarn laid over it together,

then throw yarn in front of needle, slip the

next stitch as if purling, knit I stitch, repeat

from * to end of row. These 2 rows make

the pattern and must be carried on throughout

the whole garment.

Cast on bone needles 60 stitches. Knit

pattern for 3 inches, then increase i stitch at

each end of needle every 4th rov/, until you

have 80 stitches on the needle. Now decrease

I stitch at each side of needle for 5 rows (this

is done by knitting 2 stitches together) which

will leave 70 stitches, then knit until the entire

back measures 14 inches long.

Shoulder—Leave 25 stitches each end for

shoulder, bind off the intervening stitches.

Make one side after the following rule and the

other to correspond. Knit shoulder to a depth

of 1/2 inch, increase l stitch at the neck for 5

rows, then cast on towards the front 20 stitches

(these 20 stitches are for the revers). Knit

pattern from this point for 6 inches, cast on 12

stitches for under arm. Knit 8 inches more,

to correspond with the under arm of back.

Jackets knit from inferior yarns feel harsh to the wearer; look dull and lifeless to everyone else
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Columbia Knitted Blouse Jacket
(continued)

Puff—Bind off at the under arm 24 stitches, bind off. Sew up and sew sleeve into armhole.

Knit to the front, turn, * knit back, turn, bind Cuffs—Cast on steel needle 30 stitches and

off 3 stitches, knit to the front, turn, repeat knit plain for 48 ribs, bind off loosely, sew

from * binding off 3 stitches each time until you together and sew carefully onto sleeve, gather

have 6 stitches left. Bind off ; sew up seam. the fullness in centre.

Belt—Cast on steel needle 12 stitches, knit Collar—Cast on steel needle 30 stitcheS

plain for 174 ribs, bind off, gather the fullness Knit plain for 96 ribs, bind off loosely, sew

of jacket in front and sew belt on carefully. onto jacket, leaving the 20 stitches mentioned

Sleeves—Cast on bone needle 30 stitches before free for revers. Crochet a cord on the

and increase i stitch at beginning of every row revers as follows: Having 2 ends of yarn

until there are 80 stitches on the needle, work going at the same time, with one end of yam

20 rows without increasing, decrease now i take up i stitch, make a chain of 3 stitches,

stitch at each end of needle for 10 rows, this with the other end of yarn take up the stitch

will leave 60 stitches on the needle, work the close by, make a chain of 3 stitches, cross the

rest of the sleeve without decreasing until the first 3 chain stitches over the last 3 stitches, skip

entire length of sleeve measures 20^ inches i stitch, i slip in next stitch, 3 chain, continue

long. Knit 5 stitches plain. Knit 2 together in like manner all around the 2 revers. Finish

for 25 times. Knit the last 5 stitches plain, with hooks and eyes, I at neck, 2 at belt.

<,Q^^^W^4^

%:yAm^
^'''ffREG.US.''^''

The pleasure you get from knitting and crocheting is of itself a sufficient reward for the labor

But there is also a practical reward in the possession of more beautiful and useful things than

many a woman can afford to buy
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Columbia Golf Blouse with Revers
FOR DETAIL SEE RAISED SHELL STITCH, PAGE 112

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 36 AND 38-INCH BUST

Commence at neck and back of blouse.

Make a chain of 24 stitches.

First Row—6 D C in the 3d stitch from
hook, * skip 2 stitches, i slip stitch in the next
stitch, skip 2, 6 D C in the next stitch. Repeat
from * to end of row (having 4 shells in the

row), turn.

Second Row—Chain 3, 6 D C on top of last

D C of previous row, i slip stitch in middle of

shell, 6 D C in the next slip stitch, insert the

hook in the outside loop of slip stitch, work the

b D C in that loop, so as to give it the appear-

ance of a raised shell (this must be done
throughout the whole garment), * I slip stitch

in middle of shell, 6 D C in the next slip stitch.

Repeat from * to end of row (having 5 shells

in this row), turn.

Third, Fourth and Fifth Rows—Like 2d
row (at the end of 5th row j'ou will have 8

shells), (gaining i shell each row, this com-
pletes the upper part of back, also shoulder),

turn.

Sixth Row—Chain 3, 3 D C on top of last

D C of previous row, * l slip stitch in middle

of shell, 6 D C in next slip stitch. Repeat

from * to end of row, ending with 3 D C,

turn.

Seventh Row—Chain i, 6 D C in the slip

stitch, * I slip stitch in middle of shell, 6 D
C in next slip stitch. Repeat from * to end of

row, ending with a slip stitch on the half

shell of 3 D C of previous row, turn.

Eighth, Tenth, Twelfth, Fourteenth and

Sixteenth Rows—Like 6th row (having half

shell of 3 D C at beginning and end of row).

Ninth, Eleventh, Thirteenth, Fifteenth and

Seventeenth Rows—Like 7th row, turn.

Eighteenth Row—Chain 3, 6 D C in the

last slip stitch of previous row, * I slip stitch in

middle of shell, 6 D C in next slip stitch.

Repeat from * to end of row, having 9 shells

in this row.

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia
Germantown

1 1 hanks

4 Fold Columbia Saxony

13/2 hanks

or 4 Fold Imported Columbia
Germantown

14 hanks

1 Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14

you never find Columbia Yarns stuck together and tearing apart.

that

Right way of making stops
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Columbia Golf Blouse with Revers
(continued)

Crochet 2 rows more like i8th row, there

will be 1 1 shells in the row, break off yarn.

Right Front—Commence at neck, fasten

yarn with a slip stitch in the ist shell made,
chain 3, 5 D C in the same stitch, i slip stitch

at beginning of 3d row of the back, b D C in

same shell at the ending of 4th row, i slip

stitch close by 6 D C in same shell at beginning

of 5th row, I slip stitch close by (there will be

3 shells on shoulder), turn.

Second Row—Chain 3, 3 D C in the last

slip stitch of previous row, * I slip stitch in

middle of shell, 6 D C in next slip stitch. Re-

peat from * to end of row, ending with a

shell of 6 D C (there will be 3 shells of 6 D C
and I half shell of 3 D C), turn.

Third Row—Chain 3, 5 D C in the 4th

stitch from hook, * i slip stitch in middle of

shell, 6 D C in next slip stitch. Repeat from
* to end of row, ending with a slip stitch, you

will now have 4 shells, turn.

Fourth Row—Like 2d row, and at the end

of row make a chain of 22 stitches, turn.

Fifth Row—6 D C in the 4th stitch from
hook, * skip 2 stitches, i slip stitch in the next

stitch, skip 2 stitches, 6 D C in the next stitch.

Repeat from * to end of chain, you will now
have 4 shells, * i slip stitch in middle of shell,

6 D C in slip stitch of previous row. Repeat

from * to end of row (there will be 8 shells

in the row, 4 shells on shoulder, 4 shells on the

front), turn.

Sixth Row—Chain 3, 3 D C in the last

slip stitch of previous row, * i slip stitch in

middle of shell, 6 D C in next slip stitch. Re-

peat from * to end of row, ending with a half

shell of 3 D C, turn.

Seventh Row—6 D C in the last slip stitch

of previous row, * i slip stitch in middle of

shell, 6 D C in next slip stitch. Repeat from
* to end of row ending with a shell of 6 D C,

turn.

Eighth, Tenth, Twelfth and Fourteenth

Rows—Like 6th row.

Ninth, Eleventh, Thirteenth and Fifteenth
Rows—Like 7th row.

Sixteenth Row—Chain 3, 6 D C in the last

slip stitch of previous row, * i slip stitch in

middle of shell, 6 D C in next slip stitch. Re-
peat from * to end of row, ending with a half

shell of 3 D C, turn.

Seventeenth Row—6 D C in slip stitch of

previous row, * i slip stitch in middle of shell,

6 D C in next slip stitch. Repeat from * to

end of row (there will be 9 shells in the row),
turn.

Eighteenth Row—Chain 3, fasten this front

with a slip stitch to back of garment, 6 D C in

the 4th stitch from hook, and finish row like

the 1 6th row. Now work the left front.

Left Front—Commence at the 5th row of

the back, fasten yarn with a slip stitch at top

of last D C of the 5th row, 6 D C in same
shell of 5th row, i slip stitch close by, 6 D C
in same shell of 3d row, i slip stitch close by,

6 D C in the same shell of ist row, so as to

have 3 shells on the shoulder (same as the

right front), turn.

Second Row—Chain 3, 5 D C in the 4tb

stitch from hook, * i slip stitch in middle of

shell, 6 D C in next slip stitch. Repeat from
* to end of row, ending with 3 D C (there

will be 3 shells of 6 D C, and i half shell of 3

DC), turn.

Third Row—6 D C in the last slip stitch

of previous row, * l slip stitch in middle of

shell, 6 D C in next slip stitch. Repeat from
* to end of row, having 4 shells, turn.

Fourth Row—Like 2d row.

Fifth Row—Like 3d row, and at the end of

row take another end of yarn and make a chain

of 20 stitches, break off yarn, now finish the

row like the right front, having 4 shells on the

chain (these 4 shells are for the revers), and

4 shells on the shoulder, there will be 8 shells

in all. turn.

Sixth Row—Chain 3, 3 D C in the last slip

stitch of previous row, * l slip stitch in middle

"A ivholesome human employment is the first and best method of education, mentally as U'ell as

bodily."—RuSKiN : "Queen of the Air"
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Columbia Golf Blouse with Revers
(continued]

of shell, 6 D C in next slip stitch. Repeat

from * to end of row, ending with a half shell

of 3 D C, turn.

Seventh Row—6 D C in the last slip stitch

of previous row, * i slip stitch in middle of

shell, 6 D C in next slip stitch. Repeat from
* to end of row.

Eighth, Tenth, Twelfth, and Fourteenth

Rows—Like 6th row.

Ninth, Eleventh, Thirteenth and Fifteenth

Rows. Like 7th row.

Sixteenth row. Chain 3, 3 D C in the last

slip stitch of previous row, * i slip stitch in

middle of shell, 6 D C in next slip stitch. Re-

peat from * to end of row, ending with a shell

of 6 D C, turn.

Seventeenth Row—Chain 3, 5 D C in the

4th stitch from hook, * i slip stitch in middle

of shell, 6 D C in the next slip stitch. Repeat

from * to end of row, ending with a shell of 6

D C, there will be 9 shells in the row.

Eighteenth Row—Chain 3, 3 D C in the 4th

stitch from hook, * i slip stitch in middle of

shell, 6 D C in the next slip stitch. Repeat

from * to end of row, ending with a shell of

6 D C, now fasten with a slip stitch to the

back (this finishes the armhole for the left

side), break off yarn. Now start at right

front.

First Row—6 D C in 1st slip stitch of pre-

vious row, * I slip stitch in middle of shell, 6

D C in next slip stitch. Repeat from * to end

of right front, also across back and left front,

there will be 30 shells in all across, turn.

Second Row—Chain 3, 3 D C in 4th stitch

from hook, * i slip stitch in middle of shell,

6 D C in the next slip stitch. Repeat from *

for 7 more shells, i slip stitch, then 3 D C in

the next slip stitch, l slip stitch in middle of

shell, 3 D C in next slip stitch, i slip stitch in

the middle of shell, 6 D C in all the 9 shells

across the back, 3 D C in next slip stitch, i

slip stitch in middle of shell, 3 D C in next

slip stitch, I slip stitch in middle of shell, 6

D C in all the 8 shells across front, turn.

Third Row—Like 1st row, there will be 28

shells in all, turn.

Fourth Row—Start with a half shell of 3

D C, crochet across like ist row, ending with

a half shell of 3 D C, turn.

Fifth Row—Like 1st row.

Sixth Row—Like 4th row.

Seventh Row—Make 8 shells of 6 D C,

then 2 half shells of 3 D C, across the back

8 shells of 6 D C, then 2 half shells of 3 D C,

the balance will be 8 shells of 6 D C for the

other front, turn. (There will be 26 shells in

all.)

Eighth, Tenth and Twelfth Rows. Like

4th row.

Ninth, Eleventh and Thirteenth rows—Like

1st row, turn.

Work the pouch after the following rule,

and the pouch of the other side to correspond,

starting with the half shell of 3 D C, then

work 8 shells of 6 D C and turn, chain i, 6

D C in the first slip stitch, * i slip stitch in

middle of shell, 6 D C in next slip stitch. Re-

peat from * to end of row (having 8 shells),

turn.

Continue decreasing i shell every row, un-

til there are 3 shells left, draw them close to-

gether, break off yarn.

Belt—Make a chain of 9 stitches, work 8

Sg. C on this, chain i, turn, 8 Sg. C (always

taking up the full stitch), work belt for 138
rows, sew carefully to the blouse, and gather

the fullness in both fronts.

Sleeves—Make a chain of 18 stitches, turn.

First Row—6 D C in the 3d stitch from

hook, * skip I stitch, I slip stitch in the next

stitch, skip I stitch, 6 D C in the next stitch.

Repeat from * to end of row (having 4 shells

in the row), turn.

Second Row—Chain 3, 6 D C in the last

stitch of previous row, * I slip stitch in middle

of shell, 6 D C in the slip stitch. Repeat from
* to end of row (having 5 shells), turn. Re-

peat 2d row for 10 rows more, gaining 15

shells, I shell each row, join together with a

slip stitch, turn.

There are many yarns of many kinds, but none to equal Columbia
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Columbia Golf Blouse with Revers
(continued)

First Round—Chain 3, 3 D C in the joining

stitch, * I slip stitch in middle of shell, 6 D
C in the next slip stitch. Repeat from * around
and join with a slip stitch, turn.

Second Round—Chain i, 6 D C in the ist

slip stitch, * I slip stitch in the middle of shell,

6 D C in the next slip stitch. Repeat from *

around, join and turn.

Third Round—Chain 3, 6 D C in the join-

ing stitch, * I slip stitch in the middle of shell.

Repeat from * around, join and turn.

Fourth Round—Chain 3, 6 D C in the ist

slip stitch, * I slip stitch in the middle of shell,

6 D C in the next slip stitch. Repeat from *

around, join and turn.

Fifth and Sixth Rounds. Like 4th round

(having 14 shells around).

Seventh Round—Chain 3, 3 D C in the ist

slip stitch, * I slip stitch in the middle of shell,

6 D C in the next slip stitch. Repeat from
* around, ending with 3 D C, join and turn.

Eighth Round—Chain i, 6 D C in the ist

slip stitch, * I slip stitch in the middle of shell,

6 D C in the next slip stitch. Repeat from *"

around, join and turn.

Ninth Round—Chain 3, 6 D C in the ist

slip stitch, * I slip stitch in the middle of shell,

6 D C in the next slip stitch. Repeat from *

around, join and turn (having 13 shells

around).

Tenth Round—Chain 3, 3 D C in the ist

slip stitch, * I slip stitch in the middle of shell,

6 D C in the next slip stitch. Repeat from *

around, ending with 3 D C, join and turn.

Eleventh and Twelfth Rounds—Like 8th

and gth rounds (having 12 shells around in-

stead of 13 shells).

Thirteenth Round—Like loth round.

Fourteenth and Fifteenth Rounds—Like 8th
and gth rounds (having 11 shells instead of 12
shells).

Sixteenth Round—Like lOth round.

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Rounds—Like
8th and gth rounds (having 10 shells around).

Nineteenth Round—Like lOth round.

Twentieth, Twenty-first, Twenty-second
and Twenty-third Rounds—Like 8th and gth
rounds (having g shells around).

Twenty-fourth Round—Like lOth round.

Twenty-fifth, Twenty-sixth, Twenty-
seventh and Twenty-eighth Rounds—Like 8th
and gth rounds (having 8 shells around).

Twenty-ninth Round—Like lOth round.

Thirtieth, Thirty-first, Thirty-s e c o n d,

Thirty-third and Thirty-fourth Rounds—Like

8th and gth rounds. All having 7 shells

around. Work i row of Sg. C in every other

stitch, break off yarn.

Cuffs—With 4 fold Saxony, cast on steel

needle 30 stitches, knit plain for 58 ribs, bind

off loosely, sew together, sew cuff on sleeve

(see that you gather the fullness of sleeve in

centre), and sew sleeve into body.

Collar—With 4 fold Saxony, cast on steel

needle 40 stitches, knit plain for no ribs, bind

off. Sew collar to neck of garment, leaving

the 4 shells at each front loose so as to turn

it back for revers. Fasten belt with hooks and

eves.

QO\Mm^

"^
*''<'?-( REG US'"^'°

Every skein of the best yarn has the Columbia trade-mark on the label
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Ladies' Knitted Blouse Jacket

MATERIAL— 4 Fold Columbia Saxony
9 hanks

2 Bone Knitting Needles No. 5

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 12

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 38-INCH BUST

The garment is knitted with the plaits run-

ning up and down, and is started at the edge

of one front. With bone needles cast on 66

stitches.

First Row—Knit plain.

Second and Third Rows—Purl.

Fourth and Fifth Rows—-Plain.

Sixth and Seventh Rows—Purl.

Eighth and Ninth Rows—Plain.

Tenth Row—Purl across, and at the end

of needle knit 2 stitches together. Repeat, de-

creasing every third row at one end only, until

56 stitches are left.

Continue knitting and purling, keeping both

edges straight. Count 20 plaits from starting,

cast on 20 stitches for shoulder, knit and purl

Wear and ivashing are the final tests of good yarn. Use Columbia
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Ladies' Knitted Blouse Jacket
(continued)

5 plaits, bind off 25 stitches, narrow to 10 stitches,

I stitch every other row (for armhole), then

add 10 stitches (i stitch every other row),

add 25 stitches, knit and purl 5 plaits, bind off

20 stitches, knit and purl the edge straight

for 23 plaits. (This is the entire back. ) Cast

on 20 stitches, knit and purl 5 plaits, bind off

25 stitches, narrow 10 stitches (i stitch every

other row), then add 10 stitches ( I stitch every

other row), add 25 stitches. Knit and purl

5 plaits, bind off 20 stitches.

Knit other front to correspond with the

first (this forms the body of the jacket), sew

up shoulder carefully.

Yoke—With bone needles pick up all

stitches around yoke. Knit and purl 8 plaits,

knit or purl 2 stitches together in each row

at the 4 corners. Make beading by casting

yarn over needle 4 times, and knit 2 stitches

together across the row. Next row, knit

across and drop that cast over needle, so as

to have same number of stitches before the

beading; then on steel needles knit 2 and purl

2 for 18 rows.

Waistband—At bottom of jacket take up

all stitches with bone needles, knit i row, and

back, form beading like yoke, then on steel

needles knit 2 and purl 2 for 24 rows.

Sleeves—Cast on bone needles 60 stitches.

Make pattern like jacket, at the end of the

3d row increase i stitch. Repeat increas-

ing every fourth row, until there are 72 stitches

on the needle (the increasing to be done on

I side only). Knit and purl 17 plaits, then

decrease i stitch every 4th row on the same

side with the increasing until 60 stitches re-

main. Bind off; pick up all the stitches on the

straight edge, and knit i row plain. Form
beading like yoke and waistband, then on steel

needle knit 2 and purl 2 for 54 rows. Sew

up sleeve and sew sleeve in jacket.

Finish with 6 yards of ribbon 3 inches wide,

drawn through the beading at neck, waist and

sleeves.

**»-</?>( REG- us f"^

Don't put good uork on poor yarns—ivhy work for disappointment?
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Columbia Knitted Under Jacket
TO BE WORN UNDER A COAT

MATERIAL—Columbia 3 Fold

Saxony

5 hanks

2 Bone Knitting Needles, 1 4-inch, No. 2

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 36 AND 38-INCH BUST

Cast on 142 stitches, knit 2 and purl 2 for

20 rows; make a row of holes for ribbon, knit

3, * yarn over needle 3 times, knit 2 together,

knit 3. Repeat from * to end of row; turn,

knit back and drop that which is cast over

needle for i row so as to have same number
of stitches. The body of waist is dene in plain

knitting back and forth.

First Row—Knit 25 stitches, yarn over

needle, knit 34 stitches, yarn over needle, knit

24 stitches, yarn over needle, knit 34 stitches,

yarn over needle, knit 25 stitches, turn.

Second Row—Knit back plain and knit the

yarn over needle as a stitch.

Third Row—Like first row with the excep-

tion of having 26 stitches on each front instead

of 25 ; 34 stitches for under arm, and 26
stitches for the back.

Fourth Row—Like 2d row.

Fifth Row—Like ist and 3d rows.

Continue to increase, and with a plain row
between until you have increased 30 times or

30 ridges, having 262 stitches on needle. Knit
back and forth for 15 ridges without increas-

ing. Now from this point each front and the

back are knit separately. To divide the stitches

for the fronts and the back knit 65, bind off

24, knit 84, bind off 24, knit 65. Knit one

front after the following directions and the

other front to correspond.

Right Front—Knit 65 stitches back and
forth for 39 ridges, then bind off 18 stitches

at the neck in front, and decrease i stitch every

other row for 9 stitches to shape the neck;

with the remaining 38 stitches knit for lO
ridges more, bind off. Make buttonholes, start

right after the waistband, and, thereafter,

every ten ridges a buttonhole.

Back—With the 84 stitches of back, knit

26 ridges, decrease i stitch each end of needle

every other row until there are 34 stitches re-

maining, bind off. Sew or crochet up shoulder.

Sleeves—Cast on 60 stitches, knit 2 and
purl 2 to a depth of 3 inches for cuff. Then
knit plain back and forth for 20 ridges. In-

crease I stitch each end of needle every 5th

ridge until there are 86 stitches on the needle.

Knit 29 ridges, then decrease i stitch each end

of needle every other row until there are 54
stitches remaining, bind off. Crochet up sleeves

and sew in waist carefully.

Collar—Pick up 100 stitches around neck,

and knit 2 and purl 2 for i inch, bind off.

Face both fronts with ribbon i inch wide,

and work over the buttonholes. Draw 3/2-inch

wide ribbon through the holes at waist.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of Yarn you buy



NEWMARKET
CROCHET SILK TIE

No. 67, Stratford Pattern

This pretty wavy striped design may be made with 2 Balls of Light and 1 Ball of Dark

NEWMARKET TIE SILK, or with 2 Balls each of two colors of IIx^VMPTON CROCHET SII.K

Of Tyr'an 3 Cord Crochet Silk-

Crochet all silks tightly. Chain 60 stitches dark.

I st row : 3 double crochet. 3 treble crochet.

All dark (each stitch into a single chain stitch) alternately

crocheting 3 double and 3 treble till end of row.

2nd row : 3 double, 3 treble, all dark silk.

4th row : 3 double, 3 treble, in light silk ; repeat

from row I to 4 inclusive, 26 times. Now commence de-

creasing one stitch 6 stitches away from beginning, and the

end every second row ; viz : Miss the seventh stitch alto-

gether. Care most be taken to keep the pattern right, viz :

in the next row you will have 3 double, 3 treble, 2 double,

3 treble, and so on. Decrease every second row till only

24 remain ; then continue for neck. Drop either color,

and work 1 5 in. or size required for neck-band with one

color.

Increase by crocheting twice into the seventh stitch

from the beginning and end every second row, care being

taken as before to keep the pattern right. Increase until

you again have 60 stitches, then repeat rows, 1 to 4 m-

clusive, 33 times. Silk must be cut each time you change

color, knot the ends together well. When finished, sew up

the back on ribbon wide enough to form lining for neck-

band.

This cut shows section of Tie narrow-

ing into neck-band to give accurate

idea of stitches.

The New London Wash Silk Co.

817-819 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

// one yarn costs a little more than another, but wears twice as long as another, and has a

richer and more brilliant color, which is really cheaper?
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needle, knit 34 stitches, yarn over needle, knit wide ribbon through the holes at waist.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of Yarn you buy



NEWMARKET
CROCHET SILK TIE

'/??ot'

No. 68, London Pattern

Materials required: 2 Balls NEWMARKET TIE SILK, 3 Balls of ii.vmptox crochet silk.

or Tvrian 3 Cord Crochet Silk will be necessary for this pretty design.

"Treble Crochet" means : Silk over hook, hook in-

to the stitch, hook through one stitch, through 2, and

through 2 again.

"All silks should be worked tightly."

Chain 5 1

.

1 St row : Work 2 treble, I chain into every third

chain. At the end of the row crochet I treble only into

the last stitch.

2nd row : Turn, chain 2, and work 2 treble, I

chain, under every chain of previous row, taking care al-

ways to work I treble only into last stitch formed by the 2

chains that were made in turning the last row.

Repeat second row until the long end of Tie

measures 15 in. To decrease: Miss 1 space entirely in

middle of row, finish in usual way. Decrease every third

row until 4 spaces remain. Work 1 5 in. or size required

for neck-band. To increase: Work 2 treble and 1

chain twice into 1 space in middle of row as in decreasing,

until you have number of spaces you started out with.

Work 1 in. for short end. Line neck-band with

ribbon to prevent stretching.

The New London Wash Silk Co.

817-819 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

// one yarn costs a little more than another, but tvears twice as long as another, and has a

richer and more brilliant color, which is really cheaper?



needle, knit 34 stitches, yarn over needle, knit wide ribbon through the holes at waist.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of Yarn you buy
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Ladies' Knitted Jacket
MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

5^ hanks Steel Color for Body and Sleeves 1J/2 hanks White for Collar, Cuffs and Belt

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
8 hanks Steel Color for Body and Sleeves 2 hanks White for Collar, Cuffs and Belt

2 Bone Knitting Needles, 10 inch, No. 3

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 12

{Note—A rib is over and back, or 2 rows)

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 36-INCH BUST

The garment is knit with the rib running up

and down and is started at the edge of one
front. With steel color, cast on bone needles

60 stitches, knit 4 ribs, then narrow every 3d

rib until 10 stitches have been taken off, then

continue this edge straight.

Count 38 ribs from the front to shoulder,

add 20 stitches at top for shoulder knit 10

ribs, bind off 25 stitches, then for 6 ribs nar-

row I stitch each -ib, the next 6 ribs add i

stitch each rib, then add 25 stitches, knit 10

ribs, bind off 20 stitches, knit 20 ribs (this is

to the middle of the back), knit 20 ribs more,

cast on 20 stitches and knit other front to cor-

respond with the first. (This forms the body

of jacket.) Sew up shoulder.

Yoke—With bone needles pick up all

stitches around yoke, knit 7 ribs, narrow I

stitch in each row at the 4 corners.

Make beading by casting yarn over needle

3 times, and knit 2 stitches together for l row,

knit 2 stitches and drop that which is cast over

needle for i row so as to have same number of

stitches, knit I row, then on steel needles with

white yarn knit 2, purl 2, and repeat for as

many rows as height desired for collar, and

finish with picot edge.

Waistband—At bottom of jacket take up

all stitches with bone needles, knit i row, form

beading, knit i row, then on steel needles with

white yarn knit 2, purl 2, same as for collar

and as deep as desired, and finish with picot

edge.

Sleeves—With steel-color cast on bone

needles 70 stitches, add i stitch for 20 ribs,

knit 38 ribs, bind off for 20 ribs 1 stitch each

rib, take up stitches at bottom on bone needles,

knit I row, form beading, knit I row, then on

steel needles with white yarn knit 2, purl 2,

same as for collar and as deep as desired, and

finish with picot edge. Sew up sleeve and sew
sleeve in jacket. Finish with b yards of ribbon

I -inch wide (same color as collar), which is

drawn through the beading at neck, waist and

cuffs.

// one yarn costs a little more than another, but tfears twice as long as another, and has a

richer and more brilliant color, which is really cheaper?
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Ladies' Knitted Under Jacket
TO BE WORN UNDER A COAT

MATERIAL— Columbia Shetland Wool
23^2 hanks

2 Hone Knitting Needles, 14 inches, No. 3

1 Bone Crochet Hook No. 2

~^\^J^

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 36 AND 38-INCH BUST

Cast on bone needles 136 stitches, knit 2

and purl 2 for 6 rows. The jacket is made

in plain knitting back and forth (a ridge is

over and back, or 2 rows), knit for 6 ridges,

make a row of holes for ribbon, knit 6, * yarn

over needle 3 times, knit 2 togther, knit 6,

repeat from * to end of row, turn. Knit the

yarn over the needle as a stitch, knit 8 ridges.

From this point each front and the back are

knit separately. Knit one front after the fol-

lowing directions, and the other front to cor-

respond :

Front—Run 44 stitches for one front onto

a safety-pin, also 48 stitches for the back.

With the remaining 44 stitches work to the

front.

First Row—At beginning cast on 2 stitches,

knit 38 stitches, yarn over needle, knit 6

stitches, turn.

Second Row—Knit back and knit the yarn

over the needle as a stitch, knit to end of

needle, turn.

Third Row—Cast on 2 stitches, knit 41

stitches, yarn over needle, knit 6 stitches, turn.

Fourth Row—Like 2d Row.

Continue to increase with a plain row be-

tween (2 stitches at the front and i stitch at

the under-arm seam, always knit 6 stitches

there before you increase the i stitch) until you

have increased 17 times. Knit back and forth

for 10 ridges more, increase only 1 stitch now

at the front. Bind off 12 stitches at the under

arm, continue knitting back and forth and

increase i stitch at the front for 20 ridges more.

Knit to the front, turn. Make one buttonhole.

Knit 4, bind off 2 and in return row cast on

2 stitches over the bind off. Knit for 4 ridges

more without increasing. Bind off 40 stitches

at the front. Knit to end of needle, turn;

The fine, even, elastic qualities of Columbia Yarns make knitting easy and results sure
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Ladies' Knitted Under Jacket
'continued)

knit to the front, bind off 2 stitches, knit to

end of needle, turn, continuing binding off 2

stitches everj' other row (this is to shape the

neck) for 15 times, then knit 4 rows plain and

bind off.

Back—Take the stitches for the back onto

the needle.

First Row—With the 48 stitches of back,

knit 6 stitches, yarn over needle, knit 36

stitches, yarn over needle, knit 6 stitches, turn.

Second Row—Plain.

Third Row—Knit 6, yarn over needle, knit

38, yarn over needle, knit 6, turn. Increase

this way every other row for 17 times. Knit

plain for 10 ridges more. Bind off 4 stitches,

knit across, turn. Bind off 4 stitches. Knit

plain back and forth for 20 ridges. Now de-

crease I stitch each end of needle ever}' other

row until 20 stitches are remaining, bind them

off. Sew up shoulder seams carefully.

Sleeves—Cast on 100 stitches, knit for 4
inches. Decrease i stitch each end of needle

every 4th row until there are 50 stitches left.

Knit plain until the entire length of sleeve is

14 inches long, then knit 2, and purl 2 for 20
rows; bind off loosely. Sew up sleeve, and

underarm seam; sew in jacket carefully.

Collar—Pick up 112 stitches around neck.

46 stitches on each front and 20 stitches of

the back. Knit plain for 2 ridges; make

a row of holes for ribbon. Knit 3, * yarn

over needle 3 times, knit two together, knit

3, repeat from * to end of row, turn, knit

back and knit the yarn over needle as a stitch,

turn. Now knit 2 and purl 2 for 6 rov.s, bind

off loosely. Crochet a picot edge on each front

and around neck. Draw y^-inch wide ribbon

through the holes at waist-band and neck of

jacket.

.Qt-WMai/

y^M^':^

Poor consolation to knoiv, after you have knit your jacket, that Columbia Yarns would have
made it better
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Ladies' Eton Jacket

MATERIAL—Columbia Zephyr

Floss

8 hanks Pink or Blue

i>2 hanks White

2 Wooden Knitting Needles, 18-inch, No. 9

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 12

5 yards Ribbon No. 7

{Note—A rib is over and back or 2 rows.)

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 36 AND 38-INCH BUST

Use the yarn double. Cast on wooden
needles 50 stitches.

Knit plain for 15 ribs, then cast on for one

sleeve 40 stitches. Knit across, cast on 40
stitches for the other sleeve ; knit back and

forth on these stitches (130) for 23 ribs (or

38 ribs from beginning of work).

Shoulder—Leave 56 stitches for each

shoulder, bind ofi 18 stitches in the centre,

knit back and forth for 3 ribs, cast on 30

stitches towards the front, knit back and forth

for 23 ribs, bind off 40 stitches for sleeve.

Knit 15 ribs to correspond with the under-arm

seam of back, knit to the under arm within 14

stitches, turn, knit to the front, turn, knit

within 18 stitches of under arm, turn. Repeat

this, leaving 4 stitches on the under-arm side

until 8 stitches are remaining at front. Knit

across next row, bind off.

Work the other side to correspond with this,

sew up under-arm seam.

With steel needle pick up the stitches along

the front, and with white yarn double, knit

3 ribs on wooden needles, bind off loosely. At

bottom of jacket pick up the stitches, and with

white yarn double knit 3 ribs on wooden

needles, then with pink double make beading

as follows : Knit 2 stitches, * yarn over

needle 2 times, knit 2 stitches together. Re-

peat from * across. Knit back, and knit the

yarn over needle as a stitch, transfer to steel

needle and with white yarn knit one rib or 2

needles, then knit 2 and purl 2 for 7 rows, bind

ofi loosely.

At neck pick up all stitches, and with white

yarn double knit 2 ribs on wooden needles,

then with pink make beading like bottom of

jacket, also finish like same.

For cuff work same as neck, sew up sleeve,

draw ribbon through the beading at neck,

waist and cuffs.

The whole field of knitting is covered by Columbia Yarns—they include every kind and color

wanted
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Ladies' Eton Waist
Fold ColumbiaMATERIAL—

4

Germantown
4 hanks Gray lYi hanks Pink

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported

Germantown
5 hanks Gray 2 hanks Pink

or of any two contrasting colors

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 38-INCH BUST

With Gray make a chain of 154 stitches,

turn.

First Row—In the 4th stitch from hook

make i D C, and i D C in each of the next

2 stitches, * skip I chain stitch, make a group

of 3 D C, I in each of 3 chain stitches. Repeat

from * to end of row (there will be 38 groups

of 3 D C), break off yarn.

Second Row—With Pink fasten yarn with

a Sg. C on top of ist D C of previous row, *

3 chain and i Sg. C between each group of 3

D C of previous row. Repeat from * to end

of row, break off yarn.

Third Row—With Gray make a group of

4 D C in every 3 chain stitches of Pink. Re-

peat across the row. Break off yarn.

Fourth, Sixth, and Eighth Rows—Like 2d

row.

Fifth, Seventh, and Ninth Rows—Like 3d

row.

Tenth Row—With Pink make
and I Sg. C between 4 groups, next

widen, work across within 6 groups,

same way as in starting.

Eleventh Row—Like 3d row.

Twelfth Row—Work over 15

widen on the i6th group, work over 10 groups,

widen on 27th group, work over 15 groups.

Thirteenth Row—Like 3d row.

Fourteenth, Eighteenth and Twenty-second

Rows—Like lOth row, widen only in the two
fronts and on two groups.

Fifteenth, Seventeenth, Nineteenth. Twen-
ty-first, Twenty-third and Twenty-fifth Rows
—Like 3d row.

Sixteenth and Twentieth Rows—Like 12th

3 chain

2 groups

widen in

groups.

row, widen only in the back on one group each

side.

Twenty-sixth Row—Like 2d row.

Divide the waist in 3 sections.

Right Froxt—With Gray work 16 groups

and break off yarn.

Next row, with Pink work over 15 groups,

break off yarn; with Gray make 15 groups,

with Pink work over 14 groups; now work 4
rows of 14 groups, then with Pink skip one

group every time at the front until there are

6 groups left, this finishes the right front

;

make the other front to correspond.

Back—Skip 4 groups for each armhole, and

work 20 groups for 6 rows, with Gray and 5

rows with Pink, then decrease i group each

side until 10 groups are left.

Sew the shoulder together.

Around the entire garment work 2 rows of

Sg. C and finish with a picot edge, also around

the armholes, and fasten with button.

Ask for Columbia—insist on Columbia—take notJiin^ but Columbia—// you n-ould have the

best yarn
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Ladies' Columbia Crocheted Vest

MATERIAL—Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

2 hanks

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 36-INCH BUST

Make a chain of 75 stitches and join (for

the armhole).

First Row—Sg. C into each chain.

Second Row—Turn and Sg. C, taking the

back stitch, forming the rib or sh"pper stitch.

Increase on the 38th stitch by placing 3 stitches

into one, finish the row plain.

Third Row—-Add 6 chain stitches, take up

each chain with a Sg. C, finish the row plain,

taking up the chain at the end of row (which

forms a gore under the arm).

Fourth Row—Add 6 chain, taking them up

as in the 3d row. Increase on the 49th stitch.

finish the row.

The most expert crocheter can't make bright and beautiful garments fro7n dull, uninteresting

yarn
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Ladies' Columbia Crocheted Vest
(continued)

Fifth Row—Add 6 chain, row plain.

Sixth Row—Add 6 chain, increase on the

59th stitch, finish the row.

Seventh Row—Add b chain, row plain.

Eighth Row—^Add 6 chain, increase on the

70th stitch, finish the row.

Ninth Row—Add 6 chain, row plain.

Tenth Row—Turn and increase on the 76th

stitch, finish the row plain.

Eleventh Row—Turn, row plain.

Twelfth Row—Turn and increase on the

77th stitch, finish the row.

Thirteenth Row—Plain.

Fourteenth Row—Increase on the 78th

stitch, finish the row.

Fifteenth Row—Plain.

Sixteenth Row—Increase on the 79th stitch,

finish the row.

Seventeenth Row—Plain.

Eighteenth Row—Increase on the 80th

stitch.

Nineteenth Row—Increase on th*^ 1st stitch,

finish the row plain.

Twentieth Row—-Increase on the 8ist stitch.

Twenty-first Row—Plain.

Twenty-second Row—Increase on the 82d
stitch.

Twenty-third Row—Increase on the 1st

stitch, row plain.

Twenty-fourth Row—Increase on the 83d
stitch, finish the row. (24th row finishes the

shoulder.)

Twenty-fifth Row—Turn and crochet 85
stitches.

Twenty-sixth Row—Turn and decrease i

stitch, finish row plain, break yarn at the end

of row.

Twenty-seventh Row—Leave aside 40
stitches, crochet the remaining stitches. De-
crease I at end of the row.

Twenty-eighth Row—Turn, decrease i

stitch, finish short row, break the yarn.

Twenty-ninth Row—Add 7 stitches, crochet

plain, decreasing at end of row.

Thirtieth Row—Turn, decrease i stitch,

finish the row and break off the yarn.

"The process of knitting by hand was known
although it is not known in what country

Thirty-first Row—Add 7 stitches, crochet

plain, decreasing at end of row.

Thirty-second Row—Turn, decrease i stitch,

finish the row and break the yarn.

Thirty-third Row—Same as 31st.

Thirty-fourth Row—Same as 32d.

Thirty-fifth Row—Add the rest of the

stitches, crochet plain, decreasing at end of

row.

Thirty-sixth Row—Decrease i stitch, finish

row plain.

Thirty-seventh Row—Turn, crochet plain,

decrease at end of row.

Thirty-eighth Row—Turn, decrease i stitch,

finish row plain.

Thirty-ninth Row—Same as 37th.

Fortieth Row—Same as 38th.

Forty-first Row—Turn, increase on the ist

stitch, crochet plain, and decrease at end of

row.

Forty-second Row—Decrease ist stitch, fin-

ish row plain.

Forty-third, Forty-fifth and Fortj'-seventh

Rows—Same as 41st.

Forty-fourth, Fort\'-sixth and Forty-eighth

Rows—Same as 42d row. (This finishes the

front of the vest.)

Now leave i stitch lay on the shoulder and

pick up 82 stitches (for the back), crochet

back and forth on these 82 stitches, until you

have 18 ribs (or 36 rows), counting from the

armhole. This is half of the vest. Crochet

the other half to correspond, joining the 2 parts

with a slip stitch.

Border—Make 3 rows of Sg. C (always

taking up the full stitch) all around the

vest, mitre the corners, putting 3 stitches

into I.

Fourth Row—Right front, 8 Sg. C, 2 chain,

skip 2 stitches, 10 Sg. C, 2 chain, skip 2 stitches,

10 Sg. C, 2 chain, skip 2 stitches, continue this

until you have 6 buttonholes, finish the row
plain. Add 3 more rows all around, making

7 rows in all. Finish with I row of Sg. C
around the armhole. Sew 6 gilt buttons on the

left front.

in England at the end of the fifteenth century,

it originated."—A. Barlow : "Weaving"
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Ladies' Kimona

Columbia ZephyrMATERIAL
Floss

J, 1^^^^,^^

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 38 AND 40-IXCH BUST

Back—Make a chain of 38 stitches.

First Row—A shell of 6 D C in the 5th

stitch from hook, * skip 2 stitches, i Sg. C
in the next stitch, skip 2 stitches, I shell of

6 D C in the next stitch. Repeat from * to

end of row (having 6 shells), chain 3, and

turn.

Second Row—3 D C in the 1st Sg. C, * i

Sg. C in the middle of shell, i shell of 6 D C

in the next Sg. C. Repeat from * to end of

row ending with a half shell, chain i and

turn.

Third Row— i shell of 6 D C in the ist Sg.

C of previous row, * i Sg. C in middle of

shell, I shell of 6 D C in the next Sg. C.

Repeat from * to end of row, chain 3 and

turn.

Repeat these two rows until 7 rows are

complete, increase, starting with a whole shell

instead of half shell, increase in every row"

until there are 12 shells in the row, then

crochet without increasing for 28 rows, work-

ing both sides straight.

Shoulder—Work back and forth on 4.

shells for 18 rows, work the other shoulder to

correspond.

Then make one front after the following;

rule, and the other to correspond: Make a

chain of 38 stitches for under arm, work 6

shells on this, there will be 10 shells in all,

w^ork back and forth on these 10 shells for

18 rows, break off yarn. Skip lYz shells at

the under arm, crochet to the front, turn, work:

back, skip i shell, turn. Repeat this until i

shell is left, break off yarn. (Work around

garment 2 long D C and i chain stitch be-

tween and finish with a fringe of 16 chain

stitches fasten in each stitch.) Sew up the

seams under armhole.

Sleeves—Make a chain of 100 stitches,

work 16 shells on this. Work back and forth

for 23 rows, keep both sides straight. Finish

with two long D C and i chain stitch around

the three sides, then with a fringe of 16 chain

stitches fasten in each stitch. Sew sleeves into

armholes. Draw ribbon through the row of

D C around the entire garment. Finish with

a bow at the back of neck.

Every kind of merchandise has its "standard"—the best of its class—Columbia is the Stand-

ard" among yarns
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Invalid's Bed Jacket

MATERIAL—Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

3 hanks

2 Bone Knitting Needles, lO-inch, No. 4

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14

INSTRUCTIONS

Cast on bone needles 90 stitches, knit plain

for 100 rows. Add 70 stitches on each side of

needle for sleeves. Knit plain for 60 rows.

On the next row knit 105 stitches plain. Bind

off 20 stitches, place the remaining 105 stitches

on spare needle.

Take up the first 105 stitches, add 15

stitches on the left-hand side of needle for

the right front. Knit plain for 60 rows. Bind

of? 70 stitches on the right-hand side of needle

(this forms the sleeve). Knit the remaining

stitches plain for 100 rows.

Take up the spare needle with the 105

stitches, add 15 stitches on the right-hand side

of needle. Knit the left front to correspond.

The gusset under the arm is made separate

and sewed in.

Gusset—Cast on 14 stitches and knit

square.

With steel needles knit 24 rows plain all

around the jacket, and 36 rows on the sleeve

for turned-back cuff.

With steel needles knit 4 rows around the

neck, then a row of holes, then 24 rows for

turned-down collar. Sew up the seams under

the arms, also the sleeves.

You will find thai ivhere a people are dominated by a passion for cleanliness, they also demand

that whatever material is used in any of their industries be of the best of its class. 1 he

Dutch are an example of this.
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Ladies' Knitted Skirt

MATERIAL—Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

12 hanks White
2 hanks Blue

2 Bone Knitting Needles, lo-inch, No. i

INSTRUCTIONS
Note—This skirt is made in three sections.

Cast on i8o stitches with Blue, and knit

3 rows plain.

Fourth Row—With White, plain.

Fifth Row—With White, purl.

Sixth Row—Knit i, throw over, knit 3,

slip I on needle, knit 2 together, pass slip

stitch over these 2, knit 3, throw over, knit i,

throw over, knit 3, slip i on needle, knit 2

together, pass slip stitch over these 2, knit 3,

so on to the end of needle.

Seventh Row—Purl; see that the same
number of stitches are on needle ( 180 stitches).

Eighth Row—Like 6th row.

Ninth, Eleventh, Thirteenth, Fifteenth and
Seventeenth Rows—Like 7th row, purl.

Tenth, Twelfth, Fourteenth and Sixteenth

Rows—Like 6th row.

Eighteenth Row—^With Blue, plain.

Nineteenth Row—With Blue, plain.

Twentieth Row—With White, plain.

Only one way H make knitted skirts fine and soft and fluffy. Use Columbia Yarns
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Ladies' Knitted Skirt

purl 3,

purl 5,

5, purl

(CONTIN

Twenty-first Row—With White, purl.

Twenty-second, Twenty-fourth, Twenty-
sixth and Twenty-eighth Rows—Like 6th

row.

Twenty-third, Twenty-fifth, Twenty-sev-

enth and Tw^enty-ninth Rows—Like 7th row,

purl.

Thirtieth Row—With Blue, plain.

Thirty-first Row—With Blue, plain.

Thirty-second Row—^With White, plain.

Thirty-third Row—Purl 1, knit 8, purl i,

knit 8, so on to the end of needle.

Thirty-fourth Row—Purl 7, knit 2, purl 7,

knit 2, so on to the end of needle.

Thirty-fifth Row—Purl 3, knit 6,

knit 6, so on to the end of needle.

Thirty-sixth Row—Purl 5, knit 4,

knit 4, so on to the end of needle.

Thirty-seventh Row—Purl 4, knit

4, knit 5, so on to the end of needle.

Thirty-eighth Row—Purl 3, knit 6

Thirty-ninth Row—Purl 7, knit 2.

Fortieth Row—Purl i, knit 8.

Forty-first Row—-Purl i, knit 8.

Forty-second Row—Purl 7, knit 2.

Forty-third Row—Purl 3, knit 6.

Forty-fourth Row—Purl 5, knit 4.

Forty-fifth Row—Purl 4, knit 5.

Forty-sixth Row—Purl 3, knit 6.

Fort^'-seventh Row—Purl 7, knit

WITH BLUE
Forty-eighth Row—Purl i, knit 8.

Forty-ninth Row—Purl i, knit 8.

Fiftieth Row— Purl 7, knit 2.

Fifty-first Row—Purl 3, knit 6.

Fifty-second Row—Purl 5, knit 4.

Fifty-third Row—Purl 4, knit 5.

Fifty-fourth Row—Purl 3, knit 6.

Fifty-fifth Row—Purl 7, knit 2.

WITH WHITE
Fifty-sixth Row—Purl i, knit 8.

Fifty-seventh Row—Purl i, knit 8.

Fifty-eighth Row—Purl 7, knit 2.

Fifty-ninth Row—Purl 3, knit 6.

Sixtieth Row—Purl 5, knit 4.

ued)

Sixty-first Row—Purl 4, knit 5.

Sixty-second Row—Purl 3, knit 6.

Sixty-third Row^—Purl 7, knit 2.

WITH BLUE
Sixty-fourth Row—Purl i, knit 8.

Sixty-fifth Row—Purl i, knit 8.

Sixty-sixth Row—Purl 7, knit 2.

Sixty-seventh Row—Purl 3, knit 6.

Sixty-eighth Row—Purl 5, knit 4.

Sixty-ninth Row—Purl 4, knit 5.

Seventieth Row—Purl 3, knit 6.

Seventy-first Row—Purl 7, knit 2.

WITH WHITE
Seventy-second Row—Purl i, knit 8.

Seventy-third Row"—Purl i, knit 8.

Seventy-fourth Row^—Purl 7, knit 2.

Seventy-fifth Row—Purl 3, knit 6.

Seventy-sixth Row—Purl 5, knit 4.

Seventy-seventh Row—Purl 4, knit 5.

Seventy-eighth Row—Purl 3, knit 6.

Seventy-ninth Row—Purl 7, knit 2.

WITH BLUE
Eightieth Row"—Purl i, knit 8.

Eighty-first Row—Purl i, knit 8.

Eighty-second Row—Purl 7, knit 2.

Eighty-third Row—Purl 3, knit 6.

Eighty-fourth Row—Purl 5, knit 4.

Eighty-fifth Row—Purl 4, knit 5.

Eighty-sixth Row—Purl 3, knit 6.

Eighty-seventh Row—Purl 7, knit 2 ; now
with White 18 points more.

Belt—Knit 2, purl 2 for 29 row-s, then

with Blue 4 rows, with White 6 rows, then

again with Blue 4 rows, now with White
knit 2, purl 2 for 2 rows, then knit i, purl I,

knit I, knit 2 together, so on to end of needle.

Next row knit i, purl i, end of needle, then

10 rows more, now knit 2 together, throw
over 2 times, knit 2 together, purl 1, knit r,

knit 2 together over 2 times, knit 2 together;

this forms the holes for rihbon. Now knit

across 4 times ; bind off. Crochet together on

the right side, then finish with a crochet edge

around, run the ribbon through the holes made
for it.

// "Cranford" icere an American story. Miss Matty would have used Columbia Yarn
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Ladies' Petticoat
CROCHETED

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia
Germantown

12 hanks Red
2^ hanks Navy Blue

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported
Germantown

14 hanks Red
3 hanks Navy Blue

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 5

INSTRUCTIONS
With red make a chain of 205 stitches.

First Row—Make a Sg. C in each of the

2d, 3d and 4th stitches; 3 Sg. C in the 5th

stitch and i in each of the 6th, 7th and 8th

stitches; * skip 2, and make i in each of the

next 3 stitches; 3 in the next; and i in each of

the next 3 stitches ; repeat from *

to end of row, turn (there will

be 23 points).

Second Row—Chain i, skip i,
*

and I Sg. C in each of the next

three stitches, 3 in centre stitch, i

Sg. C in each of the next 3 stitches,

skip 2, repeat from * to end of row

(always taking up the whole

stitch), turn. Repeat 2d row until

there are g rows.

Tenth Row—Chain i, skip i,

* I Sg. C in each of the next 2

stitches, 2 in next
; 3 in centre

stitch, 2 in the next, i in each of

the next 3 stitches; skip 2, repeat

from * to end of row. First widen-

ing points will have 4 stitches on

each side of centre group of 3

stitches, after 2d widening 5

stitches on each side, and so on.

Widen in this way every loth row

adding one stitch on each side of

the 3 centre stitches, until the skirt is long

enough to leave opening for placket. When
deep enough for placket, lap i point at one end

directly over the one at opposite end and

crochet through both. This makes the fly.

After lapping for placket work in the back

half of the stitch and around the skirt instead

of back and forth. Continue in this way and

widening every lOth row, until the points

will have 10 stitches on each side of centre

group of 3 stitches; make this the last widen-

ing; work 5 rounds of Navy Blue, then 5

rounds of Red, 5 rounds of Navy Blue and

Red alternately, then 5 rounds of Red and

finish with 5 rounds of Navy Blue. At top of

skirt make a row of D C with 2 chain stitches

between each D C, and edge it off with Navy
Blue in Sg. C. Draw ribbon through.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-rnark is on the label around every skein of yarn you buy
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Wristlets
KNIT

MATERIAL—Columbia Spanish

Knitting Yarn
y2 hank

3 Steel Knitting Needles No. 15

INSTRUCTIONS
Cast on 56 stitches, 2 right and 2 left, until

you have the desired length, then finish with a

crochet edge around the wrister.

Ladies' Stomacher
KNIT

MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia
Saxony

2 hanks

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 15

INSTRUCTIONS

Cast on 250 stitches

31 rows, 2 right and 2 left

52 rows plain

31 rows, 2 right and 2 left

Infants' Stomacher
KNIT

MATERIAL— 2 Fold Columbia Saxony

I hank
2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 15

INSTRUCTIONS
Cast on 150 stitches 72 rows plain

31 rows, 2 right and 2 left 31 rows, 2 right and 2 left

Fine ivool wears best, lasts longest and looks best. You cannot afford to buy of the dealer

ivho does not charge enough to pay for the best wool
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Ladies' Mittens
CROCHETED

MATERIAL—Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

I hank

I Bone Crochet Hook No, 3

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR SIZE 63/2 HAND

Begin with a chain of 40 stitches, join, and

make 5 rows of slip stitches.

Sixth Row—Make slip stitch by picking up

the front edge of stitch
; 5 rows thus, and begin

the thumb. Make i chain, knit i stitch, make

I chain and continue as above around the row

—this increases the thumb.

Next row plain, next increases same as be-

fore. I row plain, continue in this manner

until you have 23 increased stitches ; be sure

to always make the increase in the same place

so as to form a gusset.

Close the 23 stitches together to form the

thumb, join, work on the 40 stitches for the

front of hand, 18 plain rows, and decrease by

drawing 2 stitches together to i, until you have

the desired width. Knit together to close the

front.

Finish the thumb by narrowing 2 stitches

at the joint, I row plain, narrow I stitch

at joint, leaving 19 stitches. Make 7 rows

plain, narrow 2 stitches each row to make

point.

Finish the cuff, make I row i D C in each

stitch, next row I D C, skip i stitch, i D C,

stitch back in the stitch you skipped, next row

I Sg. C, 2 chain stitches, i D C all around the

mitt.

A true gift is not a commodity, but rather an expression, and no bought thing as a gift can em-
body the delicate sentiment of giving so completely as the ivork of your own hands and
brain.
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Ladies' Bed Shoes

157

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown
13^ hanks Gray
14 hank Pink

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
2 hanks Gray
y. hank Pink

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 12

INSTRUCTIONS
(Note—A rib is over

With Gray cast on 122 stitches, knit plain

1 rib, then with Pink i rib, so on alternately

till there are 4 ribs of Pink and 5 of Gray.

Knit 2 and purl 2 for 2 rows. On the 3d

row knit 2 and purl 2, 58 stitches, purl

2 together, knit 2 (these 2 plain stitches will

continue to the top), purl 2 together, knit 2

and purl 2, 58 stitches, turn, next row. Knit

2 and purl 2, 57 stitches, knit 2 together, purl

2, knit 2 together, knit 2 and purl 2. 57

stitches. Continue this way decreasing 2

stitches every row until you have 58 stitches

left. Knit 2 and purl 2 for 3 more rows,

\\ithout decreasing.

and back, or 2 rows)

Knit I row and purl i row, knit I row and

purl I row; with Pink knit 2 rows plain and

purl 1 row and again i row plain; with Gray

knit I and purl i row, with Pink knit 2 rows

plain, then make i row of holes, knit 2,
*

yarn over needle 2 times, knit 2 stitches to-

gether, knit 2, repeat from * to end of needle,

knit I row plain.

With gray knit I and purl i row; with

Pink knit 2 rows, purl I row. knit i row; with

Gray knit i and purl i row, finish the top

w ith Pink, make a shell of b D C and i Sg. C.

Sew or crochet up the sole and the back of

the shoe.

You may pay less for some other yarn, but it icon't go as far as Columbia. And the results

are not to be compared
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Bedroom Shoes
CROCHETED

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

I hank Pink

I hank Gray

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
lYz hanks Pink

ijS/2 hanks Gray

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3 or 4
I pair Lamb's Wool Soles, Size 6

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR SIZE 6

Beginning with the Gray yarn make a

chain of 16 stitches.

First Row—Make 7 Sg. C stitches into each

following chain, then 3 Sg. C into the 8th

stitch, then 7 Sg. C.

Second Row—Plain, Sg. C, picking up the

back stitch to form a rib.

Third Row—Pink, 8 Sg. C, 3 Sg. C into

the 9th stitch, then 8 Sg. C.

Fourth Row—Plain.

Continue like this until you have 17 ribs

(9 Gray and 8 Pink), the last row having 24

stitches on each side of centre stitch. Pick up

24 stitches and add a chain of 16 stitches.

Crochet back and forth on 39 stitches until

you have 31 ribs (16 Pink and 15 Gray), then

join to the front of the shoe.

With the Gray yarn make i chain and i

D C into each rib around the top of the shoe

to hold the ribbon, then 2 rows of Sg. C.

Finish with a Pink shell of 6 D C into the

3d stitch, skip 3 stitches and make i of Sg. C,

making i chain between each D C.

8 shells around the top of the shoe.

The exquisite softness and purity of Columbia Yarns make them pre-eminently the material

for bedroom slippers
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Ladies' Boots
KNIT

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

I hank each of 2 Colors

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
iy2 hanks each of 2 Colors

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14

I pair Lamb's Wool Soles, Size 6

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR SIZE 6

Stitches (56 stitches the topCast on 3 needles i

on each needle.)

First Row—Knit 3 plain, seam 3.

Second Row—Same as ist.

Third Row—Same as 1st.

Fourth Row—Seam 3, knit 3 plain.

Fifth Row—Same as 4th.

Sixth Row—Same as 4th.

Seventh Row—Repeat 1st row.

Eighth Row—Repeat ist row.

Ninth Row—Repeat 1st row.

Tenth Row—In the middle of i of the

needles knit 2 of the plain ones together; this

leaves 2 plain stitches, which will continue to

...„ .„^. Repeat i, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6 rows, narrow-

ing each time each side of your 2 stitches. Con-

tinue until you have 7 blocks. Then knit

around 3 times, seaming every stitch, narrow-

ing each side of j'our 2 plain stitches. With

your light yarn, knit around plain once. - Nar-

row, beginning with your 2 plain stitches and,

using I of the plain stitches, knit 2 together,

seam 2, plain 2, seam 2, plain 2, until you get

around to the 2 first plain, then knit i with

your 1st plain stitch.

Continue this until you have 54 stitches left.

Then knit without narrowing until you have

made the work as long as desired. Bind oflE.

Crochet fancy top with dark yarn.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of yarn you buy
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Ladies' Slippers
CROCHETED

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

I hank Dark

I hank Light

of any contrasting colors

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
ijA hanks Dark

i^ hanks Light

I pair Lamb's Wool Soles, Size 5

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR SIZES 4 OR 5

First Row—With Light yarn make a chain

of 14 stitches, which will allow you i stitch

for turning, then crochet b stitches, and in-

crease 2 extra stitches in the 7th stitch, crochet

6 and i chain, turn.

Second Row—Crochet across (taking the

stitches or loops from the back, this makes the

rib) without increasing, yo will then have

formed i rib of vamp. Then with Dark yarn

make i chain and turn. Continue, making

7 ribs of Light, and b of Dark, increasing 2

stitches in the centre of each rib.

To begin sides take up 14 stitches, make b

ribs, then increasing i stitch on the upper side

by making 2 chain instead of i, continue

widening every rib until there are 22 stitches,

make 3 ribs without increasing, decrease in

like manner until you have 14 stitches, make

b ribs connect at left side.

Top of Slipper— ist Row— i D C and i

chain between on every rib.

Second Row—A shell of 2 D C with i

chain between in every other space.

Third Row—* I D C in I shell of 2 D C,

I shell of 4 D C in the next. Repeat from *

around.

Fourth Row—* i shell of 5 D C with i

picot between each D C in shell of 4 of previ-

ous row, then i Sg. C on top of the i D C. Re-

peat from * around. Work these 4 rows on

foundation, and sew the shell in place, run

ribbon through the 1st row and make a bow.

Coliinihia Yarn is tlie best, and therefore the eheapcst
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Ladies' Slippers

MATERIAL—4 Fold

Columbia Germantown
I hank Dark
I hank Light

of any two contrasting colors

or 4 Fold Columbia Im-
ported Germantown

iYj hanks Dark
134 hanks Light

1 pair Lamb's-Wool Soles, Size 5

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14
I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR SIZE 5

Cast on with Dark yarn 15 stitches.

First Row—Knit plain.

Second Row—Purl.

Third Row—Knit plain.

Fourth Row—With Light yarn knit 6,

increase i in this way (insert the needle in

the stitch, make a stitch, then in the back of

same stitch make another stitch, now slip the

stitch off the needle, this gives you 2 stitches

in i), knit i, increase I, knit 6.

Fifth Row—Purl.

Sixth Row—Knit 7, increase l, knit l, in-

crease I, knit 7.

Seventh Row—With Dark knit plain.

Eighth Row—^Knit plain.

Ninth Row—Purl.

Tenth Row—Knit plain.

Eleventh Row—With light yarn knit 8, in-

crease I, knit I, increase I, knit 8.

Twelfth Row—Purl.

Thirteenth Row—Knit 9, increase I, knit i,

increase i, knit g.

Fourteenth Row—Purl.

Fifteenth and Sixteenth Rows—With Dark,

knit plain.

Seventeenth Row—Purl.

Continue knitting this way, increase only

in the Light stripes, until there are 51 stitches

on the needle (9 Light and 10 Dark stripes),

on the last row of Dark stripe knit 20, bind

off II, knit 20, slip 20 stitches on a safety pin,

and knit on the remaining stitches, starting

with light yarn back and forth until the stripe

reaches to the heel of the sole, bind off.

Slip stitches from safety pin on needle, and

knit this side to correspond with the other,

bind off and join.

Ruche For Top of Slippers—First Row
—With Dark yarn cast on 6 stitches, knit plain

across.

Second Row—Insert the needle in the stitch

as if you were going to kni": it, wind the yarn

over the needle, and round the forefinger of

left hand 4 times, bring the yarn up and

round the right hand needle, then knit the

stitch, which will have the appearance of 4

in I.

With Light yarn repeat ist and 2d rows,

then with Dark yarn, until the ruche is long

enough to go around the top of slipper.

Make 2 rows of D C and i chain between,

and sew ruche on this. Finish with tassel and

cord.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of yarn you buy
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Bedroom Slippers

CROCHETED

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

ij^ hanks

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown

2 hanks

I Bone Crochet Needle No. 3

I pair Lamb's Wool Soles, Size 5

lYi yards No. 7 Satin Ribbon for Bows

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR SIZE 5

First Row-Make a chain of 17 stitches, stitches in the centre of each rib, 16 stitches
which will allow you i stitch for turning, on the side of slipper, 28 ribs around slipper,
then crochet 7 stitches and increase 2 extra Join on wrong side, taking up the back stitch
stitches in the 8th stitch, then crochet 7 of side and vamp ; this will make a neat join-
stitches. •

J -11 1ing and will not show on the outside.
Second Row—Now crochet across, taking Turn-over, top of slipper-

up the back stitch without increasing; you will 16 stitches wide, 26 ribs in length •

finish
then have formed i rib of vamp. Continue with picot edge, 3 Sg. C, then chain 3 and
making 12/3 ribs for vamp, increasing 2 extra catch inside of stitch just made.

// isn't economy to buy inferior yarns because they are lower in price than Columbia
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Ladies' Slippers
(knit)

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

I hank Dark
I hank Light

Of any two contrasting colors

or 4 Fold Columbia Im-

ported Germantown
\y2 hanks Dark
i}4 hanks Light

1 pair Lambs-Wool Soles, Size 4
2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

Cast on with dark yarn 15 stitches.

First Row—Knit plain.

Second Row—Knit 6, increase I, knit I, in-

crease I, knit 6.

Third Row—Knit plain without increasing.

Fourth Row—Knit plain without increasing.

Fifth Row—With light yarn knit 7, in-

crease I, knit 1, increase i, knit 7.

Sixth Row—Purl across.

Seventh Row—Knit plain across.

Eighth Row—Purl 8, increase i, purl i, in-

crease I, purl 8.

Ninth Row—With dark yarn knit plain

across.

Tenth Row—Knit plain across.

Eleventh Row—Knit plain across.

Twelfth Row—Knit 9, increase I, knit i,

increase i, knit 9.

Thirteenth Row—Knit plain across.

Fourteenth Row—Knit plain across.

Fifteenth Row—Knit plain across.

Sixteenth Row—With light yarn knit 10,

increase i, knit i, increase i, knit 10.

Seventeenth Row—Purl across.

Eighteenth Row—Knit plain across.

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR SIZE 4

Nineteenth Row—Purl across.

Twentieth Row—With dark yarn knit II,

increase i, knit i, increase i, knit 11.

Continue knitting this way, increase 2

stitches every 3d row, until there are 53

stitches on the needle (the 3 centre stitches

are always for the increasing of the vamp).

Then knit 20 stitches, bind off 13 stitches in

centre, knit 20 stitches (there will be 8 dark

and 7 light stripes). Slip 20 stitches on a

safety-pin, and knit on the remaining stitches,

starting with light yarn, back and forth, until

the strip reaches to the heel of the sole. Bind

off.

Slip stitches from safety-pin on needle and

knit this side to correspond with the other, bind

off, and join.

With dark yarn cast on 1 1 stitches and knit

a strip for the turnover around the top, bind

off.

Crochet I row of i D C and i chain around

top of slipper, crochet or sew strip onto it,

finish edge with chain of dark and light;

take up I stitch with light, chain 3, then take

up next stitch with dark, chain 3, cross the

light over the dark and i Sg. C next to the

dark and continue in like manner all around

the strip. Run elastic through top. Finish

with ribbon bow on toe.

Whether a yarn is cheap depends not only upon what it costs, but what it does
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Men's Sweater

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown
14 hanks

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
18 hanks

2 Bone Needles, 14-inch, No. 2

4 Steel Needles No. 15

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 36-IXCH CHEST

Commence with steel needles (one-half of

sweater), either back or front, bottom border

in Brioche stitch.

Cast on for border at bottom 26 stitches.

Knit I plain, * wrap, slip i, knit 2 together,

repeat from *, always knitting first and last

stitch plain. Do this until you have 100 rows

knitted (i needle being a row). Be sure to

slip the stitch that was knitted together in pre-

vious row, and the wrap and I to be knitted

together, so as to have the same number of

stitches every row. The 100 rows make the

half of the width of the sweater. Bind off

easily.

With bone needles pick up on one side of

border sufficient number of stitches, knitting

You'll spoil your sweater right at the start by using inferior yarns. Use Columbi
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Men's Sweater
(continued)

twice into same stitches, for half of sweater,

which should be 124 for 36 inches or 136 for

38 inches, increasing 12 stitches for every size

larger, and decreasing 12 stitches for every

size smaller, the sizes being designated by even

numbers.

Now knit ribbed, 2 purl, 2 plain, until you

have 130 needles knitted, or more if you desire

it longer under the arms (this is up to the

armhole mark for armhole), then rib continu-

ously until you have 60 more needles for arm-

hole. The entire length of sweater with bor-

der should measure 32 inches before beginning

the shoulder.

Commence shoulder, adding i stitch to each

end, making 126 stitches; use steel needles;

knit I row plain.

Pattern for shoulder:

First Row— ist stitch plain, 3 plain, 3 purl,

continue to end of row, last stitch plain.

Second Row— ist plain, purl i, * 3 plain,

3 purl, * repeat from * to *, purl 2, last stitch

plain.

Third Row— ist plain, i plain, *
3 purl, 3

plain, * repeat from * to *, last stitch plain.

Fourth Row— ist plain, *
3 purl, 3 plain,

* repeat from * to *, last stitch plain.

Fifth Row— 1st plain, 2 purl, *
3 plain, 3

purl, * repeat from * to *, i purl, last stitch

plain.

Sixth Row— 1st plain, 2 plain, *
3 purl, 3

plain, * repeat from * to *, 2 purl, last stitch

plain.

Seventh Row"—First plain, *
3 plain, 3 purl,

* repeat from * to *, last stitch plain.

Eighth Row— 1st plain, i purl, *
3 plain,

3 purl, * repeat from * to *, purl 2, last stitch

plain.

Ninth Row— ist plain, i plain, *
3 purl, 3

plain, * repeat from * to *, 2 plain, last stitch

plain.

Tenth Row— ist plain, 2 purl, * 3 purl, 3

plain, * repeat from * to *, last stitch plain.

Eleventh Row— ist plain, 2 purl, * 3 plain,

3 purl, * repeat from * to *, i purl, last stitch

plain.

Twelfth Row— ist plain, 2 plain, * 3 purl,

3 plain, * repeat from * to *, last stitch plain.

Thirteenth Row—Plain; binding off 37

stitches on each end for shoulders leaves 52 in

centre for neck, which must be increased to

65, by knitting twice in the same stitch, every

4th stitch of the ist row of neck, which should

be done in plain knitting. Knit the other half

of sweater exactly like first half, then join at

neck, dividing the 130 stitches of the 2 sides

of neck on 3 needles (steel). Knitting tightly

ribbed, i purl, i plain, until the neck ribbing

measures from 8 to 9 inches, according to

length required. Finish off with 12 rows like

shoulder pattern for border of neck.

Sleeve—Cast on bone needles 122 stitches,

ribbing 2 plain, 2 purl, alternately for 40 row^s;

knit I stitch plain at the beginning and end

of row, knitting 2 together at each end every

seventh row until you have narrowed 5 times,

losing 10 stitches, then continue the ribbing

until the sleeve measures 17 or 19 inches from

shoulder and 112 stitches wide. Take steel

needles, knit I row plain and 6 rows of

shoulder pattern, knit I row plain, narrow off

8 stitches in different parts of the row until

}ou have 104 left.

Finish with cuffs ribbed I plain, I purl,

alternately, 6 inches in length, close sweater

from armhole to bottom, close sleeves and

place seam of sleeves in the hollow of armhole,

where sweater is joined.

'The u'oman uho can make the articles in this book as gifts for her friends reaps a double pleas-

ure: the satisfaction that springs from the ivork itself and the graciousness of giving of
the fruit of her own hands.
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Men's Golf Jacket

%i^w

MATERIAL—Columbia Worsted
Knitting Yarn

6 hanks

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. i6

4 Bone Knitting Needles, 14-inch, No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 36-INCH CHEST

Cast on bone needle 290 stitches, knit i,

purl I for 144 rows, or 18 inches long; on the

145th row knit i, purl i for 68 stitches.

This is for right-hand side of jacket. Bind

off 6 stitches, knit i, purl i for 142 stitches,

bind off 6 stitches, then knit i, purl i for 68

stitches. This is for left-hand side of jacket.

This divides the jacket in 3 sections. Now
knit and purl the 68 stitches for 20 rows ; on

the 20th row knit 2 together at the end of the

needle toward the front, decrease i stitch every

other row until you have 46 stitches left and

65 rows. This is the left side.

Now work the back for 65 rows, then bind

ofif 46 stitches together with the left side, the

seam is to be seen. Leave the rest of the

stitches from the back on the needle.

Now work the right side to correspond with

the left, then bind ofi 46 stitches with the back

together. There will be 50 stitches left.

Keep them on the needle, pick up the stitches

along the 2 fronts, divide them on 3 or 4
needles, knit plain, and increase i stitch at each

point every other row, work 6 rows, or 3 ribs,

now knit the buttonholes on the left side.

Knit them in this way: Knit g, bind off 3,

knit 9, so on to the end of needle. Next row

cast on 3 stitches over the bind-ofif on the pre-

vious row, knit plain 6 rows more. Bind oflf

loosely.

Sleeves—Cast on 130 stitches, knit i, purl

I for 130 rows, slip stitches on steel needles,

and decrease to 86 stitches for cuffs; this is

done by knitting 2 stitches together, then purl

I, then 2 together, so on vmtil you have 85

stitches. Make the cuff 60 rows long, bind off

loosely and crochet the sleeve together and

into the armhole.

Face the jacket on both sides and around

the neck, sew over the buttonholes and sew

button on the right side.

For 38-inch chest, knit 15 stitches more;

this will make each front from the armhole 5

stitches more, and 5 stitches more for the back.

The same directions will answer for 40-inch

chest, knitting 30 stitches more, and 15 stitches

more for sleeve.

"//; her doorsiU the oged widoic, knitting for a thin livelihood, sits to feel the afternoon sun"

—Carlyle : "Sartor Resartus"
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Men's Vests
WORKED ON CANVAS

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown
About 6 hanks

Pearsall's Washing Filoselle

3 dozen skeins, more or less, according to design selected

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
9 hanks

I Coarse Embroidery Needle

Note—A p p r o p r iate

Colors for yarn are Black,

Navy Blue, Cardinal,

Hunter's Green, etc., and

W h i t e or Contrasting

Color for Silk.

kfriffrrrfM::
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INSTRUCTIONS
Any of the following

8 designs can be made
by first drawing the

shape of vest on the

canvas, and then work-

ing the pattern by

counting number of

spaces on canvas to each

stitch, as shown by the

illustration, in which
the dark portions repre-

sent the yarn and the

light the silk.

Even if in the long run Columbia Yarns were not almost as inexpensive as others, you still ought

to buy them; for beauty and perfected excellence in the things around you are qualities

beyond price, and doing ivithout them is starving your own nature.
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Men's Vests
(continued)
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You ahvays get your money's ivorth in Columbia Yarns—the best and most economical
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Men's Vests
(continued)
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Men's Tricot Vest

MATERIAL—8 Fold Columbia Germantown

9 hanks

Pearsall's Washing Filoselle

2 dozen skeins of any Contrasting Color

or 8 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
12 hanks

1 Bone Crochet Hook No. 6

I Coarse Embroidery Needle for Silk

INSTRUCTIONS
This well-known stitch Is one of the best ished, work in Filoselle, with embroidery

for men's vest, and the simplest method is to needle, a twisted stitch over the upright bars,

work a straight piece of tricot of the required passing the needle in a slanting direction from

length and width. This should be afterward right to left under each bar.

cut and shaped by a tailor, who makes the

proper incisions for the pockets. Note—An experienced worker may prefer

Make a chain of 63 (more or less, according to cut out a vest pattern of the required size

to the width required, but this is a good aver- in thick brown paper, and shape her work to

age number). Proceed to work in tricot 2 it by increasing and decreasing in the ordinary

pieces the required size. When these are fin- way. This will take rather less yarn.

You can "get along" uitliout Columbia Yarns, but why should you?
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Men's Vest
WORKED ON CANVAS

171

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown
6 hanks

Pearsall's Washing Filoselle

4 dozen skeins of any Contrasting Color

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
8 hanks

I yard Penelope Canvas No. i

1 Coarse Embroidery Needle

INSTRUCTIONS
Having drawn the shape of the vest on the

canvas, work with yarn as follows: Begin-

ning at the right-hand corner, work a long",

upright stitch covering 6 threads of the canvas.

In succession work 4 more similar stitches,

each stitch being begun i thread higher from

the bottom and extending i thread higher at

the top. After this 5th stitch reverse the next

4 stitches, by beginning each of them i thread

lower on the canvas, each stitch covering 6

threads as before. From this point it will

always be found that the 4th stitch makes the

point of the vandyke upward and downward.

Each row of yarn Vandykes is separated by a

narrow vandyke in Filoselle, for which you

leave 2 threads of canvas between the yarn

Vandykes. Work the Filoselle in these spaces

after the yarn is completed, as it looks fresher

and brighter if put in last.

'Cheap" yarns make cheap looking garments. Columbia Yarns make the best garments
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Men's Bicycle and Golf Vest

MATERIAL—4 Fold or 8 Fold Columbia Germantown

2 hanks Dark Red (ground work)
I hank Darker Red (border and pockets)

1 skein Black, White or Rose Color Filoselle

for the Embroidery

or 4 or 8 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
23/2 hanks Dark Red (ground work)
i^ hanks Darker Red (border and pockets)

I Long Bone Crochet Hook No. 3
I Coarse Embroiderv Needle

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 38-IKCH CHEST

Note—W B means to work back.

Make a chain of 44 stitches with the Dark
Red yarn.

First Row—Take up 4 ; W B one by one.

Second Row—Take up the 4 of last row
and 4 more ; W B.

Third Row—Take up the 8 of last row and

3 more; W B.

Fourth Row—Increase by taking up i over

the chain, and then the loop after it. Take
up 3 more than the last row; W B.

Fifth Row—Take up the last row and 3

more ; W B. Continue to work in this

manner, taking up 3 more at each row. In*

crease at the beginning of the 8th and 15th

rows. When all the stitches are taken up,

work 2 whole rows. In the next row, which
will be about the 1 6th, decrease i at the end

Is "cheap" yarn really cheap? Crocheted articles tell their own story
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Men's Bicycle and Golf Vest
(continued)

by drawing the yarn through 2 loops instead

of 1, as you work back. Work 9 rows plain.

Twenty-sixth Row—Take up 13 loops.

Work a Sg. C on each of the next 18 stitches.

Take up the rest of the row; W B to the 1st

Sg. C, make 1 7 chain ; W B the rest. These
chains form the opening for the pocket.

Twenty-seventh Row—Increase i, take up

13 loops, 18 on the chain, take up the rest.

Increase before the last. 4 rows plain.

Thirty-second Row—Increase i at the end.

5 rows plain.

Thirty-eighth Row—Increase at each end.

5 rows plain.

Forty-fourth Row—Increase at the end. 6

rows plain.

Fifty-first Row—Increase at the end. 5

rows plain.

Fifty-seventh Row—Increase at the end. 5

rows plain. This brings you to the armhole.

Sixty-third Row—Leave 5 at the end un-

raised.

Sixty-fourth Row—Take up the 2d and 3d

loops together to decrease, also the 2 last loops,

j rows, decreasing at the end of each row.

Seventieth Row—Plain.

Seventy-first Row—Decrease at the end. 6

rows plain.

Seventy-eighth Row—Decrease in com-
mencing. 3 rows plain.

Neck—Eighty-second Row—Decrease by

working the 2 first together. Increase I at

the end. 6 rows, decreasing each row in com-
mencing.

Eighty-ninth Row—Decrease at the begin-

ning; increase at the end. 3 rows, decreasing

•each row in commencing.

Ninety-third Row—Decrease in commenc-
ing; increase at the end. i row plain.

Ninety-fifth Row—Like the 93d row. i

row plain.

Repeat these 2 rows 4 times. Keep the

right-hand side plain ; leave the last 6 un-

raised. Continue the rows, leaving 4 more

unraised each row, until there are only 4 left;

work these. A row of Sg. C to the end of

each successive little row.

Second Front—Work like the first, re-

versing all the decreasings and increasings

thus: Make the chain, take up all the stitches;

W B 4 only; take these up again, W B 8,

and so on, just reversing the directions in each

row.

Border—On the left side piece make the

buttonholes, as men's clothes always button

from the left over to the right. Work a row
of D C around the outside edge of the work,

3 stitches in the corner, work around the neck.

Second Row—Take up the edges of the

stitch in the last row ; take up each stitch with

the yarn before the loop, and the needle put

in at the back of the loop. This is making
the purl crochet on 2 rows alike, instead of

right and wrong side. Work 3 at the corner

of the neck and bottom of vest.

Third Row—D C.

Fourth Row—Same as 2d row. * Work to

the 2d stitch after the corner of tlie neck, 3

chain, miss 3 D C, 10 D C, * repeat from *

to * 6 times, then D C as before, 3 more rows

of D C and fasten ofF.

Pocket—Work a D C on the chain, cast

on above the pocket-hole and into the loop on

each side; 4 rows of D C on this and fasten

ofF. With 6 strands of the Filoselle, em-

broider the fronts. Bring up the embroidery

needle in the bottom of the 3d loop in the 4th

little row; put the needle in at the top of the

loop to the right, bring it out at the top of the

loop to the left, then insert it again where you

first brought it up. Work in this way on every

5th stitch ;
pass 2 rows, work another row on

the 3d row just between the 2 last little leaves,

and so on over the whole.

The fronts should be made up by a tailor

to fit the person for whom the vest is intended.

This we advise the more strongly, as the work
in making them up is very considerable.

To really love fine quality in the materials you work with ts in effect part of a general lave of

cleanliness, luhich chararterires the better class of civilized persons
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Men's Golf Vest
FOR DETAIL SEE AFGHAN STITCH, PAGE 56, AND DOUBLE-HOOK AFGHAN STITCH, PAGE 59

MATERIAL— 8 Fold Columbia
Germantown

5 hanks for fronts

4 Fold Columbia Germantown
3 hanks for back

or 8 Fold Columbia Imported
Germantown

7 hanks for fronts

4 Fold Columbia Imported Ger-

mantown
4 hanks for back

8 skeins of Rope Silk for the Embroidery
I Bone Crochet Hook, 12-inch, No. 6

I Double-end Crochet Hook, 12-inch, No. 7

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 38 OR 40-INCH CHEST

Right Front—With 8-fold Germantown

and hook No, 6, make a chain of 38 stitches.

First Row—Take up 7 stitches, work back

one by one.

Second Row—Take up 7 stitches and 5

more, work back.

Third Row—Take up 12 stitches and 5

more, work back.

Repeat this, taking up the stitches of the

last row, and always 5 more stitches until

you have taken up the 38 stitches, this will give

you 7 rows counting the front of vest.

Make 10 rows plain.

Eighteenth Row—Take up 18 stitches,

yarn over needle 16 times and skip 16 stitches,

take up the remaining 4, work back (taking

off as stitches what you have over the needle

16 times), this will make the opening for the

pocket.

Three rows plain.

Twenty-second Row—Increase i stitch at end

of row toward the back by taking i stitch be-

tween the last 2 stitches.

Three rows plain.

Make i row like 22d row.

Three rows plain.

Make i row like 22d row.

Three rows plain.

Make l row like 22d row.

Four rows plain.

Thirty-ninth Row—Leave 5 stitches at the

end of the row for the armhole, work back.

Fortieth Row—Leave 3 stitches at the end

of the row\ work back.

Forty-first Row—Decrease one stitch at the

What a disappointment to put your time and care into knitting a garment and find that the

yarn ivas inferior! Try Columbia next time
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Men's Golf Vest
(continued)

end of row, by taking 3d and 2d last stitches

together.

Forty-second Row—Like the 41st.

Forty-third Row—Plain.

Forty-fourth Row—Decrease i stitch at be-

ginning of row by making i stitch, then take

the next two stitches together.

Forty-fifth Row—Plain.

Forty-sixth Row—Decrease i at beginning

of row.

Forty-seventh Row—Plain.

Forty-eighth Row—Decrease i at beginning

of row.

Forty-ninth Row—Plain.

Fiftieth Row—-Decrease i at beginning and

increase one at ending of row.

Fifty-first Row—Decrease i at beginning of

row.

Fifty-second Row—Decrease i at beginning

and increase i at ending of row.

Fifty-third Row—Plain.

Fifty-fourth Row—Decrease i at beginning

of row.

Fifty-fifth Row—Same as 50th row.

Fifty-sixth Row—Plain.

Fifty-seventh Row—Same as 50th row.

Fifty-eighth Row—Decrease i at beginning

of row.

Fifty-ninth Row—Same as 50th row\

Sixtieth Row—Decrease i at beginning.

Sixty-first Row—Same as 50th row.

Sixty-second Row—Plain.

Sixty-third row—Same as 50th row.

Sixty- fourth—Plain.

. ,
Sixth-fifth Row-—Same as 50th row.

Sixty-sixth Row—Plain.

Sixty-seventh Row—Same as 50th row.

Sixty-eighth Row—Decrease i at beginning

and leave 13 stitches at end of row.

Sixty-ninth Row—Take up 7 stitches, leave

4 stitches at end of row, bind off the stitches,

this will finish right front.

Left Front—Work like the first, rever-

sing all the decreasings and increasings, thus:

Make the chain of 38 stitches, take up all the

stitches, work back 7 stitches only, take these

up again, and work back 12 stitches and so on,

until you have 5 rows.

Sixth Row—Make the buttonholes by yarn

over needle i time and skip the 3d stitch from

end of row, taking the remaining 2 stitches,

work back, taking off the yarn over the

needle as on stitch. Repeat this on the 13th,

20th, 27th, 34th and 41st rows, which will

give you 6 buttonholes. Finish the vest just

reversing the directions in each row.

Back—With 4 fold Germantown and

double crochet hook, make a chain of 40

stitches, make 2 ribs or 4 rows plain, then 4

ribs, increasing i stitch in each rib toward

the armhole. Add 24 stitches and make i rib,

then make 7 ribs increasing I stitch in each

rib for the shoulder.

Eight ribs plain.

Seven ribs, decreasing I stitch in each rib

for the other shoulder, bind off 24 stitches,

make 4 ribs decreasing I stitch in each rib.

Make 2 ribs plain.

Sew the fronts and backs together on the

shoulder, and under arm, and face with narrow

ribbon. Also face the fronts and neck of the

vest with a wider ribbon. Finish with buttons

on the right front. Sew ribbon on the back

of the vest for buckle fastener.

Take up 18 stitches of pocket openings of

each front and make 2 rows and bind them off,

line with ribbon for the pockets.

Columbia Yarns are ahvays brilliant and beautiful—and they stay so. Columbia never loivers

its colors
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Knit Golf Glove

MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia

Saxony
13/2 hanks

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 16

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR SIZE 7 HAND

Cast on 66 stitches, knit 3, purl 3, making

rib of 3 and 3 for 40 rows.

Right-Hand Glove—The palm facing the

knitter, and the thumb on the right-hand side.

Make 26 rounds plain; on the 14th round

begin to increase for the thumb, by knitting

the 1st stitch plain, increase l in the next stitch,

then knit 28 stitches plain, knit 3, purl 3, for

the remaining stitches of round.

Fifteenth Round—Same as the 14th.

Sixteenth Round—Knit 32 stitches plain,

knit 3, purl 3, for the remaining stitches of the

round.

Seventeenth Round—Knit i plain, and in-

crease I in the next stitch. Knit 30 plain, purl

3, knit 3, for the remaining stitches of round.

(This reverses the pattern, thus forming a

small block.) Continue knitting in this way

until you have increased 26 stitches, being care-

ful to reverse the pattern, or blocks, every 3

rounds, making 93 stitches on the needle.

Thread a needle with coarse cotton, pass it

through the 28 stitches knitted for the thumb.

Tie the cotton. Continue the work in the

round, also pattern for 36 rounds.

First Finger—Knit 6, take a needle and

cotton and pass it through all the stitches on

the hand, except the last 13 stitches. Now
use 3d needle, cast on 4 stitches ; this is for the

inside of finger. Divide the stitches for the

finger equally on 3 needles, continue to knit

plain in the round for 24 rounds, then decrease

by knitting 2 of the inside stitches together.

Knit 8 rounds plain, then decrease by knitting

2 of the inside stitches together. Knit 6 rounds

plain, knit 2 together, then knit 2 all around,

knit 2 together, knit 2 all around, knit 2 to-

gether, and then knit i all around until you

have 14 stitches remaining on the needle.

Draw the yarn through the 14 stitches, draw

together, fasten the yarn firmly on the wrong

side.

Second Finger—Put the next 7 stitches

from the inside of the hand on a needle. Cast

4 stitches on another needle, then take the last

8 stitches off the cotton on to a needle. Now
pick up the 4 stitches, cast on for the ist finger,

and work as before, making finger 6 rounds

longer previous to beginning to decrease.

Third Finger—Take 7 stitches from inside

of hand, cast on 4 stitches, take the last 7

stitches off the cotton, pick the 4 stitches from

inside of second finger, and knit as directed

Every cent necessary to the highest quality is spent in producing Columbia Yarns—and not a

cent more. So in the price you pay for them—nothing less ivill secure the best,

and anything more is extravagance
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Knit Golf Glove
(continued)

for the 1st finger, making 3 rounds more be-

fore beginning the decrease.

Fourth Finger—Take all the stitches re-

maining on the cotton and pick up the 4

stitches from inside of the 3d finger. Knit 18

rounds, decrease as before, and finish the same

way. Now finish the thumb by taking stitches

off the cotton on to 3 needles. Work 18 rounds

plain, decrease 2, then knit 6 rounds, decrease

2, knit 4 rounds, decrease 2, then knit 2 all

around until you have 16 stitches remaining;

finish as directed for fingers.

Left-Hand Glove—Cast on 66 stitches,

knit 3, purl 3, making rib of 3 and 3 for 40

rows. The thumb must be on the right-hand

side, and the back of the glove toward the

knitter. Make 26 rounds plain; on the 27th

round begin to increase for the thumb by

knitting the pattern first in this manner, knit 3,

purl 3, knit 3, purl 3, knit 3, purl 3, knit 3,

purl 3, knit 3, purl 3, knit 3, purl 3, knit 28,

increase I the next stitch, knit I.

Twenty-eighth Round—Same as the 27th.

Twenty-ninth Round—Knit 3, purl 3, knit

3, purl 3, knit 3, purl 3, knit 3, purl 3, knit 3,

purl 3, knit 3, purl 3, knit 32.

Thirtieth Round—Purl 3, knit 3, purl 3,

knit 3, purl 3, knit 3, purl 3, knit 3, purl 3,

knit 3, purl 3, knit 3, purl 3, knit 27, increase

I in the next stitch, knit I. This round re-

verses the pattern, thus forming a small block.

Continue knitting in this way until you have

increased 26 stitches, being careful to reverse

the pattern, or block, every 3 rounds, making

93 stitches on the needle. Thread a needle with

coarse cotton, pass it through 27 stitches,

knitted for thumb. Tie the cotton. Continue

to work in round on the 66 stitches, also pat-

tern for 36 rounds.

First Finger—Knit 6, take a needle and

cotton, pass it through all the stitches on the

hand, except the last 13 stitches, now use 3d

needle, cast on 4 stitches; this is for the inside

of finger. Divide the stitches equally on 3

needles. Continue to knit plain in the round

for 24 rounds, then decrease by knitting 2

stitches of the inside stitches together, knit 8

rounds plain, then decrease, knit 6 rounds, de-

crease, knit 2 rounds, decrease, knit 2 rounds,

decrease, then knit i all around until you

have 14 stitches remaining on the needle, draw

the yarn through the 14 stitches, draw to-

gether, fasten the yarn firmly on the wrong
side.

Second Finger—Put the next 7 stitches

from the inside of the hand on a needle, cast

4 stitches on another needle, then take the

last 8 stitches off the cotton on to a needle.

Now pick up the 4 stitches cast on for the ist

finger, and work as before, making finger 6

rounds longer previous to beginning to de-

crease.

Third Finger—Take 7 stitches from inside

of hand, cast on 4 stitches, take the last 7

stitches off the cotton, pick up the 4 stitches

from inside of 2d finger, and knit as directed

for the 1st finger, making 3 rounds more before

beginning the decrease.

Fourth Finger—Take all the stitches re-

maining on the cotton, and pick up 4 stitches

from inside of the 3d finger, knit 18 rounds,

decrease as before, and finish the same way.

Now finish the thumb by taking stitches off

the cotton on to 3 needles. Work 18 rounds

plain, decrease, then knit 6 rounds, decrease,

knit 4 rounds, decrease, then knit 2 all around,

until you have 16 stitches remaining, then fin-

ish as directed for finger.

'The only gift is a portion of thyself."—Emerson. Thus there ore persons zcho ahvays reserve

for their dearest friends the ivork of their oivn hands
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Men's Mittens
KNIT

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Saxony
2 hanks

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 14

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR SIZE 7 HAND

Cast 60 Stitches on 3 needles and knit 60
rounds in ribbed knitting, 2 stitches plain and

2 purled.

Follow with 70 rounds of plain knitting for

the hand.

In the 3d round of the 70 begin to widen
for the thumb gore. To begin, widen at both

sides of the first 2 stitches, and then 5 times

thereafter, with intervals of 2 rounds in a line

above the previous widenings. For the widen-

ings, having knitted the first 2 stitches men-
tioned, knit a stitch crossed out of the succeed-

ing horizontal mesh. (For cross knitting in-

sert the needle downward at the back instead

of upward at the front.) Purl the following

stitch, then having knitted the round, purl the

stitch that precedes the 2 named and knit I

crossed out of the horizontal mesh succeeding

it ; at each successive round the number of

stitches between the widenings will naturally

be increased. After the last widening round

(the 1 8th round) knit 2 more rounds, then

take the stitches of the thumb gore on separate

needles and knit 24 rounds for the thumb, in

the last 4 of which point it.

Then continue the hgnd.

In the 1st round out of the mesh connecting

the thumb stitches knit 2 stitches crossed. In

the following round knit 2 stitches together on
both sides of these 2 stitches, and in the suc-

ceeding round knit each one of these stitches

together with the one beside it, thus forming a

gusset.

The hand is narrowed in the last 1 1 rounds.

In the first of these knit 2 stitches together at

both sides of the ist stitch, and at both sides

of the middle stitch, then narrowing before the

stitch to be knit plain, and thereafter in every

following 2d round narrow in the same
manner, then in last round divide the stitches

into halves and cast off, knitting the stitches of

both halves together in pairs.

Coarse yarn makes harsh garments whose roughness irritates the skin
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Men's Socks
KNIT

MATERIAL—Columbia Spanish

Knitting Yarn
2 hanks

or Columbia Worsted Knitting

Yarn

I hank

4 Steel Knitting Needles No. 15

INSTRUCTIONS
Cast on 80 stitches (divided on 4 needles).

Rib by knitting 2 and purling 2 until the

sock is 43^2 inches long.

Knit plain, making I stitch the seam stitch,

until the sock reaches 7 inches in length, then

narrow on each side of the seam stitch for the

ankle. (This is done by knitting to within

the last 3 stitches of seam.)

Slip I and knit I, draw the slip stitch over

the knitted one, knit i, purl the seam stitch,

knit I, knit 2 together, knit the rest plain.

Repeat this 5 times, make 5 rounds between

each narrowing. Knit plain until the leg

measures io3<2 inches.

For the heel, divide stitches, having 17 on

each side of seam. Knit and purl the stitches

until the heel measures 3 inches. (Always

slip the 1st stitch, whether it be knit or

purled.) Knit across, knit 20, knit 2 together,

knit I, turn, purl 5, purl 2 together, purl I,

turn, knit 5, knit 2 together, knit I. Repeat

the last 2 rows until you have 7 stitches left.

Pick up side stitches, make 3 plain rounds,

narrow.

First Pin (of heel)—Knit i, knit 2 to-

gether, knit the rest plain.

Second Pin—Knit to within the last 3

stitches, slip i, knit i, pass the slip stitch over

the knit one, knit i, make 2 plain rounds be-

tween each narrowing. There should be 6

narrowings.

Knit plain until you have 8 stitches, then

divide stitches for the toe—half on front pin,

a fourth on each of 2 other pins; the front

must lay flat on sole of foot.

Front Pin—Knit i, knit 2 together, knit

to within the last 3 stitches, slip I, knit i, pass

the slip stitch over the knit one, and knit i.

Second Pin—Knit I, knit 2 together, knit

the rest plain.

Third Pin—Knit to within the last 3

stitches, slip I, knit i, pass the slip stitch over

the knit one, make 2 plain rounds between each

narrowing. Repeat until you have 24 stitches

left or until the foot measures 10 inches.

Bind ofi and sew up.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of yarn you buy
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Knee Caps
KNIT

MATERIAL—Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

3 hanks

5 Steel Knitting Needles No. 15

INSTRUCTIONS
Cast 114 stitches divided on 4 needles, and

work with the 5th needle as follows: Knit in

rib style for 47 rounds, by purling 2 and

knitting 2.

In the 48th round begin the gore, which

covers the knee. Knit off the first 26 stiches,

and knit them separately back and forth, purl-

ing 2 and knitting 2.

After knitting 2 rows in this manner, change

the pattern by knitting the stitches that were

purled and purling the ones that were knit,

thus forming a small square.

In knitting this gore, i stitch is taken from

the needle at each side of the 26 stitches

each time across after the 1st row. This

widens the gore, then it is knit as described

above.

Continue taking stitch from the needles

until there are only 42 left of the original

ribbed portion. This brings the gore to the

points at the side and completes the upper half

of the knee cap.

Work the lower half of the gore separately,

narrowing i at the end of each row until only

26 stitches are left. Take up 23 stitches at

each side of these 26 stitches along the selvedge

of the gore. This will bring you to the side

of the gore.

Then divide the stitches as evenly as pos-

sible on the 4 needles and work in rib style

the same as top, 47 rounds, being careful to

continue the ribs of the upper portion.

Finish the knee cap with a border of plain

crochet.

The best yarn is none too good to mingle ivith your work, your patience, and your love—Columbia Yarns
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Teapot Holder

i«i

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

Yi hank each 2 Contrasting Colors

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported Germantown
ij hank each 2 Contrasting Colors

2 Bone Knitting Needles, lO-inch, Size 2

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 3

INSTRUCTIONS
With Red yarn cast on 32 stitches.

First Row—Knit 7 stitches Red, 6 Gray, 6

Red, 6 Gray, 7 Red, and repeat this for 6

rows.

This makes 3 squares of 3 ribs each, 2 Gray
and I Red. Now transpose, making 2 Red
and I Gray. Continue these squares until you

have 9 squares in length, then bind of¥ the

stitches. Crochet a chain of 3 and i Sg. C
stitch in 3d stitch from starting point. Do
this all around, drawing in the 3 squares at

the ends by omitting the chain. Next crochet

a scallop around, make a cord and tassels for

each end of squares.

"Bring me my knitting, deary,

It's something I can't abide

To sit with my old hands idle."—"Grandma's Attic Treasures"
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Nursing-Bottle Cover

i»^ v< AA J«.,JMt >*»**'

MATERIAL—Columbia 4 Fold Germantown

>:4 hank White

34 hank Pink

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 2

INSTRUCTIONS

With White make a chain of 4 stitches,

join to a ring.

First Row—Chain i. 2 Sg. C in every

chain stitch, join with a slip stitch.

Second Row—Chain i, 2 Sg. C in every

other stitch (taking up the whole stitch), join

with a slip stitch.

Third Row—Like 2d row.

Fourth Row—Chain i, 2 Sg. C in every

3d stitch, join with a slip stitch.

Fifth Row—Chain i, 2 Sg. C in every

other stitch, join with a slip stitch.

There will be 34 stitches around. Work
2 rows of Pink and 2 rows of White alter-

nately ; make it 28 rows for the length of the

bottle. Work i row of holes for ribbon, * i

chain stitch, i D C, skip 2 stitches. Repeat

from * around finish with 2 chain stitches and

Sg. C in every stitch, draw ribbon through.

No trouble in matching Columbia Yarns. Their shadings are exact and ahvays the same
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Hot-Water Bottle Cover

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia Germantown

1 3/2 hanks

I Bone Crochet Hook No. 4

INSTRUCTIONS

Make a chain of 60 stitches, join.

First Round— i Sg. C in every stitch, join.

Second Round—Chain i, 2 Sg. C in the first

stitch (always taking up the back loop), i

Sg. C in the next 29 Sg. C, 3 in 30th, i Sg.

C in the rest of 2g stitches, join.

Third Round—Chain i. 2 Sg. C in the first

stitch, I Sg. C in the next 31 Sg. C, 3 in the

32d stitch, I Sg. C in the rest of 31 stitches,

join.

Fourth Round—Chain i. 2 Sg. C in the first

stitch, I Sg. C in the next 32 Sg. C, 3 in the

FOR 2 QUARTS

34th Stitch. I Sg. C in the rest of 33 stitches,

join.

Fifth Round—Chain i, 2 Sg. C in the ist

stitch, I Sg. C in the next ^^ Sg. C, 3 in the

34th stitch, I Sg. C in the rest of 33 stitches,

join.

Now work round without increasing until

the bag is 10 inches long.

Crochet a row of D C and finish with a row
of crazy shell. Run cord through the row of

D C and finish with tassel.

ISiothing, no matter hoiv simple, lacks beauty if it has fine quality
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Crocheted Lace

MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

I hank will make 2j/S j^ards of this lace

I Bone Crochet Hook No. I

INSTRUCTIONS

Second Row—5 D C in the first space, 2

D C in the next 3 spaces, chain 3, turn.

Third row— i D C on top of last D C of

previous row, i chain, i D C between each

Repeat from * across (there will be 4 spaces), ^^^^.^ of 2 D C, chain 2, turn,

chain 2, turn. Repeat 2d and 3d rows alternately.

Make a chain of 10 stitches.

First Row— I D C in the 4th stitch from

hook, *
I chain, skip i, I D C in the next one.

The just-as-good icill NOT knit up and ivear like Columbia—better realize that before begin-

ning the work
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Crocheted Scallop Lace
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MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

I hank will make 23 2 yards of this lace

I Bone Crochet Hook No. i

INSTRUCTIONS

Make a chain of 15 stitches. Fourth Row—3 chain, i Sg. C between the

First Row— I Sg. C in the 5th stitch from 2d and 3d D C, * 3 chain, skip 2 D C, i

hook, * 3 chain, skip 2, i Sg. C in the next Sg. C in the space between the next 2 D C,

stitch. Repeat from * to end of chain, turn. repeat twice from *, 3 chain, i Sg. C in the

Second Row—5 chain, i Sg. C in the ist space beyond the scallop; repeat chain and

space, * 3 chain, 1 Sg. C in the next space. Sg. C 3 times.

Repeat from * to end of row, turn.

Third Row—2 chain, 3 D C in each of the

next 3 spaces, with i chain between the groups

of 3 D C, 10 D C in the space made by the

chain of 5, turn.

Fifth Row—3 chain, i Sg. C in the ist

space, I Sg. C and 3 chain in each of the next

3 spaces.

Repeat from 2d row\

Columbia yarns long since took the lead, and they have alivays maintained it. You can't beat

the Best
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Crocheted Scallop Edging

MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

I hank will make 3 yards of this lace

I Bone Crochet Hook No. i

Make a chain of 5 stitches.

First Row—Make a shell 3 D C, i chain,

and 3 D C in the 4th stitch from hook (all in

the same stitch), chain 5, turn.

Second Row— 1 shell of 5 D C in middle

INSTRUCTIONS
shell in middle of last shell, i D C in the end

of shell, chain 2, turn.

Fifth Row— I shell in the middle of last

shell, 3 D C in each of the next 2 spaces, 10

D C in the next space, and 3 D C in each

of last shell, i D C in the end of shell, chain of the next 2 spaces, and catch in the end of

2 turn. foundation, chain 5, turn.

Third Row— I shell of 6 D C in middle Sixth Row—Skip 2 D C, i Sg. C between

of last shell, 2 chain, 1 D C in the end of shell, the end and 3d D C, chain 5, and catch after

2 chain, i D C in the 3d stitch of chain, chain every 2 D C around the scallop, i shell in the

4, turn. middle of last shell, i D C in the end of

Fourth Row— i D C in the 1st space, 2 shell, chain 2, turn,

chain, i D C in the next space, 2 chain, i Repeat from 1st row.

^'Columbia" frives many times the beauty and ivear of other yarns, yet costs about the same
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Knitted Edging

187

MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

I hank will make 3 V2 yards of this edging

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 15

INSTRUCTIONS

Cast on 12 stitches. Th. O needle twice, narrow, knit 2, Th, O
First Row—Knit 2, Th. O, narrow, knit i, needle twice, narrow, knit i.

Th. O needle twice, narrow, knit 2, Th. O, Sixth Row—Knit 3, purl i, knit 4, purl i,

knit. knit the rest plain.

Second Row—Knit 3, purl i, knit 4. Purl
5^^,^,^^,^ Row—Knit 2, Th. O, knit the rest

I, knit the rest plain. , •

' ' plain.

Third Row—Knit 2, Th. O, narrow, knit

, ,
. Eighth Row—Bind off 4 stitches, knit the

the rest plain.

„ „ I' •
I

• rest plain,
rourth Row—Knit plain.

Fifth Row—Knit 2, Th. O, narrow, knit 3, Repeat from ist row.

Experienced kniiters use Colu/nbia Yarn; they are never satisfied nith a hank of any other make
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Knitted Lace
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MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

I hank will make 3 \'ards of this lace

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 15

INSTRUCTIONS

Cast on 13 stitches.

First Row—Knit 3, Th. O, narrow, knit 2,

Th. O, narrow, knit 4.

Second Row—Knit 2, Th. O 3 times, knit

2, Th. O, narrow, knit 2, Th. O, narrow,

knit 3.

Fourth Row—Knit 8, Th. O, narrow, knit

2, Th. O, narrow, knit 3.

Fifth Row—Knit 5, Th. O, narrow, knit

2, Th. O, narrow, knit 6.

Sixth Row—Knit 10, Th. O, narrow,

knit 2, Th. O, narrow, knit i.

Seventh Row—Knit 3, Th. O, narrow, knit

Third Row—Knit 5, Th. O, narrow, knit 2, Th. O, narrow, knit 8.

2, Th. O, narrow, purl i, knit i, purl i. Eighth Row—Bind off 4 stitches, knit 12.

knit I out of the 3 Th. O; then knit 2. Repeat from ist row.

Experience is the best teacher—and experience says use Columbia Yarn in your kniff:nj
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Knitted Edging
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MATERIAL— 3 Fold Columbia Saxony

I hank will make 4 yards of this edging

2 Steel Knitting Needles No. 15

INSTRUCTIONS

Cast on 10 stitches.

First Row—Knit 2, Th. O needle twice,

narrow, knit the rest plain.

Second Row—Knit 7, knit i, purl i, out

the Th. O, knit 2.

Third and Fourth Rows—Knit plain.

Fifth Row—Knit 2, Th. O needle twice,

narrow, Th. O needle twice, narrow, knit

the rest plain.

Sixth Row—Knit 6, knit i, purl i, out

the Th. O, knit i, purl i, out the next Th. O,

knit 2.

Seventh and Eight Rows—Knit plain.

Ninth Row—Knit 2, Th. () needle twice,

narrow, Th. O needle twice, narrow, Th. O
needle twice, narrow, knit the rest plain.

Tenth Row—Knit b, knit I, purl I, out

the Th. O. knit i, purl i, out the Th. (),

knit I, out of the Th. O; then knit 2.

Eleventh Row—Knit plain.

Twelfth Row—Bind off 6 stitches, knit the

rest plain.

Be sure that the Columbia trade-mark is on the label around every skein of yarn you buy
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Crocheted Horse Reins

MATERIAL—4 Fold Columbia

Germantown

I V2 hanks

or 4 Fold Columbia Imported

Germantown

2 hanks

I Bone Crochet Hook, 8-lnch. No. 3

I dozen Bells for the Strap

INSTRUCTIONS

^ote—To make a firmer rein run a cotton

rope through the reins when finished.

Make 5 chains and close them with a single

stitch.

Crochet 10 single stitches into the ring just

made, then crochet around those 10 stitches,

picking up the lower half of each stitch (al-

ways working on the wrong side of the stitch)

until you have the lines 2 J/ yards long, or

whatever length desired.

Finish each end with a large tassel. The

strap with the bells is made with 8 chains.

Take up each chain with a Sg. C, then crochet

back and forth on the Sg. C, alwaj's picking

up the back stitch (which forms a rib), until

you have the strap 10 inches long. Sew each

end of the strap around the lines and trim with

bells.

Crocheting with poor yarn takes just as much rjf your time, labor, thought and patience as

Columbia Yarns
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Directions for Washing Knit Garments to

Avoid Shrinking

1. Make warm Soap Suds (not much

soap). Proper heat for the suds is just un-

comfortably hot for the hands, but so as not

to scald.

2. The washing and rinsing should all be

done in warm—not hot—water.

3. Use pure soap only; no chemicals or

washing powders.

4. Do not rub soap on the garment. Put

the garment through the w^ringer and back

in the suds 3 or 4 times. Rinse out in clear

water, rery tltoroui^hly.

5. Wash carefully, rubbing as little as pos-

sible, and never on a ivashboard.

6. Let the Suds and Wringer do the

u'ork.

7. Stretch the garments lengthwise and

dry quickly in the open air.

Part of the reward of buying a good yarn

comes to you when you wash the garment

made of it. The best wool stands washing

best, and the best is Columbia.

No garment, however, should be washed

without the greatest care, in accordance with

the directions given.

^o^Mm^

*'•<'?*( RES. U.S-P^'
qV<-

Tivo classes of things are those which have ostentation ivithout quality, and those ivhich have

quality without ostentation. There are two classes of people: those that select

the one, and those that love the other
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Columbia Varns

COLUMBIA YARNS were used exclusively in the making of

all the articles shown in the Columbia Book of Yarns, This

fact has been carefully considered in writing out the direc-

tions for making each article, so we wish to remind you that in

order to secure effects like the pictures, with the same quantity of

yarn, it is necessary to use Columbia Yarns and no others.

Columbia Germantown, 4 and 8 fold.

Columbia Imported Germantown, 4 and 8 fold.

Columbia Saxony, 2, 3, and 4 fold.

Columbia Floss.

Columbia Shetland Wool.

Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn.

Columbia Worsted Knitting \'arn.

Columbia Fairy Zephyr.

Columbia Shetland Zephyr.

Columbia Zephyr Floss.

Columbia Eiderdown.

Columbia Pompadour Wool.

Columbia Lady Jane.

Columbia Angora Wool.
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The "COLUMBIA YARNS" Label

pA^vJM^ COLUMBIA GERMANTOWN
4 & 8 FOLD

THESE YARNS ARE THE BEST IN THE MARKET
AND NOTED FOR THEiR EVENNESS AND ELAS-

TICITY OF THREAD, BRILLIANCY AND DURABIL-

ITY OF COLORS AND VARIETY OF SHADES, EACH
HANK IS SUBDIVIDED INTO FOUR EVEN SKEINS.

This ring-label (facsimile above), with the Columbia shepherdess

trade-mark, is around every hank of genuine Columbia Yarn.

Be sure it is always on the yarn you buy, to get the most satisfac-

tory results from your knitting and crocheting.

Besides the "ring-label," we illustrate the Columbia carton

—

showing how the yarn is packed.

The system of packing and inspecting Columbia Yarn is very

thorough and very strict. You will find their excellence consistent

through the greatest number of packages.
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What to Make and What to Use
We give below a partial list of the different Columbia Yarns which show at a glance

some of the most useful and beautiful things to make:

AFGHANS—
4 and 8 fold Columbia Germantown

4 and 8 fold Columbia Imported Ger-

mantown

Columbia Eiderdown

BLANKETS— (Infant's)

Columbia Floss

BANDS— (Infant's)

2, 3, and 4 fold Columbia Saxony

BEDROOM SHOES—
4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

4 fold Columbia Zephyr

BEDROOM SLIPPERS—
4 and 8 fold Columbia Germantown

4 and 8 fold Columbia Imported Ger-

mantown

4 fold Columbia Zephyr

BED SHOES—
4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

4 fold Columbia Zephyr

BLOUSES— (Golf)

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Saxony

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

BLOUSE JACKETS—
4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown
Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

BOOTEES— (Infant's)

2 and 3 fold Columbia Saxony

BOOTS— (Ladies')

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

CAPES—
Columbia Floss

4 fold Columbia Germantown

2 and 3 fold Columbia Saxony

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

Columbia Shetland Wool

CHEST PROTECTORS— (Infant's)

Lady Jane Wool

3 fold Columbia Saxony

COATS— (Ladies')

Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

ETON WAISTS—
4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

FASCINATORS—
Columbia Floss

GLOVES— (Golf)

3 fold Columbia Saxony.

GLOVES AND MITTENS— (Ladies')

4 fold Columbia Saxony

Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

HOODS— (Infant's)

Columbia Angora Wool
2 and 3 fold Columbia Saxony

Columbia Pompadour Wool

4 fold Columbia Germantown

HOODS— (Child's)

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

HOODS— (Ladies')

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

Columbia Shetland Wool
Columbia Zephyr Floss

Columbia Pompadour Wool

HORSE REINS—
4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

4 fold Columbia Zephyr
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What to Make and What to Use

(continued)

HOTAVATER BOTTLE—
4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

INVALID'S BED JACKETS—
Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

JACKETS— (Infant's)

Columbia Zephyr Floss

JACKETS— (Child's)

Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

JACKETS— (Ladies')

Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

4 fold Columbia Saxony

Columbia Zephyr Floss

JACKETS— (lAIen's)

Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

KIMONOS— (Infant's)

2 fold Columbia Saxony

Columbia Pompadour Wool

KIMONOS— (Ladies')

Columbia Floss

KNITTED SCARFS—
Columbia Shetland Wool

Columbia Floss

3 fold Columbia Saxony

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported (jermantown

KNEE CAPS—
Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

LACES—
2 and 3 fold Cohmibia Saxony

Columbia Pompadour Wool

Columbia Zephyr Shetland

2 fold Columbia Zephyr

LEGGINGS— (Child's Knee)

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

4 fold Columbia Zephyr

LEGGINGS— (Child's Drawer)

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

4 fold Columbia Zephyr

MITTENS— (Infant's)

2 and 3 fold Columbia Saxony

MITTENS— (Men's)

4 fold Columbia Saxony

Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

NURSING BOTTLE COVER—
4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

PETTICOATS— ( Child's

)

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

4 fold Columbia Zephyr

PETTICOATS— ( Ladies'

)

Columbia German Knitting Yarn

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

4 fold Columbia Zephyr

SACQUES— (Infant's)

2, 3, and 4 fold Columbia Saxony

Columbia Floss

Columbia Shetland Wool

Columbia Lady Jane

Columbia P(jmpadour Wool

SHAWLS—
4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

Columbia Floss

Columbia Spanish Knitting \'arn

Columbia Shetland \V(jo1

Columbia Pompadour Wool
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What to Make and What to Use

(continued'

SHIRTS— (Child's)

3 fold Columbia Saxony

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

SKIRTS— (Knitted)

Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

SOCKS— (Men's)

Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

3 and 4 fold Columbia Saxony

STOMACHERS—
2 and 3 fold Columbia Saxony

SWEATERS— (Boy's)

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

SWEATERS— (Infant's)

3 and 4 fold Columbia Saxony

SWEATERS— (Ladies')

Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

SWEATERS— (Men's)

4 and 8 fold Columbia Germantown

4 and 8 fold Columbia Imported Ger-

mantown

Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

TEAPOT HOLDER—
4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

4 fold Columbia Zephyr

TOQUES— (Infant's)

3 and 4 fold Columbia Saxony

UNDER JACKETS—
3 fold Columbia Saxony

Columbia Shetland Wool

VESTS— (Ladies')

Columbia Worsted Knitting Yarn

Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

VESTS— (Men's)

4 and 8 fold Columbia Germantown

4 and 8 fold Columbia Imported Ger-

mantown

WRISTLETS—
Columbia Spanish Knitting Yarn

4 fold Columbia Germantown

4 fold Columbia Imported Germantown

.q\-MUq,
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INDEX

PAGE

Afghan, Detail Stitches of

53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63
Afghan, Infant's Embroidered Rose... 64, 65
Afghan, Infant's (Popcorn stitch) . . . .66, 67
Afghan, Infant's Eiderdown 67
Afghan, Infant's 68, 69
Afghan, Infant's Embroidered . . . .70, 71, 73
Afghan, Infant's Rosebud Embroidered ... 74
Afghan, Coffee Bean 75
Afghan, Newport 76, 77
Afghan, Pointed Couch 78, 79
Afghan, Embroidered Couch 80, 81

Afghan, Couch 82, 83
Afghan, Roman Couch 84, 85
Afghan, Columbia Shaded 86, 87
Automobile Robe, Columbia 88, 89
Afghan, Waffle Stitch 90, 91

Automobile Hood, Ladies' 94
Automobile Jacket, Ladies' Knitted. .130, 131

Bootees, Infant's Knitted 32, 34
Bootees, Infant's Crocheted 33, 35
Band, Infant's Knitted 36
Blouse Jacket, Child's Russian (Crocheted)

4^, 47
Boating Jacket, Child's 48, 49
Boy's Sweater 50, 5

1

Blanket, Infant's 72

Blouse Jacket, Columbia Knitted. . 134, 135
Blouse, Columbia Golf, with revers

136, 137, 138, 139
Blouse Jacket, Ladies' Knitted 140, 141

Bed Jacket, Invalid's 151

Bed Shoes, Ladies' (Knit) 157
Bedroom Shoes (Crocheted) 158

Boots, Ladies' (Knit) 159

Bedroom Slippers (Crocheted) 162

Crochet Hooks (Actual size) 6

Crocheting, First Stitches 10, 11

PAGE

Chest Protector, Infant's Crocheted 19

Cape, Infant's Golf 20
Child's Crocheted Dutch Hood 38
Child's Knee Leggings (Knit) 39
Child's Knitted Drawer Leggings 40, 41
Child's Shirt 42
Child's Petticoat 43
Child's Norfolk Jacket 44, 45
Child's Russian Blouse Jacket (Crocheted)

46,47
Child's Boating Jacket 48. 49
Child's Columbia Sweater 52
Coffee Bean Afghan 75
Couch Afghan, Pointed 78, 79
Couch Afghan, Embroidered 80, 81

Couch Afghan 82, 83
Couch Afghan, Roman 84, 85
Columbia Shaded Afghan 86. 87
Columbia Automobile Robe 88, 89
Cape, Columbia LaBelle, with Yoke 96
Cape, Opera, Cokunbia 97
Columbia Eight-Point Shawl '.

. . 100

Circular Shawl lOi

Columbia Knitted Shawl 104, 105

Columbia Knitted Shawl 109

Columbia Germantown Shawl no
Columbia Long-shoulder Shawl 1 1

1

Columbia Sweater 117,118,119
Cable-stitch Sweater 122, 123

Coat, Ladies' Outing 126, 127

Coat, Ladies' Newport 128, 129

Columbia Knitted Blouse Jacket. . . .134, 135

Columbia Golf Blouse, with revers

136, 137. 138, 139

Columbia Knitted Underjacket 142

Columbia Yarns 192, 193

Drawer Leggings, Child's Knitted 40, 41

Detail Stitches of Afghans

53, 54, 55, 56, 57- 58. 59- 60, 61, 62, 63
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Detail Stitches of Shawls 98, 99
Detail Stitches of Sweaters

1 12, 1 13, 1 14, 115, lib

Directions for Washing Knit Garments. .191

Explanation of Terms Used in Knitting

and Crocheting 12

Eton Jacket, Infant's 29

Embroidered Afghan, Infant's ... .70. 71, 73

Embroidered Rose Afghan, Infant's. . .64, 65

Embroidered Rosebud Afghan, Infant's. . 74

Embroidered Couch Afghan 80, 81

Eton Jacket, Ladies' 146

Eton Waists, Ladies' 147

First Stitches, Knitting 7, 8, g

First Stitches, Crocheting 10, 11

Fascinators 92, 93

Golf Cape Infant's 20

Golf Blouse with Revers, Columbia

13^, 137' 138, 139

Golf Jacket, Men's i65

Glove, Golf, Knit 176, 177

Hood, Infant's Crocheted 13, 17

Hood, Infant's Brioche Stitcli 14

Hood, Infant's Knitted I5, it)

Hood, Child's Crocheted Dutch 38
Hood, Ladies' Automobile 94
Hood, Ladies' Crocheted 95
Hot-water Bottle Cover 183

Holder, Teapot 181

Horse Reins 190

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant's

Crocheted Hood 13, 17

Brioche-Stitch Hood 14
Knitted Hood 15, ib

Toque 18

Crochet Chest Protector ig

Golf Cape 20
Sweater 21,22
Sacque (Knit) 22, 23
Yoke Sacque 24, 25, 28
Crocheted Sacque 2b, 27
Eton Jacket 2g
Kimono 30, 3

1

Knitted Bootees 32, 34
Crocheted Bootees 33, 35
Knitted Band 3b
Mittens (Knit) 37

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Infant

Invalic

Infant

Jacket

Jacket

Jacket

Jacket

Jacket

Jacket

Jacket

Jacket

Jacket

Jacket

Jacket

Jacket

s Mittens (Crocheted) 37
s Embroidered Rose Afghan . . .b4, b5

s Popcorn Afghan bb, bj

s ICiderdown Afghan b7

s Afghan b8, bg

s Embroidered Afghan . . . .70, 71, 73
s Blanket 72
s Rosebud Embroidered Afghan . . 74
i's Bed Jacket 151

s Stomacher (Knit) 155

Eton, Infant's 2g
Child's Norfolk 44, 45
Child's Russian Blouse (Crocheted)

46,47
Child's Boating 48, 4g
Ladies' Knitted Automobile. 130, 131

Ladies' Outing 132, 133
Columbia Knitted Blouse. . . 134, 135
Ladies' Knitted Blouse 1^0, 141

Ladies' Knitted 143
Eton, Ladies' 1 4b

Invalid's Bed 151

Men's Golf ibb

Knitting Needles (actual size) b

Knitting Pins (actual size) b

Knitting First Stitches 7, 8, g
Kimono, Infant's 30, 31

Knee Leggings Child's (Knit) 39
Kimono, Ladies' 150

Knit Golf Glove 17b, 177
Knee Caps (Knit) 180

Leggings, Child's Knee (Knit) 39
Leggings, Child's Drawer, Knitted .. .40, 41

Ladies' Automobile Hood 94
Ladies' Crocheted Hood g5
Ladies' Shawl with Yoke 103

Ladies' Sweater 124, 125

Ladies' Outing Coat 12b, 127

Ladies' Newport Coat 128, I2g

Ladies' Knitted Automobile Jacket. .130, 131

Ladies' Outing Jacket 132, 133
Ladies' Knitted Blouse Jacket 140, 141

Ladies' Knitted Jacket 143
Ladies' Knitted Underjacket 144, 145

Ladies' Eton Jacket 14b

Ladies' Eton Waist 147
Ladies' Columbia Crocheted Vest . .148, I4g

Ladies' Kimono 1 50



COLUMBIA YARNS 199

Ladies' Knitted Skirt 152, 153

Ladies' Petticoat (Crocheted) 154

*^adies' Stomacher (Knit) 155

"Xadies' Mittens (Crocheted) 156

Ladies' Bed Shoes (Knit) 157

Ladies Boots (Knit) I59

Ladies' Slippers (Crocheted) 160

Ladies' Slippers (Knit) 161, 163

Laces 184, 185, i85, 187, 188, 189

Mittens, Infant's (Knit) 37
Mittens, Infant's (Crochet) 37

Misses Outing Sweater 120, 121

Mittens, Ladies' (Crocheted) 156

Men's Sweater 164, 165

Men's Golf Jacket ibb

Men's Vests

167, 168, i6g, 170. 171, 172, 173, 174, 175

Mittens, Men's Knit 178

Men's Socks ( Knit) 1 79

Norfolk Jacket, Child's 44-45
Newport Afghan 7t), 77
Nursing Bottle Cover 182

Opera Cape, Columbia 97

. Petticoat, Child's 43
Popcorn Afghan for Infants 66, 67

Pointed Couch Afghan 78, 79
Petticoat, Ladies' (Crocheted) 154

Roman Couch Afghan 84, 85

Robe, Automobile, Columbia 88, 89

Rainbow Shawl io5

Roman Shoulder Shawl 107

Sweater, Infant's 21, 22

Sacque, Infant's (Knit) 22, 23

Sacque, Infant's Yoke 24, 25, 28

Sacque, Infant's Crocheted 26, 27

Shirt, Child's 42

Sweater, Boy's 50, 5

1

Sweater, Child's Columbia 52

Shawls, Detail Stitches of 98, 99
Shawl, Columbia Eight-Pointed lOO

PAGE

Shawl, Circular lOi

Shawl, Shetland 102

Shawl with Yoke, Ladies' 103

Shawl, Columbia Knitted 104, 105

Shawl, Rainbow 106

Shawl, Roman Shoulder 107

Shawl, Seashell 108

Shawl, Columbia Knitted 109

Shawl, Columbia Germantown no
Shawl, Columbia Long-shoulder in
Sweaters, Detail Stitches of

1 12, 1 13, 1 14, 115, 116

Sweater, Columbia 1 17, 1 18, 1 19

Sweater, Misses' Outing 120, 121

Sweater, Cable-stitch 122, 123

Sweater, Ladies' 124, 125

Skirt, Ladies' Knitted 152, 153

Stomacher, Ladies' (Knit) 155

Stomacher, Infant's (Knit) 155

Shoes, Bed, Ladies' (Knit) 157

Shoes, Bedroom (Crocheted) 158

Slippers, Ladies' (Crocheted) 160

Slippers, Ladies' (Knit) 161, 163

Slippers, Bedroom (Crocheted) 162

Sweater, Men's 164, 165

Socks, Men's (Knit) 179

Toque, Infant's 18

Teapot Holder 181

Underjacket, Columbia Knitted 142

Underjacket, Ladies' Knitted 144, 145

Vest, Ladies' Columbia Crocheted .. 148, 149

Vests, Men's

167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173. 174, 175

Waffle Stitch, Afghan 90, 91

Waist, Ladies' Eton I47

Wristlets I55

Washing Knit Garments, Directions for. .191

What to Make and What to Use

194, 195. 196

Yoke Sacque, Infant's 24, 25, 28
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